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$2,000
A man who chopped down 11 
of the Town of Sidney’s trees in 
error is going to have to pay 
$2,000 damages, Sidney council 
decided Monday night.
Walter Dietiker, 10181 
Wildflower Place admitted at a 
June 14 council meeting he’d cut 
11 trees down by mistake when he 
assumed they were on his 
property but argued they were 
rotting and diseased — a fact 
refuted by parks superintendent 
James Marsh who said the 
Monterey Cyprus trees were not 
the finest speciments but were not 
diseased.
Since then, council has been 
trying to assess damages. Cost of 
the axed trees were originally 
established at $12,000 but council 
arrived at a figure of $2,500 to 
allow for cost of replacement 
trees,
The town’s lawyer suggested 
council get together with him and 
work put damage costs and Aid. 
John Calder moved this be done, 
saying there was “no doubt in my 
mind the town should be 
reimbursed.”
Aid: Loyd Burdori argued 
against a meeting with the lawyer 
and suggested it wasn’t necessary 
to; replace the trees, adding the 
land area was not diminuated but 
enhanced. “Some people in the 
immediate neighborhood say 
they’re better off without the 
trees,” he said.
Mayor Norma Sealey pointed 
out the town had certain laws and 
bylaws which were emasculated if 
they were not observed: Saying it
North Saanich council 
Thursday received indirect notice 
of legal action to quash bylaws 
permitting marina expansion in 
Blue Heron Basin but expressed 
little concern about it.
Instead council went ahead 
with a resolution suggesting to 
the Canadian Wildlife Service 
that it either recognize the co­
existence of marinas and wild­
fowl inthe bird sanctuary or else 
“remove or modify the sanctuary 
designation.”
A; long preamble to " the 
resolution noted:
•That the V sanctuary;; 
designation ;was introduced in 
1931 as a measure to control bird
Set up housekeeping on 
roof of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smuland, 2171 Bakerview SL, Sidney, while couple were on holi- 
dayyThe result was a family and the two offspring, jealously guarded by mom during photo
Saanich” to E.A. Barrington- 
Foote, “in your capacity as 
municipal solicitor.”
Considine states his firm has 
been instructed to commence 
legal proceedings to quash the 
two bylaws unless the districts 
begins action to appeal or with­
draw them by Aug. 13.
“Our clients,” he states, “are 
willing to accept rational, orderly 
marina development” but are 
‘‘unwilling to passively acquiesce 
in the face of a piecemeal type of 
development that does not accord 
with community-wide planning 
considerations.”
Four grounds On; ;which ; the 
bylaw are considered defective 
arid illegal are stated, among;
session Sunday. Tom Cronk Photo
hunting in the; area, an activity them that council does not have
; the right; to sub-lease^^^^^^
municipal by-law.” that the bylaws constitute an
•That the North Saanich illegal amendment to the official
community plan states as an community plan, and that one
objective “to recognize the council member who spoke and
municipality’s role as a regional voted for the bylaws “is a dues
marina centre by providing for paying member of the rezoning
orderly and aesthetically applicant, and as a result hasthe
pleasing development of marina sufficient interest in the outcome 
establishments. to disqualify her.”
®That there has been co- Clerk Tony Green told the . - 
existence between bird use and six council that there were several 
marinas in the sanctnarv fnr 10 tn 'lotvoT-
town’s trees would be creating a ' ^ •That ■ the Canadian Wildhle beginning with the fact that
precedent and placing staff in a Bv PEGGIEROWAND Saying it was council’s last battling a development by E and service offered to remove the Barrmgton-Foote, although the .
difficult po^^^^ Aid. John Calder won a opportunity to do the best it Y Construction Ltd. whose sanctuary designation in 1979. municipality uses his services, is
A motion by Calder that victory for the town’s advisory could for the waterfront, Calder original plan for a seven-storey “That the North Saanich not municipal solicitor.
icouriciL claim ;$2^500 damages^ i p commission and its pointed out the town had a design $6.1 million block on 2nd and environmental advisory com- Coinments indicated that the
. . V . panel of four professional Bevan was revised with sub- mission recommended the municipality does not plan to
people, and “we should listen to stantia! changes made from the changes would not be unac- sub-lease; and that the Sidney ;:
was amended to $2,000 arid design panel Monday; night wheri 
he spoke out successfully jagairist
Sidney Rotary Club is spon­
soring a blood donor clinic 2 - 8 
p.m. today at Sanscha Hall, 2243 
Beacon Ave. ; Rotarians are 
aiming for 400 donors and 
hoping to pass the record 348 
who gave blood at their last 
clinic.
second reading of a bylaw which 
would have paved the way Tor a 
muhi-storey building on Sidney’s 
;;; waterfroiif.''
The plan by George Strieker 
earlier received prelimiriafy 
approva,! but was contested by 
Calder when it came up at a July 
; 12 council meeting when the 
; alderrnan asked couhcil to deny 
Strieker’s application for 
rezoning and urged immediate 
implementation of the site as a 
development permit area.
And again he urged council 
Monday night to take the 
recommendation of the APC that 
other concepts be explored.
what they say.” original design and finally ceptablc on an ecological basis in and North Saanich Yacht Club,
He; added the proposed conforming with one exception terms of foreshorehabitals. the organization of which Aid.
building was not marine-oriented — it was still six feet above the resolution stales that Nell Horth is presumed to be a
and could be found any-wherVin; town’s 50:2: feet height restric- Saanich endorses the co- member (she was absent) is riot
North America. tion. existence of marina and bird use the rezoning applicant.
Mayor Norma Sealey remindedtold council the in the sanctuary area and requests Aid. Dave Terrell termed the 
council the property for rezoning company was now trying to put the wildlife service do likewise. lawyer’s letter “an interesting
w-as i^ five storeys into 47 feet and the Mayor Jay Rangel oppo.sed the piece of private correspon-
museum. ; Calder said it was APC’s recommendation was that motion, but said, it was the pre- derice,” and .^Id, Alan Cornford
importiint to have control over one floor be removed. amble to which he objected, not said “if there is anything illegal
development on the waterfrdnt.'^^ T^^^^^^^^^^ moved the com- the resolution itself. they should go ahead and contest
“It’s such an important piece of mission’s recommendation be Word of the pending legal ii.”
property.” tabled untilThe next meeting of - ^Nfipn -'^ame in a copy of a letter fi was noted that Barrington-
A motion by Aid. Jim Lang committee of the whole has a written by Christopher Con- Foote is away on holidays until
that the APC consider a general full, detailed iscussion.two days after the
In other council news: concerned ratepayers in North letter’s deadline.
•Council moved it had no
development permit area for the 
waterfron t was carried. 
Meanwhile Calder is still objection to removing the bird 
sanctuary at Tschum ; Harbor 
which lies; within;;; t town’s 
jurisdiction. It had previously 
been requested by the wildlife 
branch to make a decision on 
whether it wished to retain the 
bird sanctuary status. North
Continued on Page A2
that kind 
of town
Esquimalt-Sanniclt MP Don 
Munro has entered the Blue 
Heron Basin controversy on the 
side of those opposed to ex­
pansion of Bob Wright’s marina. 
North Snaniclt council 
All in all, Sidney folk arc Thursday received a copy of a 
pretty nice people. Mayor
Roberts, federal minister of state 
for the; environment, inking the 
'Boyerntpenf refuse a permit for; 
the developing.
^;;-;;;;Munrd;:: 'stated ^V’thal ;;;Robert s'; ■ 
Vpriedcccssor;;iri;ihc"rniriistry;had
Scaleyr thinks so too and had 
plenty of praise for them 
Monday, When the B,C. 
Goyernmijnt Employees’ Union 
picketed Swartz Bay ferry and 
caused horrendous line-ups of
traffic at Sldney-Anacortcs ferry 
dock, residents responded with 
kindness and thoughtfulness.
; Hundreds of people st randed 
in their cars had offers of food, 
use of washrooms, beds — even 
entcrURlnment when the Knigitts 
of Pythias Hall was opened up 
:;,foriome,chcer,
Sealey': praised; Sidney; RCMP/ 
who Worked long shifts through 
the nlghti town staff for all the
infbrined hint in 1978 that the 
govcrniheiIt*s legaI advisors’ held 
there could be no development 
vihat;; might be: 
migratory birds or the eggsvTicsis 
dr hahhat of 




;any stich perrnit be Withheld, The*
fipniMitnm
. , . '*enmigli iy enpuRlf 
[’►enscof thf* sunciuary,”
fJne.ofgarsfipltlfig tpjeiMpMdtwy ferry j(fA mcortefTlm^^
;7'0;id their ca'rp:.0V€rnighf h(it:Mne*upgkared hexi'ijay'lchm iiCCrKlL 
■-pickets catne^^off:Swart
. MurilclpaIity:;idf'"hJdfth;;Saarikh'iv'-''pcnsc:tM;the.sttiiC'iU'ary,'’' ■' 
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up their hotnes to strangers. He told the minister “a piivatc isenouglt."
dPiri pleased 'Wc have that kind'/f.;':-'-'rhaHnadcvelopment is;secktng to "T'-'/'He “' coritmeritedth'at*:riew;*'^^‘’"'''
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Over the opposition of Aid. 
Jim Gumming, North Saanich 
council voted Thursday to spend 
$20,000 by the end of October for 
work on revision of the official 
community plan.
More than half the money, 
$11,500, will go for the services 
of planner George Atamanenko 
and $4,800 for work by former
municipal clerk Ted Fairs.
Gumming objected that 
council had spent $20,000 on 
planning last year “with no 
vestige of planning or reports,” 
and now more money was to be
spent “still no progress reports
and no indication if, when and 
how we will get any.”
He suggested the council and
FAfl^lLY RESTAyRAHT
Corner Beacon Ave.
& 2nd Street, Sidney
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SUNDAY BRUNCH
the community were being 
“excluded” from the revision of 
the community plan and said 
there was no evidence before 
council the work being done was 
necessary.
“Presumably we will receive a 
nice round package at the end 
that no one will agree with, and 
we will go back to square one,” 
Gumming commented. “This is 
expensive talking.”
Ask by Aid. Harold Parrott 
whether the work on the plan 
would be completed by the end of 
October, planning committee 
chairman Aid. Alan Gornford 
said it would not.
Good progress was being made 
with “packets” on various 
aspects of the plan, but these 
would have to go to interested 
groups for comments, then be 
amalgamated into a draft for 
discussion at a public meeting, 
followed by drafting of bylaws 
and public hearings.
In other business:
"Council received a letter from 
the B.C. Ferry Corporation 
objecting to an increase in the 
rate charged for water from 37 
cents a thousand gallons up to 
March 31 to 95 cents thereafter.
Gumming reported that he had 
discussed the matter with the 
writer of the letter, and the 
objection would not be pressed.
ispi
®M.A. Hounslow informed 
council he had decided “in view 
of your recent decision to again 
delay . . .” that he would not go 
ahead with improvement plans 
for Deep Cove Marina.
"Council voted to refer to the 
RCMP a letter from D.S. 
Campbell about trespassers on 
his waterfront property at Moses 
Point. Campbell said the last 
three times he had to call police 
the average response time was an 
hour and 32 minutes.
“This time lag means that if it 
is representative, police
protection is useless to me.”
it
2328 Harbour Road, 
Sidney, B.C. FOR RESERVATIONS
■A:: i
Sidney council voted late 
Friday a.fternoon not to withdraw 
motor vehicle branch services 
from the town hall although a 
B.G. Government Employees 
Union picket line at the 
municipal hall would prevent 
members of the Canadian Union 
of Public Employees from 
crossing the line and showing up 
:;for work.,;;':':;7;®®:3;;
Mayor Norma Sealey told the 
;special meeting of council the; 
only way to prevent picketing was
night munciger 
ossciyiteci
SANSCHA HALL - BEACON AVE. 
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Laurie Davis, 22, of 243 
Malaview, has been charged with 
assault causing bodily harm after 
Lorhe; GampheU,® night manager ® 
of the HotH Sidney; was knockd 
down at 10:20;pvm. Saturday;
: Police said Dayis, who had
; been barred from the hotel since i 
March, entered ;the bar and 
objected when an employee 
refn.sed him service. ; 
Campbell became involved in the 
altercation; police said, Davis> 
came behind the bar and punched 
Kv'him.'::-/':.';:.'.':.®;:®;;;:®.'';'';®,'';:® 
Whenthey^a^
Carhpbell® lying semi-conscious 
on the flo6r with his nose 
bleeding. They gavc him first aid 
until ah ambuia.nce : arrived,
; Davis was later arrehed at his 
’-home.®-..:
to withdraw motor vehicle 
services.“There are no BCGEU 
employees in this building but in 
their (picket) minds we’re 
providing a government service 
by: having the motor; vehicle ; 
service here.” :
Sealey said earlier that day 
she’d calledipicket captain Terry 
Farrant in to her office and 
during discussion he’d obtained 
permission to; withdraw the 
outside picket and leave an in­
formation picket only in the 
municipal hall lobby while the 
mayor contacted council to 
discuss the problem w'ith the 
rriotor vehicle service.
But council decided to hang 
tough’and'not bow to an “illegal 
act.” Sealey said in order to 
picket legally the' union rnust 
have a permit from the Labor 
RElations Board. Their picketing 
'was; classified as “secondary” 
under new legislation proclaimed 
by the cabinet Aug. 5 and “they 
must; apply to the LRB for a 
”::'Kpermit'.’y,:',':'':: ;;.v ;::y'®'y;''j"
; Sealey acknowledged there : 
would be a . restriction ; in 
town’s services if the picket 
remained because CUPE 
members wouldn’t cross the 
picket line.
However, Monday the picket 
line was absent from the town 
hall, due said administrator ) 
Geoff Logan,: to BCGEU’s
the
job Thursday, the day the 
union’s membership; votes 
whether to accept the; govern­
ment’s pay offer of 5 and 6 per 












Sidney Teen 7\ctivity Group is 656-0134 for pick-up or drop 
in ils nnal month of the summer tlicm olT ;u 97S8-2nd Street, 
program and there are many ' Many thanks go. out to all 
events Imppening during August those great people who have 
"i which ; includes beach ; ®’L ''L (hciOiKhcarl^
Swap ‘n Shop concessions, pocket book!!) toliire youngsters
camping trips toSproatLakcand for odd, part and full time work 
Sail, Spring, car washes, and this summer, a STAG spokesman
niorc* suy.s.On'cc again STAG will he “Wc hope business will 
holding a used book sale at the continue to be as good for the.se
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Munro enters
Burglars who broke into 
Superior Collision at 2104 
Malaview early Saturday mor­
ning may only have intended to 
steal an acetylene torch to use 
elsewhere, but they paused long 
enough to vandalize an un­
marked police car they found in 
the garage.
Windows of the police car were 
smashed out and it was spray 
painted inside and out. Windows 
of a Renault in the garage were 
also broken.
The only thing taken was the 
acetylene torch, found later the 
same morning at Queen’s Pay­
less, 10153 Resthaven, where it 
had been used in an unsuccessful 
attempt to cut into a 2,000-pound 
safe.
Entry was gained to the store 
from the roof through an attic 
window.
Police are looking for someone 
without much experience in 
cracking safes. If they had 
suceeded in penetrating the safe 
with the torch they would have 
reduced any money inside to 
cinders long before they could get 
at it.
A more successful burglary 
took place on the afternoon of
Aug. 3 at a home on Bradley 
Dyne Rd. in North Saanich. 
Someone entered the house 
between 2 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. 
through an unlocked basement 
door and went through several 
bedroom drawers. They found 
only a few foreign coins, but also 
an $800 Pentax camera and lens 
and an AM/FM radio-cassette 
player worth $200. •
Burglars who entered Saanich 
cablevision sometime between 
4:30 p.m. Aug. 3 and 9:30 a.m. 
on Aug. 4 by breaking a side 
window got only about $50 in 
small change.
Continued from Page A1
marina facilities are needed in the 
area, but suggested that a break­
water at the end of Beacon 
Avenue in Sidney “could go a 
long way to being an answer . . . 
without ... invading a long­
standing sanctuary.
Council voted to receive and 
file the letter.
“1 regret that our member of 
Parliament didn’t have the 
courtesy to discuss this with 
council before taking a stand,’’ 




Assorted Styles and colours. 
Broken sizes.
Reg. $38 to
Kelly Royce Lipsett, 717 E 
11th Ave., Vancouver, was fined 
$400 in Sidney provincial court 
Thursday on eight counts of false 
pretenses involving bad cheques.
Daniel James Boutilier, 458 
Westgate Road, Campbell River, 
was fined $150 after pleading 
guilty to obstructing justice by 
giving a false name.
Frederick Edward Algie,
Leisure Lane, Ganges, was given 
a suspended sentence and put on 
probation for six months after 
pleading guilty to a charge of 
assault.
On Tuesday, two men were 
sentenced after pleading guilty to 
breach of probation. Norman 
Malcolm Upton, 10300 Menagh 
Place, Sidney, was fined $100,
and Jeffrey Zennon Zahodnik, 
1743 San Juan Ave., Victoria, 
was given a suspended sentence 
with six months probation.
Although all but one of the 
employees at the court house 
belong to the B.C. Government 
Employees Union, none have 
been called off the job during the 
strike and the court has not been 
picketed.
Continued from Page A1
Saanich council has made the 
same decision.
*It seems Sidney council will 
lease its one-acre site at Cresswell 
and McTavish to North Saanich 
couilcil for a new satelite fireball 
— and with no strings attached.
A formal letter from North 
Saanich read Monday night 
requested the site be teased for 99 
years at $1 per annum. Council 
unanimously agreed a bylaw be 
prepared to effect the tran­
saction.
ALLEN SCHLATTER BRENT SCHLATTER
FATHER and SON
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North Saanich council ex­
pressed reservations at a meeting 
Thursday about a land deal 
discussed in private with Sidney 
couhcil at a joint meeting two 
days earlier.
Following that discussion 
Sidney administrator Geoff 
Logan wrote to North Saanich 
saying Sidney had approached 
the provincial government to ask 
if a piece of Crown provincial 
land adjacent to McDonald 
provincial park could be obtained 
for “public recreational’use.”
“We have been given a 
favourable indication by the 
provincial government but, as the 
property is situated in North 
Saanich, the provincial 
authorities would like assurance 
frorh North Saanich council that 
this action meets its approval.”
Mayor Jay Rangel noted the 
Tetter made nomention of 
SANSCHA (Sidney and North 
Saanich Community Hall 
Association.)
(It was not specifically stated at 
the meeting, but it is understood 
that Sidney wants the land to 
exchange with SANSCHA for the 
land expropriated for the one­
way traffic couplet.)^^ ^ T
“Who is going to own the 
land?” Aid. Jim Cummihg 
asked. “It would be a strange 
situation if they gave parkland to 
an adjoining municipality to
“What is the benefit to North 
Saanich,” Aid. Dave Terrel 
asked,
He said use of the area would 
be ! uh4er consideration^ i 
cbnimunity plan reviewy and 
supbrted a suggestion from 
Mayor jay Rangel thm^ 
ask Sidney for copies of the 
correspondence with jsrpvineial 
authorities.
A motion by Aid. Alan 
; ■;;,,C:bfn'rord;jhat voouncil;, approve ^
Sidney’s request did not cOine to 
a vote, and instead council voted 
to ask for the correspondence.
Council also voted to write to 
Sidney asking for a 99-year lease 
at $1 a year for a one-acre site at 
Cresswell and McTayish Roads 
for a fireball.
This is part of one of the 
properties formerly owned by 
Sidney Water District and turned 
over by the Capital Regional 
District to,the Town of Sidney.
The two land deals had been 
discussed in “in camera” at an 
Aug. 3 meeting. Dealing with 
other matters, from that meeting 
which had been discussed in 
public. North Saanich council:
•Approved having the joint 
library committee look into 
furnishing the new library,^ but 
declined to give the Committee 
power to act without reporting 
back.
^ •Agreed to refer the location 
of the new RCMP Jjuilding to a 
committee consisting of the two 
mayors, the RCMP superin-^^^^^ 
tendent and a highways ministry 
Tepresehtat ive
•Asreed to request the 
Provincial Capital Commission 
to do a study of enhancement of 
the Reay Creek/Lochside area.
ENTERmR AUTUm FREEZER PACK DRAWHHELIi AUG 141. —  ------------------------- -—— ——^-----1--------
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Sidney and Saanich Peninsula 
Garden Club will meet at 7:30 
p.m. Aug. 16 in Margaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall, 4ih Street, 
Sidney. Guest speakers Jack 
Hardingham and Bill Kempster 
will talk about the art of 
preparing flowers and vegetables, 
both of which will be featured in 
the club’s upcoininl ahhnal 
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60 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 10, 1922, issue of
The Review
If the plans of the Sidney 
Board of Trade are carried out, 
there will be a real live com­
munity picnic and excursion to 
Anacortes sometime during the 
present month.




Eyeryone’s getting into the act and if it drags on long enough 
likely — it will be the election issue in North 
^ Saanich this November.
Bob Wright’s been battling North Saanich council and 
bylaws were adopted recently^ giving him the go-ahead for ^
marina that would double moorage facilities to It is accepted practice for Saanich’s blessing for a little deal really be blamed for viewing such
allow construction of af^^ councils to gof into in which the provincial gover- things differently. The Capital
secret session when discussing nment turns over to Sidney Regional District did, after all,
But North Saanich folk are a wilj^ bunch and not beaten so l^^ud purchases, to protect parkland in North Saanich which give Sidney all sorts of land in
easily.^^^^^^ themselves against the possibility Sidney can then exchange for North Saanich when it wound up
Following a 6-1 council vote in favor of Wright’s expansion, sneculatorsmovihe in ahead SANSCHA land ih Sidnev: the affairs of the former Sidnpv
At the meeting of the library 
board last Thursday evening in 
Wesley Hall, it was the general 
opinion that the present fee for 
the books is quite high enough, 
and if the authorities raised the 
fee, it was thought best to close 
the library.
50 YEARS AGO ■
From the Aug. 10, 1932, issue of 
The Review
The Annual Swimming Gala, 
which has been held in Sidney for 
the past seven or eight years, was 
to have taken place on Monday 
of this week, but owing to it 
being a cold drizzly day the 
committee decided to postpone 
same until next Monday, Aug.
The importance of the Saanich 
Fair is revealed by the scope of 
the prize list offered. There are 
more than 1,000 prizes in 500
of speculators lubvihg in ahead SANSCHA land in Sidney. :the affairs of the for er Sidney covering the: whole range
a wiio ana noisy puDiic nearing later aeernea a fiasco bv anti- \
........................ ............... ■ ■■ ■ If North Saanich stood still for
From the Aug, 12,1942, issue of
pxnanqionist-? and final adonlinh of the h^Iaws a nrivate o! biib
^ ’ u . ^ ^t at, it might stand still for
got tog^ner - our source says about a dozen i^ople - and are „n a closed meeting while : a bit of land for a fire hall that almost aitylhing. TheReview f s ,
prepared to put their money on the line and fight a court action discussing with North Saanich a should belong to North Saanich It is a part of that water works Members of the A.R.P,, St.
fo prevent the expansion.^^ ^ pair of deals involving land all of in the first place. land that North Saanich how Arhbulance and Ganges
r which is already owned by one Most municipal politicians wantAto lease for a firehall; but -
u„_ . . . . . . .. . „ _ : i„ ., • . . Rangers staged a combined mockillegal, that council does notjhave the fight to sublease foreshore government or another. f wouldn’t even be able to think of that seems mighty small thinking ; Rangers staged^a co bined i
the bylaws constitute an illegal amendment to the com- About the only reason we can asking the provincial government compared to the Sanscha ^
munity plan. ^c for the secrecy is that the for land in someone else’s If they could learn to be more ^
i recently; 
an
uieir couniryi ail oi tne wa
... . . • r-, Brooklyn Bridge. Sidney council however, can’t exchange for going along with rarguard action.
Lending weight to the fight by local residents IS Deep Cove All Sidney wants is North . . Sidney’s little deal. * * *
and Eastern District .Pronertv Owners’ Association which Just after-1 p.m. Monday the
ultimate buCif we do, we do.’.-’ , bi.
is
p y  
earlier initiated investigation into “procedural infractions” North Saanich Volunteer Fire 
Brigade was called to a bush fire
. , , •- :>.<gz5y3K8S:gwgB3gSg«!«KS«KgS?>»KgKw8gW»jS^<jfPS3?«B%^?wav:»vipts^^ .;• -• ~ A A .»f .council, and Esquimalt-Saanich Tory MP Don Munro, who has ' ' ' Mount
„roort tiio foH«rai niinistcr to rcfusc a permit for about half way between
1' ^L*. ^ West Road and mountain
urged the federal environment minister to refuse a permit f 
the development.
Munro points out additional marina facilities are needed but 
suggests a breakwater at the foot of Beacon Avenue in Sidney . ,
■iff"
‘ would provide the answer.
Aside from the threat of legal action, which could hold up
top, on the Indian Reserve.
30 YEARS AGO 
From the Aug. 13, 1952, issue of
By MARY KIERANS underlying vision, though tender, lines, such as Chesterman Beach, Review
^ , ,-r/\:.rr' has the strength of Steel. . which tells of native reprisals Frank Snowsell, newly elected
Wnght s plans, necessary permits to proceed with the work Anne Cameron, writing of Cameron, who was born and against Spanish exploitation member j of the legislative 
could take months or longer. An application goes first to native Indian and white culture, lives in Nanaimo, has been ex- before the arrival of Cook.^^^^^
^ provincial lands, parks and housing followed by further ap- illuminates both, indicts one, and posed for years to native oral . visitor to Sidney on Sunday,
plications to provincial and federal departments of environ- offers a hope for the future, traditions, including the tales of p o t e na ive peop e, * * *
ment, fish and wildlife, and the fisheries department, all of based on love and endurance in women who belong to an age-old vvhn^yfinA enjoys
whom must agree to the proposal. book, Daughters of secret society. retirement at Deep Cove and
In a letter to Mrs. May John, one of many Nortli Saanicli CopperWomau. In 1980, she received their “ P“’‘““W'bSR g
residents long battling further marina development in the area, Cameron is best known for her permission to record and publish ramernn'rentinds ns of a nart ".“"'a “
the. e • IP - . ‘ A >•; J the first time, the Cameron reminds us ot a part office Saturday carrying an^e Canadian W.ldhfe Service, Environment Canada, gtves „ovella; flreantspemter, written result, this score of short tales A of our history we would prefer tp^; ; to
John assurance the service is closely monitoring the situation under the pen name of Cam weaves together past and present *^^rget. Her work compels at- tomato measured 19 inches in
and states no developrncnt iri Shoal Harbor Bird Sanctuary inay Hubert. It is a tragic tale of a ; ' into a history of a matriarchal tention, calling out for social circumference and tipped the
occur without appropriate federal permits; similarly, alterations young boys’ confrontation sixbunces.
to sanctuary boundaries cannot occur without being pased by white society. spiritual tape/ and the un- Daughters of Copper Woman 20 YEARS AGO ^ ^
Privy Council in the House of Commons, Daughters of Copper Womenis available from either the a Prom the Aug. 8, 1962, issue of
“Any request to locate developments within the sanctuary or has the same sensitivity; its lyric, kept their traditions alive. Sidney-North Saanich or The Review ^ _ ; I ^
alter its bbundarle.s vvill continue to receive careful scrutiny a'ylhic qualities coexist with g Despite their brevity, many of Bientwjood branch of the and Mrs. David Conover,
by the Canadian Wildlife Service to ensure Ihi habitat of impor- straightforward realism, and the tlic stories have strong narrative regional library
- tance to migratory birds is not compromised^” the depart mem 
states in its reply to a letter fronV John protesting iheoxpan.sibn,^^^^^^^^^^^ 
The group prepared to lake legal action may be justified in * 
some of their charges against council but if any kind of case is to 
be made out for preserving the bird sunctiuu y at the c.spense of “ 
future marina development — wildlife is on shaky ground.
The sanctuary area has long been compromised by the 
presence of the six marinas currently operating in the Iseluim 
Harbor area, Wildlife admitted at a June 24 meeting with 
representatives from Sidney and North Saanich councils that
■ Mi-.-'hi ;:jthc3mhrlWas;|^;‘sljpiped::by the systema
wasn’t enforced”. There also seems to be general agreement 
that birds and boats can, and, in fact do, co-cxisi.
To quote Wright, who was at the meeting. The wildlife 
branch is in a catch 22 situnlion when it asserts, as it did, that
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yiwr to »>l fodlon Coiimd*!
.Mp'rififipIII il (.1, pivniwi Coiiiijiito 'vVtii:(ltA’lii’''W,fi.ij;ii(t<'' ■AR‘!(w'(,m?'-fi,
are mourning the death of actress 
Marilyn Monroe. As an armed
in
^ California in 1942, Conover niel
while touring a 
nuiniiions plant and later took 
the pictures that started her on 
her career.
Mooring facilities for visiting 
yachts at Sidney wharf arc totally 
..inadequate Sidney council 
chairman A.A. Coimack told
number of yachts arc rcciuired to 
wait long periods to moor; 'he’ “ 
, ; said. “It is time wc had better ' 
the foot of Beacon 
:,-.:d^''Ave.”..-:”''?^V 
(■pd/TOYEARSApO
From llic Aug. 9, 1972, Issue of 
_^TIie Review ■'■..T'/A? A 'A,"a', 
action 'taken by the 
Town of Sidney to condemn a !
At wharf in All Bay much used by
a furore. The small wharf|WHich 
lies off ariffiths Rd.. was built at 
’,-^:,Tlcasi.>"'75AAVyearsL ago,'-.by/IocaL.'
."a.a.a,," fishermen. ** ,: , , ii
...I,,,. ,,i,, ,"■*'v;fl■^*:^-:v'A,^:A:A7A^-A 'iv;:'
; Ncirtiv'Saamch’" 'mi,m\cipalit'y ?" 
a'A''AA'vjias-?AacqulredA'''seven''AacreS'AA^'or;7''
choice parkland ihroiigh the vA 
Renefositv ofA the late Dora ■ 
Madeline till, fbriher Birch Rd. 
resident; In her will she
r. '.At . that the land be kept as a bird 
sanctuaiy .and playgiomivl foi
/: 'A child rcnA''and -ThatAA it" ‘ be"?, namcti’A' ?’■ 
after Denham Till, her late 
,AA: husband.A:"A,a'?: ??.';'a'7a-.a'a';





I find it utterly astonishing that 
we continue to allow in our worst 
economic crisis since the 
depression, unions going on 
strike for yet more money — 
catch up and keep up with what? 
Rising unemployment, a 
staggering debt at both the 
provincial and federal levels, 
falling trade, widespread 
bankruptcies.
Who’s going to catch what, as 
we continue to load ourselves 
down with products that cost too 
much or wages that aren’t ear­
ned?
And who’s going to pay? 
Tourist traffic down over 30 per 
cent and as layoffs continue 
fewer taxpayers to pay the bill. 1 
find the BCGEU affair par­
ticularly odious. As the highest 
paid civil servants in North 
America, if indeed, not the 
world, what are they catching up 
tO?^'. .
I can’t understand why they 
are even being offered 6 per cent 
— the money is not there nor is it 
coming in. One wonders if their 
imported leaders frorh the U.K. 
shouldn’t go back to whence they 
came..,,.
Things are so red and rosy 
there, one wonders how they can 
tolerate being here in my country 
at all. Perhaps we can chip in and 
buy our Mr. Fryers and Mr. 
Kinnairds one-way tickets.
In my estimation, the times are 
well past for any more increases^ 
It’s time for the rollbacks in 
wages starting with all levels of 
government. As thie man on the 
street, I’m fed upwith this neyer^ 
ending inflationary spiraP and 
devastating taxatibn arid feel it’ s 
high time governments at all 
levels got; the message.^ There’ 
precious little blood left in the 
stone.
C. Robert Ward 
Sidney, B.C.
... , »»S» #-
^ V if S
" ....
.......... ... AfuavMwn
Injuries were minor in accident Friday at Brethour 
and her passet^er to hospital. Police say youngster went through stop sign and collided with 
large car being driven north on Resthaven by Henry Masters, 2276 Amherst. Police say 
charges against youngster are pending. Damage to both cars nw estimated at $3,000.
Peniler Jslmsi wins
Pender Island Golf Club took 
the J.J. White trophy Saturday, 
winning the annual competition 
■ for the four nine-hole golf clubs 
in North Saanch^ Saltspririg, 
Galiano and Pender. ^ V
Golf Club took part in the 
, competition, defending the silver 
trophy they won last year. Since; 
the ;ipioneer;^ : W 
presented the trophy in 1930 it 
has been won mainly by Northf 
Saanich V (latert Arcirriore)^:"^^a 
Saltspring. This year, with new 
club rooms and a larger mem­
bership Pender Island came into 
its own.
The trophy was presented by 
Frank Loveless, president of 
Ardmore. Galiano will be the 






Sidney aldermen dug into their 
pockets Monday night; J rind 
contributed 50 cents each to pa Jr 
the $3 parking fine of a man wiio 
was seeking work and to whoifi 
“$3 can mean the difference of 
Teaching the next unemployment
f nsurance. chequei’'t>rt;r’'T rj;
Mayor Norma Sealey said the 
letter from the man asking for the 
$3 re fund was a standard request 
from people who feel they 
shouldn’t pay a fine if they were 
5, 10 or 15 minutes over their 
parkingtime.
She suggested council Irit tlic 
parking commissionaire do his 
job; : Aid.; Jim Jiang ;agreed, 
saying it was a mistake r»ot 
upholding an employee of the 
towni ‘‘ I think we’d better come 
UP yvfth it ourselves,’’ he ridded.i i
had goncTo great pains to write 
and I hate to kick a man when 
he’s down.’’ His motion that 
council; refund ? the ‘ (Inc, w^ 
defeated, but rildefmeri paid up
■f.instcad.fTiT;'
A : handful of resident in 
Sidney’s Maryland subdivision 
failed Monday night to win ; 
council’s approval to defer for 
two years costs of connecting a 
Storm drain to their property lirie 
as well as an additional estimated 
$1,000 cost for further con­
nection.
' ; In a; letter to council, John ^ 
Tate, 9441 Maryland Drive, said 
.he disagreed with the process in 
which residents were not con­
sulted and were advised in June, 
1981, that the work was going 
ahead at a cost of $350 for 
residents. Homeowners were also 
told they would be responsible 
for connecting to the lateral 
which could cost anyting up to 
$ 1,000, Tate wrote.
Tate contended the com­
mitment by the pollution control 
branch was to remove all in­
filtration ty 1985 arid pointed but ; 
the project was being dpiie four J; 
year s a head of t i me i n the f ace of ■ 
the ‘‘bleakest economic con- ‘
■ ditions since; the depression of the V ! 
1930s.”
was not prepared f 
U^ pay the $350 or an additional 
$1,000 to have a private con­
tractor connect his household 
system to the lateral and 
requested a two-year extension of 
the progra.m.,; His letter Avas 
accompanied with a petition' 
carrying eight names. ;
f But Tate, who was: present at 
Council, was told residents had no 
legal right to petition against the- 
work and tlYaf only; 13; persbns- 
had not complied. ‘‘There could 
be no special dispensation—- the 
biggest majority has already 
complied and wailing to see what 
enforcement will be applied to 
those who have not complied,” 
town administrtor Geoff -Logan 
sa! d.
Sealey said the 15-ycar 
commitment was the maximum 
time allowed but there was 
dificulty W'ith the amount of flow 
coming from the area and the 
pollution control board had said 
the water must be removed. t
The mayor added there had 
been some bad backups which the 
town’s crew had been able to 
i di vert but t he s ufch argi ng was 
coming from JVIarylrind arid thaf
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do all the work In bhr own sliopl
'Com«;;in'b0(oro::Au0r:^ 31^82, 
and wo'li do a brake
safctv:,(nsp0ct!bn':;FREE,''::;','^':;'j;;'V/
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Some of Saanich Peninsula’s tallest 
evergreens are found in John Dean Park, a 
155-hectare wilderness surrounding the 
peak of Mount Newton.
Towering Douglas firs and western red 
cedars are the main feature in the lower sec­
tions of the park while moss-covered Garry 
oaks and alders are found near the 327-foot 
summit of Mount Newton.
Wildflowers, particularly white and pur­
ple trilliums, embellish the network of trails 
during spring and water lillies bloom later 
in the year in a small pond near the parking 
area.
John Dean Park, the fifth oldest proyin- 
cial park in British Columbia, is reached by 
John Dean Road off East Saanich Road 
hear the federal experimental farm.
The park is ideal for family hiking 
because the trails vary considerably in dif- ::
tions. If you’re facing a wooden gate in the
parking lot you’ll see an old road to the left,
blocked by a metal gate. This road ascends 
sharply to the summit of Mount Newton 
and a Ministry of Transport radio beacon.
It’s difficult to see pver the trees from the 
top of the hill but there are views of Sidney,
Haro Strait, James Island, Sidney Island 
and a number of smaller Gulf Islands.
The road narrows to a trail beyond the 
beacon and loops down toward a creek and 
back to the wooden gate in the parking lot.
This trail passes a well with a hand pump 
and, although the water is safe to drink, it 
has a rather unpleasant metallic taste.
The trail to the right of the parking lot 
leads across an open fire-pit area to the 
pond, an inviting poke-around spot for 
youngsters. Lilly pads stretch the entire ,
Jength of the pond and goldfish and newts ^
;' can be spotted as they break the surface tpf^ ^ ^
ficulty and length. There are loop trails for
anyone in reasonable physical shape, short. At one end of the pond; is a picnic table
^asy paths for youngsters and elderly that’s so old it looks as though it was built
hikers, and steep, rough climbs for the har- when John Dean Park was established in ^
dy. 1921. Near the picnic table an old roofless ji*
of the trails are marked but the gazebo is nestled in the forest at the foot of
main ones are wider and better cleared than some huge evergreens. '
the dozens of footpaths which appear to If you follow some rough footpaths ». i A
use.
From a parking lot at the end of John ^ clearings, good spots for an




You are invited to come in to 
Brpficld’s'' Balcery. tiie'''fecacdn' 
Plaza Mall and meet the new 
oi\y tiers .^Tony'vand'Mary^Spear .(and'; 
son Gregg).
Ji;:'b'r i g: i ri a 11 y S'" fro ni'^i;: "Y, pr k s'h i r e 
:EnBland ,'p:.T6ny ■; has 
Vears in & baking kc
:dnd;‘'MaryfhaycJ'ho,vv;;i^ 
home to Sidney from Victoria 
vwliere',he;tnanaged;;'adairgd^
His speciality -> meal pics and 
sausage rolls, of course, just ready 
for you to heat and serve, Black 
■' Forest cakes, European pa.strics 
and specialty loaves and breads^ v 
This family style bakery it; a
with all the loaves, buns, cakes, etc, 
well displayed at the counter, the 
wonderful baking smell that draws 
yon to their door and of course all 
products arc freshly made.
So when you arc nc.vt in the 
vicinity of |he Beacon Plazia Mall, 
stop in at the bakery and wclconiCi
........... 'fjony ;ahd';Mafy;td' Sidney, '.''.havcl li''
look around tile shop and take lin 
■' the' good 'smells'and"^sights,'"
You will find old Eriglish; 
courtesy, comiictiliye pi'kcs and a 
(joorl product. Hour'; arc Moiulnv 
to Saturday, 9:30 n.ni, to 5:30 
p,ni., if you wish to order a birth­
day or wedding cake or place your 
'order?'; for;:', S(|nic,''; of ,d:;ony’ s ■ ..freshly
„'thctri;;'a;'..cal|'\,a,t"
■;65d-144-3.'::^.-^
Toy land and Coffee Barrel. One o f 
the most popular shops in town, 
CspeclaUy for the kids, is owned and 
operated by Ralph and M 
^Dahl whq spare nd tim 
bringing to Sidney the latest in 
ganies, hobbies, models, toys and a 
Yvide variety of products relate 
’toy and liobby shop.
;; For the parents (after they’ve 
finished playing 1^ 
;;\trcmcnddusi;;',sclectioirL;';of'.?; 
coffees arid teas imported 
corners of tile globcv and the coffee 
is freshly ground while you wail.
■7';':t;Halph?aiid; Mardlih;;.u8p'aily;iia^^ 
a; fresli pot of one of their gourmet , 
v;x:dffce's';;'^brcwirig7;''aiid:?:Tor^?'’the,,?'^ 
ridiculous price of only a quarter^ 
you can saniple i ‘‘todays brand’V 
■:'before;You'\buy,f';.
Should Ralph or Marolin not bc: 
on; liand wheii yoh come in, you' 
will find friendly Hftzcl W 
Irene Coburn there to help you with 
the';'7:samc ■"■''excellent :;?scryice;,;' and;; 
helpful ideas.
; ■ So;npt;'matter'what;Ydif are lopk-^'^/ 
;;1ng;.'for'^'---yd.iiat ■ bifihdhy.'prcschi.’foi',.'" 
any age, something to take to the 
partyf a model to; vyhilc away the 
,;lonB'evcnihgs.,or'a'ptJZ35le'';'tq,;strdch';7 
; the brgin. Cbme oh down to Sidney 





An old established name in 
Sidney for many years, but until 
fairly recently llic store was Ideated
About a two years ago new owners, 
Miiton and Heidi Gill, niqycd the 
I oca 11 on 10 976A - 51 h ’ S t ree t, or f t o 
: be specific, ijglil bd^w 
dale Paiiit and Beaver Eiimber; Co.
; As the name imidiesihlic budness 
specializes in television sales and 
service and video systems and also 
haridles film rentals,
; mchl:lhcluding; car 
sound centres, tapes,' accesspries, 
7eyerything a person ccmld eydr M 
in yisual or sound entertainment.
Tucked away in the corner of the 
Marina Court building at 9843 - 
2hd S i r e e t i Master Sc i s so r s 
operated by Blanche Gingrich and 
her staff Eeanhd Gahiceyjdsli and 
Lisa.'Once inside however, you will 
bc pleasantly surprised at the 
spaiiidusness and the roptny open 
work area.
Where else in Sidney can you 




People travel for fun, sd why 
shouldn’t running a travel agency 
be fun tod? Wdh h Libinan
Travel at 2468 Beacon Ave. and 
you can tell the minute you step iri-?





themselves; in taking t he time id
The store carries only first class 
brand name products such ay Elec- 
irohpmc. Magnayox, Zenith, and 
Hitaiihi; set up and delivered at no 
charge and isHbacked by B.C. cer­
tified tcchniciahs, Ken aiid Bruce, a 
fully qualified and experienced ser­
vice staff.
care; ".Iv; and; it; shows 
Lcanne and Ganice Have recently
So llicre’S really no need td go 
any further than right here on 5th 




kndwledgablc hhlp, i and as Helen 
;'Gin.j.d'y:b;^‘.W.e’rc;:adl,.;liapp)rdid^
our customer is happy too!"
Don’t forget our location
Idpch' 8:30'iP.;;5!3d'''Mdnddy;'to;^ fri-;: 
day, 9 to 5:30 dii Saturdays or give
'":.'us'-a i^nn9i''656-Sl't4.'""'^'"-
they attended fin advancccl trianlng 
school at Gerard’s International 
Advanced Haircu11ing, and bring 
back to the peninsula the latest in 
new cutting and perming iitechni- 
7'qucs'r;r.'. I';:'''
has had his advanced train­
ing previously and has gained ex­
perience in London, Seattle and 
Yancodver..,'
'.The'.satdll" spc.paliscs".'1n' hairstyb 
ing for all t
braiding and cutting for ladies, men 
and uf cum sc chiidrea, Sd licat 
youtself to a nice hairslyIc soon and 
visit the friendly staff at Master 
■''■ "ScissorsT-l ou rs"''are'''? Mendny-''t O' 
:';:.:Saiurdayi;';?Y?9dh*:.?';to;'?5.|;p'.nb 
■''-phone." us''al'656-232V,' ■- ■ '■'"'i’ ■"■■■■■'■
and see the 
. faces; of your 
Milligan and : Carolyn- Rdbinsd^^ 
and of course, executive directory ? 
Floy Salonin.
^■:;'y'At;";l.ibmaip 'yyou.:Waty?;get;;: ypur. 
tickets oh any turline;'cruise or tour 7 
plus much helpful informiuidn d 
most countriesyin the world. y\ll ? 
iairlihes arcTepreserited and h^ 
confirmations can be: -obtained 
through!; their reservations com- :V
The staff have travelled to most 
of the places their clients wish to
on what you will find there, the 
quality of the services offered and 
the' most ecdnomicyway of both 
t rn ve! Ii n g the re a nd w here t cli; stay 
when you get there,
” Colleen, Carolyn and Roy are 
always on tlic lookout for a “deal* ’ 
tp pass on to their clients, whether I 
it’s a cqr rental or a hotel. They also ; 
keep a sharp lookout for “bad 
dealsY a traveller should avoid and , 
will warCyou of ■ what pitfalls to 
'.;,Ava|ch''tor.'whlIe.;abrpadi.^
.'.■.;..'-:.;i o.^.^'Suiu.:..up.:,»r«.p.,it'S^, personal, •sei'.*^-..',;-.;:. 
'.■-'vieey;;bestyprices,'';ahd 'a;; pod deal'y;'” 
!'!'"when:'you''siop''jriy.at.; I.',ihm'nn’s ;dh'’:'!"■'■ ■■;';'
B caedh. ''Avch'up'’--;bpen 9 a .’m. T d‘5; '-y 
.yyp.niy!Mohday.'''td:^'Frid?i'yiyor''.>phonc;;;'';'',y^' 
’•The Frofcssionals’’ at 656-0138.
. $1;.
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______ »niAi>:t t:\ (I
KEAHNiCj ICl ;s feP.i^
I <»
/V.4''.
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Sidney Bargain House;
l':;;,23,?!;?,Beiicon 656-3621








Jumping Mouso Children's BonkV^ 
?'1f:.6Bf!iif:onAv(!, 656'3l4f5
Sidnoy Nows A Books










" llriltwonrl Cnnifn '; ::656':04li;::
FRAMING ft SUPPLIES Spooners Ladies Wear ry:Ay':'''''b''*?b;bitbb'''-'{ RENTALS ‘
Iho Village Gallorv ■'■■' j'!,;, '.'C , '',,',r)C,; 1193 Viudiei Ave, 652-5612
2459 Benonn Avo, ';:;,:6!)6‘3f)33/'''':;,'' Biiaeon 6v(n ■■'--t; j, ,'r i. G'lS'OPSI 9773-515 St, 656-5541
FURNITURE ft APPLIANCES MARINE SUPPLIES SHOE STORE
Island Furniture Mart
/2!i13 Boar.on Avn . ’ 656 3724
Son CImst Sailing Shop
9/32'IMBliwit , . 65(v 6(521
The Island Shoo Place
2385 Be.icon Ave, 656-5822 ,
GIFT SHOPS ,
. '.'j'l^ ,1.1 ' ■ 1 ’ ' ' 1 ’ 1 STEREO EQUIPMENT ft SERVICE '
Sea 'N' Shore Decor"'




i:b:; 7174A WeGhSaanlch Rd.vf^ 652-5755
Sitlnay Nows & Books '6495 Boa'corv'Ave,: 4";''' 656-4318
: 2440 Beacon Ave, , 1 :';,;656-2345r;''v:''', ft SERVICE
■"b'b ■' ■,;^ :'■' ., 5;. .b
''HAIRDRESSERS' MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS Archer Wolsnor T.V, Sorvicn " ^ ■■' ■ ', b... . ,
Master Scissors 6v ^arin Copoland Music Coniro
9764'5tn si, ''G56-6i,l4'b;.,
: ,:r^:9843'?n(i St.vMariruiCoiift, .4 '.•.'.■;.',fi56-'2321';',,:; ;"■ ,■ '1'.-yi74'W.;Snanicli Bd.,; :062":4612, 'b/'b:'toYSb'-'':^'''''b:b::,'''':/b'bb';,;:';':;b,b '
HARDWARE ;b'vb;'bb,':,;; :,3t Sidney Toyland
Sidney Home Hafrlwaro




9831 Third SI',/' :'.i;.'/''”,,/", ■,'. ■:b65B-1,l6V: ,':
■'■---•'IMIENWARE libman Travel
Wilch's Kitchen ' i'''';//-.'tETS ANO:'SUPPLIES:"''':V ; 2468 Boticon 666-0138
’ 2389 Hoaceil Avoc'-'^'-i':":-'"c." -656-4711 Aqiiallnl Pot Shop ^ ^
i':':,::;,t::r Bo;icdn,pia2a:Mail.'''':V'/'v'''>,i5 656-3314:;,':',/::',
' ' Aladdin Travel Services
b :' 2393 Beacon
LADIES WEAR ibr',',,,'5;i'' /:DriiiiAipgd' Ceritro,;.,: .t,',,,::::;:':b"„b';',^ 656-5561
PHOTOGRAPHY ft SUPPI IPS bbb', ■■' .i,:.bb;/..y:■"./ ,'.Y.-,/b,.:.;v..: r,/- : b',: ■ b,::b'b:bb. ..^.^
2405 Beacan ts^(v/yv.:r. 2''.::5,'.:, :.^':'65(r3342';; Paul’s House o! Poriraits 'b:'"b'.,b'/':','':;'v;bVb'''/ WOOD STOVE & FIREPLACE ACCESS
".V .'/'''^ 'i.' ■ 2420 Beacon Ave: - 656-4245 ,'
2451 BencpnA2e 656;3^35'
■;■■' "-it..--.T-.-.l:-_-i-
:'ib ■ v/bb! • b,b,'„ b'b‘:' , 9843 2nri6!,. MariiuiCrnbl. , 6563031
, ,v:v:;"C".v',:,',;:;,..is: ;; .CM'-
THE REVIEW Wednesday, August II, I9S2
NOTICE
ON NOV. 2, 1982 I SOLD THE BUSINESS KNOWN AS BOB WHYTE 




BOTH OF SIDNEY, B.C. THEY HAVE OWNED AND OPERATED 
THE BUSINESS SINCE NOV. 2, 1981 AND I HAVE HAD NO IN­










Pamela Ens. Ceremony took place during 1st Sidney girl 
Cord -— guide's highest award — to Cindy Green, left, and guides week-long camp held on Reimeis faim neai Pat bay.
EVEiY SECOND: SATURDAY
-g::T:COF:EACII^:f^
LOCAL DEPOT - NORTH SAANICH 
MUNICIPAL HALL ~ 1620 MILLS RD.
NEXT PICK UP, SATURDAY AUG. 14th
Sponsored ■& operated by the. Deep-Cove & Eastern District: Property Owners^ 
Association & the Capital Regional District. '
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
TrucksgStolen^:'
Two small pickup trucks were 
stolen'sorrietime before T avrnLon; 
Thursday from a home on West 
Saanich Road and were ap­
parently used in a bumping 
match before they were aban­
doned, fariher north on the same 
road.
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CREST GEL
Sidnev Rofiiry exchaiigc student Melissa JSunnes^ lH, with fempmto[ C(inadiat^^^^^^^
Y\/r/r/rt Melissa is from Ikazil and goes htmie Spturday after a year on




Heaci office ill Winni()bH hav^ 
jiousefipld,eii^witli;f fecliye;;:ciate; of;;AugA18 To; Au
TDue to circumstances beyond our control, we will not be able to,pai1icipale;m
,‘df)]s;prpm,otidn,i;:;::;'';Y;iV;Y^i;;':T:^i:;Y;^'Y-''^-,'':,Kgg'''^'iT
inuy cduse oui Hicny cusionicrs.
2416 Beacon Ave. Mon.-Sat. 2488 Beacon Ave.
-igii if," : 1.'^
Sidney,B.Cr
'I




Three teams from the Sidney 
men’s fastball league took part in 
zone playoffs at Juan de Fuca 
recreation centre in Colwood on 
the weekend, with Hotel Sidney 
taking third place.
Only the winning team in the 
double knockout tournament 
goes on to the next level of 
playoffs. Strathcona Hotel and 
Coast Projects, both from the 
Heywood Park league were to 
play in the final on Monday 
night.
Hotel started the tournament 
in sensational style, blanking 
their first two opponents and 
holding the third to one run. K.T. 
Royals from the Esquimau 
league went down 7-0; Esquimau 
Inn 3-0, and Van-Isle Stone 3-1.
Glacier Insulation made a close 
game of it, with Hotel winning 7- 
6, but then Hotel went down to 
defeat in games with the tour­
nament winners, losing 11-3 to 




Harvey’s and Prairie Inn went 
out in the earlier rounds, with 
Harvey’s beating Prairie Inn 3-2 




Playoffs in the Sidney league 
were scheduled to begin Tuesday 
night, with league-winner 
Harvey’s playing Prairie Inn and 
second-place Hotel playing 
Cordova Bay juniors in best-of- 
three semi-finals. The final will 




SIDNEY WHARF G.D. MARKOVICH 
SALE ON WIDE SELECTION OF 
LIMITED EDITION PRINTS BY
•Lansdowne •Edward Spears 
•Travis-Smith oj Essiei 











2459 BEACON AVE. 
9:30-5 TUES. TO SAT.
: 65S-3633 ,
71
Hotel Sidney and Glacier Installations Fastball Teams crowd around plate Sunday waiting 
to se if Glacier's stricken catcher would continue in game. Catcher was hit by Hotel's Tony 
Graham during close play at plate, but soon rallied. Hotel Sidney won game 7 - 6, but lost 
following two to finish third in the zone playoffs, barely missing out on berth in the B.C. 
Unals. Tom Cronk Photo
A hundred young soccer schedule and there have to be at
7 players are missing. least 11 registered players for
They weren’t on a plane that each team. If only one team can
werit down, or anything like that, be registered in an age group for
they ju.st haven’t registered for which there were two last year
the coming season — and if they only half as many boys can play,
don’t do so soon they maybe out Boys can be registered even 
of luck. after the schedule starts, but :
Peninsula youth soccer teams there is no way to add players if
had ( about 350 players last there are: no teams for them to f
season, but during the play pn.
registration period in June only Youngsters who want to play 
X 7^^^ about 250 showed up. 7 : soccer and haven’t yet signed up7 ;
The problem with that is that have until Aug. 20 to contact
j teams must be registered by Aug. registrar Jean Byford at 652-
f^ 28 in order to be included in the 9309.
Home of SUPEK savmgs!








in Oowntowd Sidney ,. ^
Across from Sidney Hotel;7^:.<K^^
-::^:-STORE:'Hb




mmm pr WHOLE SilGULDER BUH
iCfiSC.. . . . . . . . . . . ." '1




BOHEIE^ CHUCK X RI8
I Fishing tourists flocking to A recent national film award "
I Victoria in August will be able to : winner,' Salmon Spectacular will
I get some last minute tips from help tourists and residents; learn
Charlie White’s pioneering how odor affects fish behavior, 
I underwater film Salmon Spec- and thmr reactions to plugs,
\ tacular. spinners, flasher and bucktail
17 The feature length film, which flies.
I fall, will
17 ;: be shown every night at 8 p.m. Rare underwater footage
at the 7 shows herring schools under
^ . 13* mraanl r< At 1^ e* TVl AttlA/^krvt lA A -








Provincial Museum’s Newcombe attack, killer whales, crabs,
I Auditorium. It features dramatic prawns, eagles .swooping down
and spectacular
I attacking lures and shows how scenery of coastal British
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GARBAGE BAGS FOIL WRAP
398 mL 10’' 12"x50’30cinxlBm
11^
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V 7 xtREST';7. 7 .:77^■ ■:;:7; 7; 7; ,
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■ *#1 Duality car & truck In Canada 





















MAXWELL HOUSE DECAFFINAIED C dil 4.Q
COFFEEdBAg..............................
YORK 3 FRUIT1ARMALADE7S0.I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^1
AUNTJEMIMA
PANCAKEilXmkbag
QUAKER NEW CORN BRAN
7'77fi: I
■ff .':?7''
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FRESH WHITC OR BROWN
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It’s called the Super Six at 
Sandown Raceway, and there is 
no question but that it has been a 
big factor in boosting attendance 
and mutuel totals at a time when 
few businesses have been able to 
report gains.
The Super Six, or the Big Six, 
the Sweep Six, the Sextet 
Suspense or whatever it is called, 
requires the selection of winners 
in six consecutive races. It’s a 
formidable challenge which 
requires far more luck than 
knowledge, but there can be 
lottery-iype compensation.
While it is not likely that 
S a n d o w n c a n c o me c 1 o s e 
to matching the $2.2 million 
Sweep Six pool which created a 
state of frenzy at Vancouver’s 
Exhibition Park a few weeks ago, 
there have been luring rewards-— 
and there was the possibility of a 
$100,000 pool for Tuesday’s 
racing with a $65,837 carryover 
after five successive days without 
a winner.
After 50 days of the Sandown 
summer meet, the Super Six had 
paid out $323,766.55 to 267 
winners, but that doesn’t tell the 
story that counts. One bettor had 
collected $21,879.50 for a 
winning ticket, two players had 
won $19,899.85 each and there
had been other payoffs of 
$17,312.95, $10,457.45 and two 
of more than $5i000.
Those are the payoffs which 
have made the Super Six pay off. 
Super Six betting has averaged 
just under $10,000 a day and has 
accounted for little more than 
five per cent of the mutuel total, 
but the possibility of a big reward 
has brought many new fans to 
Sandown.
They come to try for the Super 
Six pot, stay to bet other races 
and try other pools and often 
become addicted. Figures show 
that attendance and wagering 
have been significantly increased 
when there have been no Super 
Six winners for two or more days 
and the pool has gjown to the 
stage that it could take care of a 
large mortgage.
It has helped boost the San­
down average for the first 50 
days, to $178,557 for an increase 
of more than 11 per cent over the 
same 1981 period. And at­
tendance has also continued to 
increase, to an average of more 
than 2,000.
Meanwhile, the past week’s 
racing was featured by another 
magnificent run by Magnus 
Almahurst and an eighth suc­
cessive victory for Noble Cadet.
Magnus Almahurst, certainly 
the horse of the meet, showed
that a two-week layoff had done 
no harm by stepping the mile in 
1:59 3/5 in the Sunday
Invitational. It was the ninth 
Sandown victory of the year for 
the six-year-old gelding, which 
set the track record at 1:58 1/5 on 
July 18 and has paced seven two- 
minute miles at Sandown this
year.
Noble Cadet, which moved to
Sandown from Sacramento on 
June 17, has yet to lose on the 
Sidney oval. The seven-year-old 
gelding, which started the year 
with career earnings of only 
$2,405 and had only one win last 
year, topped a field of $4,000 
claimers Sunday in typical 
fashion — getting to the front as 
soon as possible and staying 
there.

















Keith Linton - ----------- ....
Brent Beelby......... ..
Bill Davis . ...... -......
Keith Waples ...... ......
Bill Babineau ............
Denis Linford......................
Rick White ........ ......
JimMohorich / . .........
Al Bowman ....
John Glen . ....... ........... ........
Mike Stymest ... . ........
Dave Jungquist ..........





Leonard Hill.... . .......
Phil Coleman ...........
Clarence Gagnon .......
Paul Megens..... . ....
Jin O’Dwyer.... .. .....
Ernie Arsenault . . . . . . ..
Drives 1st 2nd 3rd Pet.
259 82 46 34 .459
183 38 41 20 .369
168 35 28 25 .351
73 16 11 10 .349
80 15 16 11 .344
50 10 20 ' 5 .344
60 9 11 8 .296
: 57 ■' 7 13 8 .296
68 9 12 13 .294
' 55- - 9 ■; 7'/ 9 .289
114 15 21 15 .278
'57 ' 1 9 9 .263
113 15 13 2! .259
223 27 32 38 .258
170 22 22 17 ,254
98 13 15 10 .252
104 13 17 11 .251
62 ■:: 7 8 11 .244
81 -■ 1 14 13 .236
101 10 13 12 .210
92 10 9 12 .207
150 15 17:: 19 .205
106 8 13 14 .187
120 11 10 17 .185
Weight loss due to cutting and boning 
will increase the price per pound.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411 
8 - 5 MON. - THURS. 8 - 6 FRI.
.ByB. CURNOW
Lower Vancouver Island Horse 
Club held its third show of the 
year for members only July 25 at 
Springside Farm on East Saanich 
Road. The show was organized 
by the junior leader of the club, 
17-year-old Rachalle Curnow of 
Brentwood Bay, who did an 
excellent job in providing a 
varied programme.
It was a show with a difference 
with judge Miss Tammy Akers of 
Victoria, giving advice to each 
competitor on how to improve / 
his or her performance during the 
class, allowing competitors a 
chance to correct any problems 
before her decision was made.
She also explained her reasons 
for placing of competitors.
Akers was commended for an 
Excellent job by competitor 
spectaiors arid thanked for of­
fering her services; free of charge 
to the club, whicL is now just 
over a year old .
Thanks also go to the Hume’s 
of Springridge Farm for allowing 
the club to hold its show there.
Next open shovv is Aug. 15 at 
Springridge Farm where 10 
jumping classes will be offered as 
well as flat classes. Jumping is on 
grass and the judge is Wendy 
Thompson.
Prizes are to be offered for the 
first place in each class. Entry 
; fbrnas are now:
stores/ or call 479-4419 lor more 
information.
The club is also running a stall 
at the Swap h’ Shop at ys^estern ; 
Speedway Aug. 22. Donations pL 
articles to bc sold are requested. 
Tack will also be^^s 
i cbnsignnient for anyone, a sniall 
commission : going to the club/ 
Please contact Jo Clark at 478-: 
2100 if you have anything to sell: 
'"'■'or'donate.' '■y''"/.-/.;/'.:/ 
Anyone wishing to join our 
club in V1983, please contact 
Rachalle at 652-0240.
won In
a $200.00 a clerk in Loto-Quebec
/riic Silver Threads Centre ai, 
:id030|Rcsihavcn Drive; Sidney,
- jgopen 9 a;m. - 4:p.m. Avcckdaysj^ 
7 - 9 p.m. evenings and I4 p.ihi 
"Saturday and Sunday. Lunches,; 
teas, coffees, cards, library;
: biliardA; v w
classes, recreational acti vii ics, 
languages, trips and more. If you 
;arc 60 of; beUcfvIS 
would like'td hear ffdhvyou, ;
Coining events ~~ Aug. 16 is 
rcgislrafidn / week 4^
Aiig. 27 '-rr nearly new sale/;
if On Iho LoUo 6/49 solection slip, there are six‘boards’’marked 1. 2,3, ^
each containing numbers Irom 1 through 49. _ ^ fheck voiir ticket »o ensure your selection of numhois is correctly recorded.
box on the same board . (I) . ,, , hottom of that"board” and record your solectlon on the next“board . ^
Above every ‘‘bdard”; $1.00 ‘ho c“sl’«17ocprding one so pl jx ybottomn tna^
prodlctlons. Two completed ••boards’' cost $2.00,"t etc. Watch baturday s Lotto 6/19 draw on TV to see how you
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
i.iju /fU UiJ 6'\,00 a^i.uu
1111 i 8 91B inn J n M » .n > ^ ^ ^'ll 1.1 u 1 f'-i I'' M"! I'i' I’.l 't I
' ' ' ' I'W iiiiv.'ff/i/
I g, ... s I I ' it’ 'i
1 ■ i"''''?' V i.V' " '■''■■! /' 'V,i ii’.;'' '.'ui tti'' ‘ '"fJI
■■■s:v '/'i/i. 'v:,?, 4..
Zoning Bylaw #7SO
'll I ' t',1 ‘<(1 '(! lil'i 'ii ' ■ tl' I
I
8 8
1,; 1982, an tiinoncimont has 
boon made lo lho proposed Zoning Bylaw 11750 ibal.was subinilled at that 
■tlniecTlilsanwndmonfreniovesItiiHoquirohiontfor iho units ollwo-lanilly 
bwoliings 4dupieKfs) :to; factr tho''samo siroot:and,; Ihoreloro,: will a 
hioifl duplex C(insiiuc.tion,
Cdnsequenllyya second'Public): Hearing wl^ be held on Monday, August 
::23rd,'l982; at;7;3D p,m:;in ihe Town Haili in orriQi to give persons who: 
d(!j?nv;th{riivselvcs to bo ptieciedby the ahovp aniendnienl, an oppor|u!iily' 
U) be hu.iid by the CouiilII,
!!'i
/sriisi
]:■■ "I'm ■plij '1
;?!r 'bfiMrii"
}i" 'U;:' 'f’-vHr'i!;;’'
A;: ll'j: l-iit ■■ i ■ li'a ■’I
I
' 1 sii: /ij ctT' ;»■ |S i;: ■ 11 h'I' 'isii/pf'iS'-tif i ■:'' /: / til 1 I ’ i;. /I H ,1 /! f'i ‘t y'*! f'l
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Go down Stelly’s Cross 
Road and turn right on Latess 
in Tsartlip Indian Reserve. 
Stop on the left at 22 Latess 
and visit Charles Elliott, an 
artist who has finally arrived 
and whose work is in much 
demand — and for sale.
Elliott will welcome you 
courteously and show you his 
beautiful silkscreen prints, 
delicate work which combines 
traditional Salish designs with 
the artist’s own contemporary 
interpretation of an art form 
more than 3,000 years old.
Or his fine carvings. The 
Moon Man, a club, or an eagle 
feastbowl executed in maple.
Elliott has “arrived” 
because he is able finally to 
live off the sale of his work but 
says “1 really struggled to get 
where I am
Once, when he lived in a 
house that was too small for 
him and his family and there 
was nowhere to carve in peace 
he worked in an old aban­
doned chicken house. In the 
winter it was cold but Elliott 
was oblivious to the elements 
— he had the quiet he needed.
But Salish art is standing in 
the wings, awaiting 
rediscovery and ; Elliott




, I never been any gnvernmem 
" programs to cultivate Salish
ii art while much has been spent.
he; says, Jencouragihgv Q^^
§1 Indian art forms. S
m Elliott s Indian ‘ name IS 8
By JOHN GREEN meet that deadline must tell the
Saanich school board will hold education minister so by Aug. 15.
a special meeting at 4 p.m. today In that case they will be replaced
to decide how it will cut almost by a provincial appointee who
$450,000 from its budget for the bring in the new budget
rest of the year. anyway. ^ ^
The finance committee is to Chairman Gerry Kristianson 
bring to the meeting a plan for ^■'‘P''‘^ssed doubts about the 
saving $50,000 in expenses, while legality ot laying off teachers on
the personnel committee is to 30 days notice, but superin-
have a plan for laying off up to tendent Claude Campbell said the
40 teachers and other employees government contends the action
to save the balance of the money. ; legal and is prepared to bring in
Another alternative is for the legislation to legalize it if it isn’t. y
employees to accept pay cuts that
„,:ii lOQT did not see how the Saanichwill reduce their 1982 pay in­
crease to 10 per cent from :16.5 in ^Teachers^ 'Association ;Could^^^^^^^;
: the case of the teachers and 13.7 possibly obtain a concensus
for other workers belonging to *^^8^*^^'”8 7^*^''yTQl!backs before
the Canadian Union of Public Aug. 15, since a large proportion 
Employees. ; ^
reduction in workers’ contracts; association had; passed a
so must have its plans made to s unanimous motion; againk ac- 
save the money hi other ways.^^'^;v:; teg^^^^^^^
_
contributions to the district have August,^ yet^ teacher^ probably
;
Terhqseng/ He’S ; proud to 
belong to the Salish peciple, ;
;';one':;”of;;;Ahe;;;‘largest.;7lridian7vC7v';^;>7 ^ ...... _ ___ _
nations in North America, and Like the silkscreen print Elliott /explains; The people training and taught himsell by
the softly spoken but piir- which features two people in a , iu the boat are passing through 
poseful artist is determined to canoe with trees, water and a . - . .
I drowned in 70 feet of water in Snobelon and Dave ChrisUc,
|| Saanich Inlet about 9:30 a,m. came over in a boat, suspecting
i S^^^^ a week; after;^^ b because of the quantity of
7 M certified to dive. «'»• bubbles rising. They picked
. . up Mrs. Colibaba and brought
^.......... ............................... through I Tvvcnty-six-year-old Robert i,cr to shore.
help bring about a revival of longhouse silhouetted in theThey are not discarding the books containing Salish art i C^qlibaba, of 1919 Jerome Si., John Damgaard and his
\ . " . . . fC_ .1... r r,-v,rvv ^ Victoria, was divina with his C . . .. . . ^ ^his peopled art. background. The people in the past for the future — rather and from people wl,o have j e ill, Kathy, from their home
. And he I wife, Karen of shore from the the end of Senanus ; Drive,
i<;n red and 1 Hendcrson Point at the end of ; r; , .c . .
: .
:C;V‘i
of Salish art have found homes ‘ time, 
in Europe and the U.S. ^
“whigh leaves any ambitious 
Salish artist with yery little to 
study,” Elliott points but,
“Salish art has never really 
been exposed to the public, he 
says, adding there arc yery few
. p pieces in Canadian museums 





Indian art written ; 'by 
provincial ; museti^ curator ; 
I Peter Macnair, Alan 7L.
I Hoover ;and Kevin : Ncary,
I conl'irms Elliott’s yievy. In a 
' ; chapter bn tireffCbast Salish,
I the : book points; out; that 
■ contemporary Coast Salish an I 
"‘‘remains , im a tenubu
ki
watched what was happening, 
and Miss Damgaard, who is a 
cc said it diver, was ready to7go down' 7 7 ^
;7te' te 7 ;■ - : y-.:'-] j 7.';' 7' '''•rThe artist has had no formal bas carved several sculptures g ; when police afriVedC She found 7 7
which can be sceh at sites g j.jj(, yyj|g signalled to him she was Colibaba with his face mask off, 
ntonn the hmhwavs of ^ ,.c .u,, ;4 ig y I goihg7up and surfaced wifholil and brought him to;the surface 7
l/nnwino hfvwns in trniihlf' shoi tly a ftCr 100.01. 7!
7 '7
'■:.77
1 i'phrec 7'’bbthern Vancouver^ Island; | k o i g e a i  ouble
i DtA/^// /c/ot.V Y/illard! Joseph and Cicero g it
August.
ids, man and Elliott is usually kept busy 
creainres of car^^ earn his
\ sea. A ll are CO- living but he’smanaged to find '
'.'7:;iimeuoproduce„ ,, 
t \ y ing Indian P^ch .available hpvy in || Central Saanich L
el' of oneness limited editions. ;................................
i:.t 't:/;-;;,
t-': '7'tt''tt.'te' i't, t i;:'; t: t- t7;7 7,17 7
■■ .-■■f-'. '■,.^’7;, ■.",:■■■ .'A te- 7 7,'.7‘' U; .7, ,-7,;-y,^nan.':' ^ I, V„. .V., ;;iLibroraes:y, •';7';'''W't/‘.,7;
■t ;;:7ti;.:' .‘t'f'V;ivt^tit 77i t;';t7t'.'t;"''
' ■ ■■■■■■ W', 7: . y . yt t' . - y, •'|i:i,'7- .t'.y.i'" V,.'
of nature.
A:.7:,
barbeqiie Aug. 5 to .say farewell
to three Japahcsc stucicnt who Both Sidney-North Saanich
1 I of the Lions club on a youth regional libmry set record high
1 ti exchange program. Mari Namiia circulation figures in July, Both' I in,., been ilK 8UCS, of Mr. and llbranas will ba moving io lar„cr
----------------------------------------------------------------------------  II iviis. Ken Powell, whose promises tins year, and those\ I dnngbtcr. Tanya, is cuircnily b, rnaorcl, are anvclcd lo bo easily .
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face some difficulty because 
many of the highly decorated 
utilitarian objects used In the 
past are no longer In demand 
7— as a result they will have to; 
adapt these to a formal ap­
preciated by and acceptable to 
a rtbw kind of patron, the 
';7wrlter says7,'-7i'7,''7'',..77vvt,'"7' i,;y;7:t 
Elliott seems to have 
achieved this by usiiig a 
contempornry approach to 
7 traditional antlv 7 elemental 
,;V,Salislvdesigns,;,;y:7.','':.::y", ,;77'y;,.i':::. 
There is a difference bei- 
: ween hts pcdplc’s: art and other 
Indian art formsy All jrtdian 
r'art7,i:fornU'i::atb':,:5imilar':yc(: 
separate, Elliott cxplainsc He 
':y:dcseribcf77SalishA'7 arl7i: as7 
! ,,1 '‘suggestive, subtle’’, and this 
c;,in be seep in the delicacy of 
■'Jiis'wbrk. y'7,vv,,:777;;:.:;;;;7: vy,,..;:
1 i Japan ns guest of Japanese Lions broken, once the exiiandcd bookP in the same program. .-olieeiitMis ami services begin.
' Two youngsters, Shiiichi In July, the Bientwood library
7 Hofikbshi and Susumu Koshigoc circulated more ilian 8,000
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Don book.s, the Sidney-North Saanich
Edy and Mr. and Mrs. Vic library more than 20,000
; volumes.
" . ,. ... ,1,^ increase?
cli Probably a 7 coihbinatiOn 7 of
' y: ■ . . ...,,, ...
1' 7. " '
.. : A 7; • V;, v,;V'77 , ,■ y„
7'77; ^ tTiTs:'f ' ■ yA'/ xV)y-' 'f 7 '^te-tev;
, , yy , ; 1
''V'.;*) .VVy; 'y' I
, y .' . '
. .. il >. >.Syxa ■'yy.,,.;.yKyy y.;y ^ ,...,d;y' y-'v'..',..
; vV'y;y'V V....' 'y,'.;
y, y ■' . y: ■■ y.,;'.' '.'.y ■.y. ■ .y . . ' ■ n
";‘;7 ■; .■■v.'yy'V'.y;'' ;'7‘''7';7y'';77v'v; '
yi; ' yy' .'y y y.
Following the imf
Idons Hall on East Saani li
Road, banners and Rifls frorn factors; says librarian Mary 
various Lions clubs in Japan were Kierans; lislihftTHc udditioh of a 
presented to Central Saanich v new children^ librarian Ayith 
Lions ®'by the studehis, who7> greaily improved childrens bookil 
received similar offerings to bc ' and progvatnmes (including film 
0lvento Japancse Ljons, 7v series 
Aficr (heir Ihrce-wcck stay on libraries); great local interest in77 7:




V' "V. • .V,!' '.'.Vi y ■ ■ ; 7 .yy
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ite , ■».'■ 'v 7" .17', '■ ■ V '.7;vy ■■ i V .77, v;i, .';7..''y|y;v','':V;
ancauVtT I lahcl the yoii g icr t lilirtiri ti f t  
svill travel to the mainland where bmldmgv. ni the near fuiure;
they'll be guests of Lions clubs cttlatgetl book coilcctions .ilieady
for another three weeks before eviderU ijn * jhc "hrarichefe; the
;;Vte;7
.7'
V:'7.'.77,,;7;'.V'‘;Vy',V,'.'.'''''“:;VaVyv':;fcy:7V'7'7r,:Vyy vVy;‘ ■ ■ ■■ ' ■ y;-'. r i' ■■■' V, ( .1. , I
yy.y yV'". V''"V
for hbi t ck f  
■'renirnirtfJtomc'tbJap'anv^''' reeessinti;7''''whh’‘ 'Jevver7qieople-vv'"'
travelling andihigher deniands ott
1.
■y; • ' ■ », I
i‘7.v'v ;::::77.7:7":777;7:;';Vf
.:... » „ ySpeCial preview;: Vi' Ilia bo{7x,:.:r«fai'CT«.sarvlMs:Bncl:y;:yy
■ ■ ■ A'IaA:-;. ,,;;'"..':^,i^7U7,77;;:77U7^’;A^f77:^,,777v;;v,:,.:7 7..;.vJ*b.rary^^^^
‘;'"77te.’l,.:’ A7:^ 7V:'.7te.7’A7^-'’:77f7:y77
;;7;‘7;;7'y' :;'""'V;:V<7, 'V;;;"' y'yVjVy'^
::‘:''|,'''7''"7.7.7 7.V-;7i'i'':
A':.'
' ■ ' I Mcmbers:'df.jhe:lTie:nds:dl‘'the‘7'’'::7'‘«»’^*«'^^^|"«^'""'^Library (Vaiic(Hiver lUahd '’'*”^*l‘'^*Atesch
1 1 Regiorud libraVy) air inviicd add/wf stall lt«inis with
-...........y. H .afli'retew^ teb>a,l. aa,i a .oailnaiaE
Abuilding bivResihaven ai ll a.m. dedicatum to service to
SatnrdavrCoffeewlll beserved7'"Thbltcy;'.''.;yi;;.y.'|;te«7'
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Direct drive system, FG servo control 
circuit (or stable and reliable servo 
mechanism. Akai discolith coil motor.
Convenient automatic return system, p g „
Pitch control. Dual-magnet type car- Y
tridge. Front operation design. 5>^-ly.uU lliiLi
If a human right exists at all, it 
is the right to be born with 
normal body and mind, with the
prospect of developing further to 
fulfillment. If this is to be denied.
then life and conscience are a 
mockery.
N.J. Barrill.
1 don’t know what’s the matter 




The above AP-D33 turntable plus ATK 110 tuner, AM Ull amplifier, and 
CWT 33 speakers ... al! for only
ms
We service ail makes & models of stereo components, reel 
to reel, car stereos, turntables.
652-5755
•Authorized Warranty Service Centre
7174A West Saanich Rd. BRENTWOOD BAY
Getting married, 
engaged, going on 
holiday or 
just returned from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would like 
your social news printed free 
under the Peninsula People 





Many children in this modern 
age are judged to be something 
other than they really are. No one 
for sure knows how many 
mislabeled children there are or 
how they developed the problems 
they have, but the evidence is 
greatly mounting that most can 
be helped and the disadvantages 
overcome. But this is dependant 
upon early diagnosis and proper 
treatment.
Learning disabilities are 
believed to be neurologic in 
origin, and it makes it almost 
impossible for the child to learn 
in the normal melee of the school 
system, but learn they can if the 
time and special circumstances 
are provided. For these 
disabilities do not impair in­
telligence, rather they effect 
specific areas of learning and 
behaviour.
The outward symptoms of 
learning disabilities are often 
mistaken or confused with 
mental retardation or emotional
disturbance. Learning disabilities 
are neither of these.
How does one recognize a 
learning disabled child? Here are
some of the more common
symptoms and signs;
“Poor eye-hand coordination. 
Difficulty with cutting, tracing, 
matching sizes and shapes.
“Distractability and the ap­
pearance of perpetual motion. 
Attention-span extremely short.
•The child may seem 
emotionally unstable. There are 
vast mood swings for no ap­
parent reason and frustration 
with normal routine can 
sometimes lead to temper tan­
trum.
“Gross motor function may be 
impaired. A youngster may be 
unable to walk a straight line or 
catch aball.
Learning disabilities are a 
complex handicap which no one 
fully understands but much can 
be done to alleviate the problem. 
More boys are effected than girls, 
for no apparent reason. But one 
thing is very clear and that is that 
most of these children can be 
helped to lead full and productive 
'^/livesv”
With skilled help and un­
derstanding parents, much if not 
■all of the handicap can be 
overcome. But without help 
many will become dropouts not 
only of schools but of society as 
■;■■'well. ■■:'■"■’ ■ ■ ■
By not helping them, by not 
demanding help for them we fail 
not only ourselves but the
children as well. ; ^ ^
Do you have a problem, are you
riage, ‘ the ^behaviour of your'
Kurbatoff is a:psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers: Replies will be given 
s through his regular, weekly column. 
^ rW George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
: ' II.
lliere’ll never be a better time to 
plug those costly energy leaks. 
Some of these suggestsonsiake;' : ;:^ 





.somctliing that may change your mind. Al 
today's energy costs, in an average home, 
proper insulation to recommended 
suindaidsean (uiy lor ii.sell'in less ihan 
:; gi ilvc ycarsy^ the work is
easiest and shows the best return for 
your lime and money in ilu; attic, T’iien
Sealing the enei gy leaks
Even ifyou can't go fbr tbtal insulation
or rooms withoutwindows'■•they also 
require (ar less wattage for correct, 
comfortable illumination. ^
in
your heating energy bill by 20 to 30%,
\hc inside [Q prevent damage from 
trajiped moisture, : ^
inexpensive gaskets, available from
area and should take the lightest shade. 
Then the walls; ifyou’re using a dark : 
or panelled fetiture wall, offset it with light 
colours on the other walls-or on cabinets 
and counter tops.
Ifyou live in a colder area of the province, 
investigate the insiallaiion ofdouble-or 
Iriple-gla/ed windows.
To make it easy for you to act now, the 
Canadian 1 Ionic liisulatiqii Pibgram tCl lHh
iUSca gra
lOun ovtc'inlnd in Cnv/c'i
V*''
1971. And, for qualilyingllydrocuHloiners, 
our Bnci-gy Savings anti I'inance Plan 
nky provide shbrt-terni(uiid|ng tip to^^SdO
'"'.at 10%lntcresl.-'.';'i.,'■..■:■
slorcs^will seal drafls through electric ■ 
outlets,
'lb seal all openings-doors, windows, letter 
: slots (and tion’t forget the pel dooi*s) -r 
you'll lintl an appropriate grade of 
wealhersl ripping.
Energy ciTicieiit lijihliniu;
While you’re renovating, cast a cost-critical 
eye on your lighting. Today's lluoresccnt 
lamps come in a range of “warmer'” coloui'.s 
and use just '/Mhc energy of comparable 
wattage incandesccnts-which they 
oil Hast by 25 to 1! 'fhey’rc ideal for utility 
areas like kitchen counters, laundry,, %
pccorating wHIi a liglit touch
Dccoralitig? l^aint yourself a lower light bill,
carpels in the kitchen, bathroomvutility and 
play ai'eas -thc lighter ypur lighting bill, i
Tips for stopping drips
After four years of dedicated 
service to the PCA, receptionist 
Marge Tedley is leaving for some
Clint a gallon. So get set fora sobering 
statisiic.vlfa hot water lap is drippihg at the
V.-
S20.0() down The draiii Fiftd thbse^;:
tlfips and llxthcrniT^asi,
uht-ro 0. .'SI
or ivory, not only “open up” small rooms
MM M
mail the coupon below and yve’ll send 
the llVec literature you check olt
i Hydrols I lomc Euergj^ Fix-upTipis
'■■■.■•;- T’leasC'Send nie-lhe l<illowin(r;;''|!
;'i7/''; nihsnlaiy-Save Energy ':'7'''' 'i',. "'7''’'7
B.C.Hydro Conservation Services, 
6th Floor, 625 Howe Strtiek 
■ Vjmcouvcr;B.e.:V6C2T6-':'^:7’'^''7:..:
nMni ttiiiM iMiDMi.
U lyijicsil Instibiion Fiacliees ajHi Heatinineijidaduns
D Energy''Conscn-adoiii In^.Tl»e"Home’ 7' 
Q ldRlUing and Wiring (for rcmodcllip)
She will certainly be missed by all 
who have come in contact with 
her these last four years. :
Pm sure she’ll stay in touch 
with us and will help out as a 
yoluihccr in a couple of months!
In spile of well publicized 
■ cutbacks in health care programs 
d u r i rig the: past: y ear, I here i s s t i 11 
service available for elderly or 
7d.isnbtcd : : peryohs heeding 
assistanfch with, bnsic7household 
tasks. This service enables many.
In remain: in (heir own Itonies ns 
ah7 alternative? ro instituiional;
|t.,. .y- iff.:
.Some 39 homemakers are busy 
throughout the community doing 
'71aundry,h7T>folTfoe.:f?cleaning7:7 
7 nietil preparation, bathing, and 
: personal hsidsfahee^ T^^ 
f is available through the Peninsula 
Co m m u ni t y A ssoci a t ion 
'..'TTomemakcr Services.'.;?:•'7" 77
? For more ijhformation please 
phone the Peninsula Community 
Association office at 656-0134 
and ,isk for lionicinakcr,s.
Thanks to the hard work of tlie 
volunteers, our Peninsula' Q)d 
::;';and* Ncw:,"PON?store;:is':back;hi 7'; 
business better than ever alTcr the 
: unfortunate inly 22 fire.
7 Public support in terms of the 
.■;'biirt'ng:':,':public,''7:,douations7'.7of7.».
goods, and volumeer lielpers 
means 1 he difference betwceit 
centiniicd success and falhirc; ?: >
Wc also tieed persons fex- 
perlcticcd in all kjndr of repairs, i 
appi,wiser s tut books, records and 
jewclr^. Wc can now use 7ad»
7 ditional store fixtures and 
clothing racks. Ihckwip of your 
: donations can be arranged by 
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Royal Bank manager Tim 
Perkins and administration 
officer Joy Palmeter show 
bank's Brentwood branch 
special ''Fort Royal", a 
playhouse-size wooden fort 
constructed for youngsters 
to play in while waiting for 
mom and dad to settle their 
business. It's all part of 
bank's friendly family 
banking which has featured 
children's contests, cost­
umed staff at Hallowe'en, 
Santa at Christmas — while 
customers line up — televi­
sion's community access 
channel to watch while 
they're waiting to he served.
Rowatid Photo
BUYING or SELLING?
For Professional service 
with years of experiences.
Call Now — Marten Hoist
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. 
656-5584 (24 hrs.) 
656-5685
"By HELEN LANG;:
One comment only about the i: 
state of “Himself’s” health . . . 
he is doing just fine, thank you! ^ 
And if I may be pardoned for 
this one additional bit about his 
stay in hospital — for two days 
after the operation he was on a 
“liquids only” diet. The third 
morning his breakfast tray ap­
peared with the usual glass'of 
orange juice, one of tomato 
juice, and a glass of milk, plus a 
bowl of cream of wheat (his 
candidate for the world’s worst 
cereal).
Naturally when I appeared in 
the aftemoon he set up the u sual 
hospital complaint/ “The food is
T casually picked up the card 
on his tray which stated “full 
liquid diet” and crossed out 
liquid, and underneath printed, 
“Feed me, feed me, for God’s 
sake feed me!” and put his 
initials underneath. 7 
The next morning he got the 
same breakfast tray as usual, but 
ther were TWO bowls of cream 
of wheat! His screams could be 
heard from here! Don’t tell me 
hospital personnel don^t have a 
sense of humour . . . within 
minutes he had atray with bacon 
and scrambled eggs, good hot 
coffee, plus the half-dozen 
juices! and some HOT toast !
' Back fbthe gardem
Please keep an eye on your 
onions. This is a yearly worry to 
lots / of us, so forgive the for 
sharing these concerns. Last year7 
we did very well with the onions,:
7 still; uhng them in /fact. ;Dowm7 
mow to the really tiny ones, but 
" they are just as delicious, just 
harder to peel.
Now this year’s crop is almost 
ready to be harvested. One thing 7 
to keep in mind is that small 
onions always store better than 
larger ones, so don’t let your 
beauties get too big. Due to the 
; warrh/JuneTweatheh some of our 7 
7 onions are now alrriosf three7 
inchb acrqssv arid getting larger 
than is ideal for winter storage.
77 I have riow bent the leaves and 
stalks of these down to the 
ground, arid scraped away the 
V soil around the bulbs until they 7 
are almost completely out of the/ 
soil . I have also stopped watering 
them. This sort of sitops them in 
their tracks, and the tbps: will, 
soon turn brown, which is exalctlyr 
what you want them to do. V i
As soon as we get some more- 
settled weather I will pull these
onions, leaving the smaller ones 
to grow a little over the next 
couple of weeks.
Once you have pulled these 
larger onions you will have to put 
them somew'here to dry. 1 find 
that spreading them out on a 
garden tray, so that they don’t 
overlap, makes it easier to 
transport them inside every night. 
This is pesky, and each onion 
rihOuld be turned every /day, ; 
which is also annoying^ but very 
important if you want them/to 
store successfully, arid for 
Heaven’s sake don’t EVER let 
them be rained upon!
In about two weeks the tops 
should have dried off and may be / 
cut back,just above the rieck of 
the bulb. At this .stage the outer 
peeling will likely be "ioOse /, 
enough to/ sort of slough off/in 
your hancis^ leaving ypu.withbne 
of the prettiest sights to be seen in 
/; the vegetable garden ... a 
glowing copper coloured globe, 
bursting with juices, and en­
chanting flavour . . . ah me . . . 
do love onions!
We store onions' in an old' 
plastic mesh sack- right in the 
utility room where it is warm all 
winter and it seems to work 
perfectly and is wonderfully 
convenient. Onions that don’t 
seem to be completely dry at the 
neck whenTydu cut off tlie dead 
fqliage should be/ watched 
carefully and used / first, rince / 
V they may start to decay and we 
Vsurely don’t want any of that 
;:///stuff.'/'// '//"///'rit;;/'//'-///'/'//Vv^/'' '"■;/"
Spanish onions are treated a bit 
differently. /They aren’t expected/ 
to store for the w'hole winter, 
being somewhat larger, juicier, 
and having a; larger, more open / 
neck. Store thefn separately, 
drying them/in the same manner 
asthe others, and make it a point 
to have at least a couple of chec.se
and onions sandwiches every 
week until they are gone.
Your friends may object and 
your stomach may protest 
periodically, but the memory will 
linger until next year’s crop is 
ripe and ready. Please pass the 
“Turns” somebody!
Last week I suggested a garden 
is full of small mysteries. This 
week we have another. VVhile 
hoeing the potato patch I saw 
what appeared to be a lot of 
volunteer tomatoes mixed in with 
the potatoes. On closer/ in­
spection these turned out to be 
attached to the potato plants/ and 
weren’t tomatoes at all, but a 
series of trusses Of what could 
only be a fruit of some sort 
growing just above the potato 
■' leaves.'/:
I’d never seen anything like it 
before, and vyas sick at the 
thought that we rnight Ipse all bur 
precious spuds. Serious con­
sultation with a couple of experts 
confirmed my fears that these 
potatoes were produce seeds. 
General agreement was reached 
ithat I should cut off these strange 
fruits in hopes that the potato 
plants would go back: to their/ 
destined duty, and produce a 
crpp /undergrbuhd;/ arid/give /up7/ 
this/busiriess/pf/shqw'irig off by / 
/flaunUng all/these/strahge/Tgreeri ;/ 
marbles that look distinctly 
inedible as they waft about in the 
breeze.
I have left one hill with its 
decorative seed pods, ju.st to see 
wriat /will happen. Who ; knows, 
rnaybe we are ontb/a new variety 
of potatoes and can retire worth 
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applicable toward our
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" financing through Ford Credit '/'
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Buy ond tnHo dclivory july 1 through August 31,1982,
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'ir :/eflectlVe:/' /''7/::’"'“ 7,'/"' .'";//:/ L/-//;/'/:7'''
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/:////AugustylC:7il8'/: ■ .:/'■///'///■'/::/;;//i/// //'//;:/i.'./'/„/.:/, 7'//://'■'■ i'
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/'/"/
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//7'/'H If manllies/', 7
'•languages///’//..:::/'./;:.'"/^
,'"7/,„,',,•Perspectives;'/,"/
•Women’s Studies / /
':i/:':/"/:;/.
'"///l/laturaf History'/:\/'/,/'7/7,: yWo have a new mailing list, If wo haven't hoard (ram/you :
'i'///"./ln",the/past:ycar:.ypU'mayriot::bfi'/bn'il,':Please checkwlthf''/',:;:/-"''.//.::;/.//' :;A'/.-
/ us by calllnp/7i?T:’8A5'> ■ Wo want/you to stay in touch Science and Horticulture
A tcurim dr'srTlptlririS' (pps ,inrf sirirfing fiitG'; k For a Gonlplnie list of our nPiirsM/wAlrh (or orir art In the 
available in our I'all’Calendar. Or, Fiihes/ColonisL Wedrtesday, August TT/ahd Ssluibay,/^/
/ //telephone t2i'0*i5i.
’ A / '■-•/
■/7;A/./7:
P.O. Bon 1700, Viclofia, B.C. V8W 2Y2
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A number of local businesses 
have contributed money towards 
the cost of a hearing caption 
clinic Central Saanich Lions are 
purchasing for Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. A Lions spokesman 
thanks the following for their 
donations: i
Central Saanich volunteer fire 
department, Gruber Con­
struction, Behn’s Enterprises 
Ltd., Creative Builders Ltd., 
Wakeman and Trimble Con­
tractors Ltd., G.W.G. Rentals 
Ltd., Precision Excavating, John 
Argau Construction and Butch 
Taylor.
Designed for students to learn or refresh marketable office skills. 
Offered at Camosun's Sidney Campus starting sept. 13. 1982, 
the ending date varies. These programs are full time, Mon, - Fri­




Tuition fees would be $40.00 per month.
SUBMIT; Application and educational records showing com­
pleted grade 9 English with a letter grade of “C” or 
better.






Because of anticipated demand, students are encouraged to 
.apply /early. - ^ / 592-1281 : ^ ^
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and Fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
DRop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcpme. For more information 




we see, and I i ke to see , is: cu re a nd 
chan g e, B u t w h at we d o n ot see ;a n d d o n ot want 
V/ J: to seeii^
II solidarity: in sufferingV the: sharing in the ex-v 
II. perience of brokenness. And still, cure without
ill The company pTjust and ^
righteous men is better III ^
IIthan wealth and a rich ^ Brentwood B^y || ,care is as dehumanizing as a::gift given w
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. il| estate. |^| “Jesus Christ is Lord” |||. oQld heart ’
-Euripides gsooa.m. g Henri J. M. Nouwen
Coffee Fellowship ig We live m a time when we are surrounded with
o:.3o,5a::m/:/
feg:-;::fM:Mbrhin!TWors:hipA:"
. S Douglas St
c 1,!?"'^® • at Elk lake ■
ff.VIlOO aim,:/:.. Family,Worship ^ , y ■' Trevor de Casseres, Wednesday Jssi . . . -.. a. ’interim
p.m. Hom^Study ^ 598-1935#
Pastor Mel Hoskyn 
652-9572
u- ^ A very warm welcome awaits Suffering, injustice, corruption and paramount
problems. At ,the same time innumerable 
leaders, spiritual sages, politicians and other 
-II experts are c
you.
Rev. Aiistair P. Petrie
652-3860 ?Hli




111 :0p avfTi, Worship ^ ||| i^ioosOThird: Stilsidnev:" ^
isday.Prayer
9925 5th Street ||
Sidney, B.C.
Sunday iil
f0;Q0 a:m::, ,Sunday School ill
Pastor Tom Gardner 
Office: 656-3544 
Home: 652-4521
j|i philosophies to lead us from our bondage and in­
fo the promised land. Something quite common 
amo^g fhesd; leaders:
answers but they want tO; remain aloof of ^^^p^ 
.......  ticipation in the:pain Wrought in the working out
,. - , , ...... ....... , , ‘7008 W: Saanich Rd. r .. ^: / II,:, # ::jii::':ni::tnG, solutions,
sidnev ir« cvenmg service n j| jesus Chridtishowed: s difterenh Way >,He oame;:^
- isssCT Cl *l Pflstnr Tnm Rarrinpr 10:00 a.m, Sunday School liSii:::? x x x i i , i. u -i x ^ u
III 11:00 a.m. Family Worship || hot to take :Our:ipain , but to,Share it ,
II ....... FeSS!? Ii superstar, but to be human and experience our,
II Wednesday |j weakness. He knew poverty, injustice, sutter- 
Angiican-Episcopai iii 7:3ojpg^ Violence and death. Never has there been or
will be such a saviour! His example is also the
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room, 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills.
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
at 4343 Tyndall Road.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program.
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome: to join this friendly 
group most : Mondays at 7:30 :
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more inforrnation call 656-5301 
::::or„656-7828.,A";:':'"
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters : En / Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m: For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for grpeeries 
— canned beans, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna^ honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
3213.
Sidney Prc-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit.
For more information call Susan
:niiWednesclay:PrayeT::
ALL ARE WELCOME 111 6:30p.m.... . . . . . . . . . . Saturday|||
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and SumJay School f *'5
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sansclia Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours arc 6 - 10 p.m# 
week nights; 6 p.m , to midnight 
: Saturday: and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Swap and Shop 
iiv the Travclbdgc parking lot on 
:'r:,iBcacpn.'’'.;'
The summer program is 
currently undcivvay and Includes 
such activities as fishing, cam- ^ 
ping, swimmingi liiking, 
parties arid mole, ihroughmit the v . 
ne.xt few months.
Parent tind teen ; inquiries 
; welcoiiiC.: For rnorc information :
: call the I^CA office;in 656-0134 :
: : or dropJ)y and pick up a program i 
::;i:’;:at’,9788:-,2nd:Strcei:;'Sidncy
VVlilie Tag Items half-price at 
Salvation Army ’Thrift stores 
:'; :;:difrinB:;Aiigusi,;l'St(M'i’‘s:nre:loci'ied^^^ v’'’
:: : at 9775 - 2nd Street, SidiiWkanJl I 
7115 WcM Saanich Koad, 
Bremwood Bay.
University .'of '■'■Victoria’ "'ex-''^',; 
ileiision calendar of fall courses 
now availably at most libraries, 
recreation centres and book 
stores or at UVic of lice.Call 721- 
8451 for more information. 
Metered underground parking.
; M singles and
: couples, and learn to square 
: dance every Wctlncsduy starting 
Sept. 8. Spnrcs’n Pairs Sqiiare 
Dance Club, Call 652-55241 v;
Vacation Bible School at 
Nlcfoorial TTaptisi 
Clnucli will be held 6;30 - 8 p.m.
,': Augii,,.,]’o ::■• ,2o.,':siuiics,, coiiicsts,,;,'
son gs, era ft s, al I c hi kl ren a ged 5 - 
13',:'years:; .welcome: ;::,Hlcasc'':'call'': 
AS?, t <nR for nio're informniion'':.
Friendship Uapiisi Church
invites the public tblicar talented 
inusicjan, artist and speaker Rev,
: Dave Dattielson at a Sunday
"■:;service’ ',10:30 :::a;m;;'Aug.''" |.5:,:'ai 
'..'Su'llv.li Y'ro'.s Road.' ',:'■■
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REDUCED $33,000. Immaculate, 3‘/j 
year old, 4 bdrm., I'/z bath, deck, large 
open kitchen, finished basement with 
Fisher stove in family room, work shop, 
car port, double driveway, garden and 
fruit trees. $91,500.00. Contract at 
12%. Phone 656-4555. 209-32
ROBERTS BAY AREA, Sidney. 1 
bedroom cottage near ocean. 
Reasonable, 652-2371 320-32
KIDS LEFT THE NEST?
I! you arc over, 4!), like the caielree 
amenities of country club life anti,the 
use of a beaulitui swimminc; pool, 
then come and inspect this, almost 
bland new, 2 bedroom unit in Sum- 
merqate Village, Askma only 
$78,000.
NO STEP, NEARLY NEW retirement 
home. Large rooms where your furniture 
fits comfortably. Big picture window to 
watch beautiful sunset. Heatilator 
fireplace. 656-7392 280-34
SIDNEY AREA, large 1 bedroom suite. 
Fireplace. W/W carpet, ocean view. 
Quiet non-smoker preferred. 
References, reasonable. Available Sept. 
1.656-6375 322-35
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available 
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-11
STUDENT TO WORK PART TIME at the
Sidney Library, approx. 8 hours per 
week after school and on Saturday, 
Applicant must be 15 years or over. 
Library experience preferred. Apply at 
the library by August 16. 321-32
WATERFRONT CONDOMINIUM 
549,500
Spacious one bedroom condominium 
near marina. Large private patio. 
Controlled entrance and elevator. No 
pets, no children. Vendor will carry 
1st mortgage at low rale.
Paul Hyatt 656-3150
WANT TO BUILD?
Lots in Sidney and Norih Saanich 
from $35,000; i.^2 acre in Deep Cove 
$52,500. 1 acre treed with some 
views $65,000.
A SMALL PIECE OF HEAVEN. Change 
your world and drive into a hidden valley 
of privacy and peace. 5 acres of beauty, 
stream at your back door. Avery special 
3 bedroom home and much, much more. 
No agents ortriflers, $349,000 firm. For 
more info, write Box 443, Saanichton, 
VOSIMO. 292-34
SALTSPRING ISLAND, newly decorated, 
2 bedroom home, for rent. W/W carpet, 
acorn FP, electric heat, range, 
refrigerator, washer and dryer included. 
Available Sept. 1. Gall Ganges, 112-537- 
2700. Nocollect calls. 301-33
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX, available Sep­
tember 1 in Sidney, $550 per month. No 
pets, references. 656-3051 295-32
COMFORTABLE 2-3 BEDROOM house, 
yards from the sea. Enclosed courtyard, 
workshop, walking distance to town. 






Fridge, stove, dishwasher, fireplace.
drapes. Adults only, .no pets. 
References and lease required. 1 & 2 
bedroom units. 475-575 per month. 
656-4066. v A A . ; V ' ^ rm-m
WANTED TO RENT, on a permanent 
basis by gentleman on fixed income, a 
small cabin or cottage, Sidney, Brent­
wood, North Saanich area. 386-1621, 
ask for Belle and leave message. 299-33
Wanted
. COMPLETE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT ' 
SERVICE.




. F-xperienced/presser/co unter. person.
wanted lor. Mr.7 1 Hr. Drycleahers,
/7103 \A/est Saaiiich Rd. 652-341,0;: ::
7/,"/'-
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished ; units:
Kitchenettes, dishes,: cable TV. -F’’®®
parking,maid service. Available weekly//
o^ CEO 1 /i i Ovi ff '
TIME TO SPARE? Supplement your 
income. We 7 have full/ part-time 
open i ngs. Ca 11 112 -2 9 4 -1512 orw r jte 
House of Fuller,; 3677. Hoskins road, 
Northyaheouveri B.C, V7 K2N9.7’Da-36v
Church Services 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate for Rent 





















Plumbing and Heating 
SecretarialService
125
Small Engine Service 
.Tree/SefviceS'Vm' ■
T. V. and Stereo 
Watch Repairs
Equipment For Sale 
Audobody Repairs 
Recreation Vehicles 












Furniture for Rent 
Beauty Salons 
Pets and Livestock 









Cards of Thanks 7 7
Obituaries''/;. ■77:'•/7-77'
7.1n'^ Memof iam'7.7' 
Legal Notices
Sandown Motel; 652-1551/; 41247t(:
BEACpN/i AVENUE ,76 3 0: :sq /7ft7 -of f ice 7 
/space :/on7.2 nd ;^f loor;,/ Rea spria bl e / rent/;"
7;'656-2,Q40777 /,7/' ’Q57734/7
TRAILER^ space
near Swartz Bay Ferry. Phone 656-5633
77|: and SPANISH
Beautiful’ ;/Spanish-style/;2-stoi'ey, 
home close to.,Sidney)7this7bratid'new;: 
home:as;3 BR's,/3 bathiooms:/luxury': 
carpeting:& a panorama;view,of/water 
&:farmfand7$i29;000.
7/GARAGE FOR RENT; 13fxl7', insulated,
dry; secure. Good light, ideal for storage 
or workshop. 656-1554 237-32
^ 7 COTTAGE 7
Small, cottage on good building; jot iii; 
quiet area of Deep Cove. Building is 
small, neat/'and .'habitable/’/zOne, 
bedroom, living room, kitchen and 
’ four jpiece bath.; List price $65;000., 
Otters considered, owner may assist 
:in:.TinancingF: Good; investment; or 
holding'property;' 7
656-7117 res. 656-5584 Off.
BLOCK BROS; REALTY LTD.
''■;:'7^;;;''7,':big;;faiviily?:,'7j;/ '}'’M
This roomy house in Sidney was 
made for the large family. 3 bedrooms 
up & 2 down; den & huge family 
room. Fully grassed backyaril makes 
great playground ,$110,00,
.\A/e,are pleased to olfef/2;e:xcelient Qp- 
:portunities loi7your consideration; A 
..welt eslablishedvcorntir:;grdcery'stoi(!: 
,with;house:.7al ;$i50,d60;& veiKitir; 
financing at 1 j?%7 Alsn a cliicken ;& 
haiiiburger tako-oi.it $75,01)0' {/all .lor 
'ipore Iniormatioh;/ .7'7;/7/;7/7 :’/: 7
SIDNEY DUPLEX, 2 years old, 3 
bedrooms, fireplace. 1 / 2 block to school. /
;■ AvailablC7Septe;mber7177;n 
: / references, $575 per rnonth; 656140616 7 7
7';/2:3i;'-3;2'"' :';7''7'.'7’7:'v;.''-3:';/77.77:7''''7.:7'
MAIN FLOOR DUpLEX72 bedrooms, all 
'utilities mcluded. No pets, references, 
7;. $500 permonth, 656-4066; or 656-9104
7/'7after5’p:m:;7;’";:: ;'7 7':23'2-32
BEST WESTERN'S POCO MOTOR INN ,
/ offers the .best/home away from home 
;; accommodation,: VYeekly rates available,, 
7715 45 7/Lougheed Highway, 7; Port 
Coquitlam, B. G. Tol I F ree Rese r va I ion s 
>-780d-268-8993 7/""^^^^
Write out your ad, mail drlbring toEhe Review wU
NEW 2 BEDROOM CONDO, W/W, 4 
appliances, fireplace, / carport. / Adult / 
oriented;; no pets, Lease To purchase, 
minimum 17year at $500 pei month, 















77 another REDUCTION ; 7
Foi, llilR jteituiIlu!; 2; bflt V 2 bath; 7007: 
(lo,,iocatetl onfy;3;i:ij,ocks;jj'oiii.Bt;acoi7’ 
Avp/.SlovC; Iridge andTJlshWsisHerTn/ 
c1uded;;;;t;!dyaior7 5wirli;pnpli.7;Sa)iita/; 
workshop and games room — piiis'a
Oriiden s|ini
/ EXISTING MORGAGE OF. $40^200
Moritlriy payimrnls $386;:; Term ..(tx-; 
pires Sopt. i9837Piirch(ir.c price [usT 
rcdiiced from $83,000 to $75,000,, 2 




|-iptho :3, berlfporiis;;'TW;stornySv iwell! 
built and vyolFprerifirverl, T/V/o mV 
trctro/anci; Sbovi oaftlort/. Oood :.’weii' „ 
Ohhrfr 'Dh $95 ‘
■'7,'7^";'.;'"7.:,;7:;". ;7,::7
lxc(}lirmi;watorlroril ahrt vlowlhoproit;;; 
soulli. '0xp,of>bfo, “ 2': tiathp, i ;?
lifop'/fOf 'fiih loho*h patiCT iVihidTof' 
hiiloil3lrirhg"‘‘‘ahrtTgiai/ioiJs' '‘iving/ 
1800.and ,2,500 so,. It, Drapps/Tugs 
and,:;app!iancps,;.;.(;ifiaf . hilea, ’ Low; 
taxes/: T.,ail:' Mis. ' Lailagfian/: 











NEW SIDE X SIDE 3-4 bedrooms, IW 
baths7fireplace, W/W, Rent negotiable, 
Phone Sonia , 384 -4128; ; ‘ /z^ : 2 
OFFICE 'SPACE FWRENTi^th Street,
Sidney, Free rent, in exchange for 
secretarial; services.; 382 85 73; alter 6
pm. 00283-32
TOViINHOUSE, SIDNEY,: ?, battis, stied 
7;;.,artd fct;iced yard;Garbage,aiid water, ho,i; 
charge Children allovwid, roloronces.
656 458776:8'p;;m'/;;:;^'’‘7':,;,;',.::;-,;''''7269-32,7,;,7;7:V;;
77); NEW SIDE;, X SIDE 3-4 bpdroorns, 71 '7,
7 /baths, lireplnce;;W7W. Rent nogbliablo./ 
7 . Phono Sonia; 384r4128 ;; ; , ; 7^^^
.7,, ■'';'’DEEp'7: ,CpE ■''^ATERFpNT.-'*", Z"; 
777.,. bedrodrhs;/ :,subtot;.,. . FridRo,:stove/; 
77 7washor7dryer; dishWast\dr GMd
additional insertions roquesled with the initial order, and requiring 





7; / 3 Imdroom, i Vr balhR,




7 available sept. I, Rem iiicludi,-iS
. utilities and cable, 3 bedroom suite in 
liouso. parkliig,;wasHc7r and drypr7W7W 
;;i.(xatod in CentralSaa;riich;'liThin;Pdin;;'‘7 
7.1 own ,7'G h i Id rdn; five r/T 2 );a nd;; ca t loko'y.,; ;7 
$475 per iTionth,652.5ftl3 , .32844;
; PRTMfREWspAcf''uirtTr2T^^^^ ' : 
lor rent,: OK street: parking, available : 
immediately/ 656'7737 or GB6-7 0 5 3 77;'
even mgs I 330-3?.
SEAVIEW.S. .Level V? acre on quiol cul? 
da-sac7 hoar Panorama area. $55,0007
656-163a:77('' .':7'"''''.'';7''7.,.7
NEW, SAANICHTON.3 bedrocitn, ground 
level. 20 It, tarhlly;kitchen,:larRe;iivlng,/; 
sepa rate din ing; $ 7 00 per month; 656 -7.
'5963'wkkdays:";;:7 7,„7 ,:77:',43'142,77
WATERFRONT APARTMENT at All bay 
416-32; ; ;/Marina;2 bedrooms;.lovelyylevys, |o<s,ol77
9659; SECOND STREET.llpirv t^uso/7 
"aUernoons; lovely 3 bedroom bingaiow,/ 7 jibonth phis utiljtios, 6564085 7 ;
'/: fireplace, inlaw suite/ Supert? park-like. BRIGHT ROOM m quiet hpuse, Uso ol ah. ' 
..;;iot,,approx; 200;fi;,ncflr,town, seashore.. (acilltios; ../Suit. yoMrlg./h'prklhH „malo; ,7 
: Priced lor immediate said by owner, 656-' 1/7 reasdnablo rent; 656-1971;; / 30942 / 
'536 7...:^;'..:;'; /II.:.'. ',7,.,',".;;26445.:7 ;;;:,',FU'RNiW'ED;^DNeY";'HOM^
,:,.FlDR.SALC.OR?<EN'l,./rcrt) ihljKahJgam :■. Novuiiipuf/B?.. ■..Mqich/SS. $300 ...plus 
: with trailer hookup, large shop, : frUit utilities. No smoking, childron or pols. 
7Troe$,7: prden'7spaco,7;,'656-48527' isl-’;:'';76564398 .;'7.';;; ;7. .;';.7'7..,7’'„"';; ■313'33'7 
';. ternexjns, or.Wnto,,06x lC4i,'Saanichfori.77...;;,sTDNf?r4//iodrooiHs7‘r3on7''"Tvk;
.77 '' ";-/.';.::/l2kJ'34 ■■ ■'. . bathrooms,‘ .-.Vy/'W,"" fireplace,'..:5'.'.'OP-
6lAUAaAfl'’yiliLi;i?pH"a«iiT'n^ pliances, ;rirapetfr' ^ $.700... pof77month/:/ 
7 from.;iovkh,;iant«silc'Ylew7$,14,900,Op;;;: .relcrencos/ ,plnv';;deposit,Available,,: 
'prite,;..»*iJ6040,:dowo,■'.■$172,00'..September .,,..414.'33,.
;.';h.i>Hthly, i07,ems'.t'3%,«i<taiusl.' PhunM;.,..r''HOOM"'vV(IH 
\:'TT2:T509)':fl86*2675';dr; ,1 t2'(569l'486''7'■7 tacilitiw7$200;per nibnthi plus/utibties,'/
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PENINSULA DIRECTORY










ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281 
Open 7 days a week to serve you better 
Mein. 9-5, TUes-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
Bo Qnaile Painting
10134 MacDonald Park Rd., ★ I C.B.C. Claims 
656-7135 Sidney ★ Autobody Painting
RENT-A-WRECK 
is looking for a 
Qualified Operator in 
SIDNEY
» If you have an automobile related 
business and would like to 
dramatically increase your profit — 
Rent-A-Wreck has the answer!
• We are recession proof, inflation 
proof, and interest proof.
• We are successful BECAUSE of the 
economy. Renting a used car 
makes sense at about Va the price!
e We will bring you many new 
customers, offer a great service to 
your old ones, build traffic and 
PROFIT. ASK OUR OWNERS, ASK 
OUR BANKERS!
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple 
interested in doing gardening, painting, 
window cleaning and odd jobs. 656-9462
306-43
DAYCARE, MY HOME weekdays.
Lunches, playmates, central Saanich. 
474-3984. After Aug. 23, call 652-0193 
34 0-35
PENINSULA DIREaORY






SHAW COMPUTER SERVICES. Com­
puterized bookkeeping: Accounts 
Payable/Receivable, General Ledger, 
Payroll, Mailing, Lists etc. Greater 
financial control - reasonable cost. 652- 
1353. 5672-32
Rent-A-Wreck is the best investment 




on t§T© muff ten 
ta!lp5pe, exhaust 
pipe aarxl iaSxx-!








HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134MCD0HALD 656-7144
PARKROAD ^jr656-3012
For more information call collect, or 
write: Ed AIfke, Pres., 225 Kingsway, 
Vancouver, B.C.- V5T 3J5. Phone: 
(604) 876-7155.
* US Franchises and Area Fran­
chises available
Unemeumbered capital required 
$20,000 for automotive operator.
NO. 1 BLACK GARDEN TOP SOIL. $ 2.25 




2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­
able Rate. Try us Once!
656-2221
DOMESTIC HELP REQUIRED 1 day per 
week (all year). Assist preparing meals, 
thorough cleaning and help with 2 year 
old. 656-7529 274-32
BATON TWIRLING TEACHER required
for established Majorette Corps. 656- 
6098 307-33
PIANO AND THEORY TEACHER has a 
few openings, commencing in Sep­
tember. All ages welcome. Will prepare 
students for Victoria or Toronto Con­






©Certified Budy Shop 
aftute; Blass'
©Badiator Repairs *lfisurance R8paire
©Frame Repairs ©Courtesy Cars Available
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY - one full 
time and one part time experienced 
mature salespersons for ladies ready-to- 
wear on Saanich Peninsula. Reply with 
resume to Box “Q", c/o Sidney Review, 
P.O.Box2070ySidney, V8L3S5 325-32
PIANO LESSONS, classical and/or
popular. Register now for autumn 
season. Limited openings, 21 years 
teaching experience. Suzuki and will 
train for R.C.M. exam. Mrs. Doney, 656- 
4060 277-41
PIANO TEACHER taking limited number
of students. Beginners welcome. 656- 
1293 Carol Orom 323-33
RESPONSIBLE PERSON to care for
quiet 2 year old, mornings my home, 
starting August 28. Deep Cove area; 
656-3190 304-34
REQUIRE TWO ONLY safes persons for
province of B.C: Must be hard workers. 
Westland Foods, 385 Boundary Road 
South, Vancouver, B.C. V5K4S1. Phone 
112-294-2375 : na32
Pamtirag
FOR SALE; LARGE ORIGINAL WATER 
COLOR by Arthur Pitts, $2,500 firm. 
Phone 652-9744 after: 6 p.m. except 
weekends. 216-32
::6FFI€E:€LE^iiERS 
: Bonded & Insured
Windows'- Floors - Carpets 





FIGURE SKATING COACH 1982/83
season. Perferably 5th Figure, Senior 
Silver Freeskate, Senior Silver Dance. 
Phone 112-566^4876, 112-556-4819. 
Write Canoe Valley Skating Club, Box47, 
Valemount, B.C. VOE 2Z0 na32
Kome/Office Cleaning Div.
SS6-33i7-
•Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 
•Also: Window & Gutter Cleaning
CLEANING STAFFT (Chamber Person),:
required by Charlton’s Cedar Court, 
Chariton’s Evergreen and Chateau 
Jasper. Excellent accommodation 
: available,' pleasant surroundings. Only 
i industrious'persons need apply. Contact J; 
Linda Charlton, Box 741, Banff, Alberta, 
TOL OCO. Phone 112-(403)-762-3659 











Specializiiig in Europeari' parts' 
& service.
; 10134 McDonald P'ark Rti.
- Call COLIN SAVAGE: :::-;;,- : L:
M;;;6S6-9424":'
(30)
« Alteration & Repair 
• New Construction








1986 FORD BRONCO RANGER XLT V-8; 
PS, PB, AM/FM, cassette, tilt wheel, 
radial tires, 8000 lb. winch. $18,000 
replacement value. Make an offer. 656- 
0641 after 6 p.rn.^L
CONSTRUCTION
BART BUITENDYK
Long-Time Sidney Builder 
: Renovate & Savol FREE ESTIMATES
XalJ 656-491S
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cablnots and Bullt-lns, Rumpus 









SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE
MOVED'TO 9783 - 3RD ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING; ONLY $197. 291-32
Carpentor^&'iolnor';;:-''
Quality WoiH — Free Estimates
Rendvations, additions, finishing 






, ' :GAF?DENER & :
LANDSCAPER
Good workiTionohip at reasonable 
; pr!coo(; Also -r excellent crows 
available (or larger jobs. Now 
lawns a specialty.
1974 VOLVO WAGOfL excellent con­
dition throughout. $4 ,750. Call Mike at 
478-9552 or642-3780 after6;30 p.m.
"■ 262-34
1976 CAMARO. 2 door hareftop, black,
recently repainted, automatic V8, 
Monaco stereo, mono speakers, AM/FM 
casotte player, digital clock, wide cat 70 
tires,; gold plated; h\oBS, #70-l4's; on 
front, F70*l4’s on back. $2,995 or best 
t offer.656-9385^^^^^^
1966 FllRYlll, small V8. PS, PB, noy/
tiros, trans,, brakes. Beautiful condition, 
$995,656-5682 r 296:32
!;' '' ‘ '






(ftin M' ; !Vl :
' 1 FINISHING © SIOINO • ALTERATIONS;





Comploto ropalrs by European trained 
i qiialifled rriochanlc ;to; all; makes ;o(: 
;garden ; e(:)ulpmenl, pumps; iarm 
machinery: and construction oquif)-; 
mont,
Roasoiiablo Ralos: ; Frod Esilmatos
■;;■■■ 652.3157^;-.;
SUZUKI 250.197T”branJ' new engine.
* ^ ® ® ^ 5 333-34
1977 HONDA Cl'Vic. “Excellelit cbiv
;;dltiohi656>0629::';L;:^/:(:'::;;;::;';;';;:::'312-33
1975 BUICK LE8ABRE, loaiSiH^
every option, 75 .{JOO miles, mint con­
dition. No roasonablo; offer to $3,000 
refused.652-4917 : ; 327^33
EIWOOD E/THOMPSON COHTRIlCTOIl LTD.., j
‘ Concrete,Driveways : : Sidewalks
Fish Ponds Quarry Tiles : Homo Renovations
( Phone 656-3881 (or Free Estimatfi
RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basoment aiid clonh-Up jobs. Ptiono 652- 
,4035. '■ 37-t(..''j(
CAIXTiHICHAEL T0Bi' 5t 6 S 6 *3 4 60‘for 
your carpentry repairs, renovations, 
basement llnishine. hourly rote or 
contract. No job toci small, $123-33
M981 FORD 350 tow trucFwIth con
tury hydraulic winch; 1'1979 Ford LnfiOO 
tow truck with 600 Holmes wrecker; 1- 
1978 Ford 350 tow truck with 480 
Holmes wrecker; 1-1977 Ford 350 tow 
tr uck with dual wreck master wrecker; I • 
1973 FIDO Vr ton with c^ip; 3-Mustangs 
1971, 1968 California 19j)7 minbt; I- 
1981 Ford E150 van, completely cam- 
porlzod;M974 r Bird, mint;M979 
Dodge E200 truck; 1-1960 Pontiac; I-
PATmtiHC 25 years exporlonce.
Interior, exterior, papering, renovations, 
patios, cleaning gutters and basoments. 
FriiO estimates. 652-2176 179-47
1974 Ford Vi ton truck box; 1-1974 
wir
Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­












“No Job Too Smair
656-5604
Thorne- Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





10134 iVScDONALD PK RB.
■ fl /FREE CLEAM FILL :






Contract or Hourly V ;
Office: 652-2910
7278 Chatweil Drive, Saanichton;; B.C. VOS 1 MO
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPIVIENT BACKHOE
including:
•Sewers ®Watermains















•backhoe service ;; 
•plowing, cultivating 
& rotovating 















Ploughing,; Levelling, ;Fence 
Posts, Diggina, 50^^^^ 
Rotovator. ^
JANITORIAL SERVICE

















2387 Bealon 656-7333 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
ADDING : ORT ^'::^N«ed.::‘ repairB::, :Orii,?
remodollingt Guerontood profossionni 
quality workmanship at a price anyone 
can aiford, 24 hour service.. Free 
estimates. Harry Abrarnti. 368-6275i ask 
.for pager 6222 '-'v ;::252-37,:-
Vulcan to IngslinRiBlpctrlc. Phone 112- 
(403)-522-3755 or enquire Lake Uuise 
Shell, Box 28. Lake Louise, Alberta TOL 
'TEO ^ na32.
GRANTS Repairs to Lawnmowcrsi,Chainsaws; Motorcycles, etc,-V ^ iv*uiwiv.^w.ivwr
SMALL MOTORS JfJ ^
10134 Mcl^niild P«rlc Road 6.56-7714 tTO SAT.
fWiOTiTTWFTolm^^ a nrescKnnI
child, artor Sept. 8.1 Can offer flexible 
hours, limited television, lots of Ixjoks 
and outside exercise In a happy at­
mosphere. 6S6-1654 238-32
Reasonable rales. Call 656-8382 alter 5
PANORAM/VTlHlSHlNSJt
Slio p Joj nery & Ropovntioh Work.
DENIS BEGHTHOLD Bus. 656-6721 
Custom Woodworking Res. 656-66:19
Theiionly wayl lo piece your 
clesBilied ad In 74 newapapors 
inrouohout B.C, a the Yukon, 
wilh orm phono call,
:: 25 WORDS $09
656-1151
RAVEN RECREATION VEHICLES LTD.
4099 TUXEDO VICIOHIK '
»VAN CONVtSSiONS ^ 
rAimM,ORHHL
•ftllSTOM ftUII.UINQ» " ^ .
9111% OlSCOUNt ON HAittd ,,7 .VAN WHITICHAIR llfTS :
' A tlANNliiAri'tO 0HiVlN(, AlOiV.VANIlMIS,.
.PAntS A ACWSSOfilW J qi -yn'
•Av (TPAiw A srwvicf'
HiiJb
;; fl: ■fl/: fl/:";;-'
18,1982
\ T^a i 7:30 1 3:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
1 iS T«sfe*5 ' / ; / : ; ;fci^ /;■ /,:
1---------1 ---- ---------- .. .. ." ~—; ... ... .. - . .. , .{ "
iff) i*^^^6®esA«Ste6a»es; ; -i Jim; '; ;;;;;;
1 CD I ------ T----- 1!eSf*^fca.HE3
I fS 1 liTieD^- feaiftogier
Facts Of Ife 1 Ion. Sfeey
[ (§} I laBscflfe&
—-------
Steer. S^eS^&re Vs. -
---------—---------- - ..... .1 7- .
(fj lisferstiai
Scsisss jcsStoBcTlSacsWlbsfciKs"/"--/ '/Y-; /"'I
. fM) 1 71s fzi ^ ''' - ": Stesr;S^&si®fes%.1tossw«-'WB8C^- Ornadj./-. ; 1
llWIMSa /
1 - 7 -
Sess"' ;"
|llfcte;"Kia|lE!BgEsc««r''' "! Qs The Bases
H&ks, 1
j O ^ |FnBJ0«C«te ‘ W- J moatHose leaJeaes j
- master the art of tbe rip-off while being 
blackmailed into tackling several wmina- 
> nitv probiems. (R)
9:08 & S THE FALL GUY Howie meets up 
? with a man who is being paroled after; 
? serving time for the theft of a Navy pay­
roll that was never recovered^)
WEDDESDAY




- So^ienseJ'.liiaff--. Leonard. Linda..Avery 
„■ iBierrattiwal. ..S'tiwsSis-pl'iB. a-;peiitsea!
-*assa»s3aess.’■
SSB'S & .»^*-i '^Cat5o*~' IStI,.TS«sian.>- 
'-.<Ya.Ery®!OT;'R.«hard Crer.aa- .Anyi^iaw 
■. pk-M;^'S StvK-aa -^-sdd SKist^ trws lo‘ 
..ssres'clearbt ifa hsslawiT jn.frjsBd and a 
-trrachest*® bw:;*? h®ler; ■
■ .r r&fESSm^t: ^ ..f
MS llSCECjrS^iJKSHS^-;': ■ 
a ©HLEKrJB?®AUR.«30NTE 
^ kQ; ©ABCKEIiS .i -
;-C5-S®©?fSilS V:
- tz'-SC^NE^-' / ^
■ vg: 6 DOCRKi IN tSEHCHSE:; !
■ ■ iS©irA^H; ;
©©THATSIiFS : 
fc» (B © TaEKXJRSAL RBGHBCAL 
®©®OKEWS ^
; CD Q F-M. HAGA23NE A wGrld-fanacns 
plsoe sur^«» who reaodefe hs wife an; 
iS-vear-oSdstndesdwhe^bBgfaimexper- 
was taksiapcard the space shcttle.
d) 0 KJSgfBSRggn* 
®@H^ESiXO’ ___ _____
^ Si WBAT WILL THEY THINK OP 
NEXT! ' :v^;
ligecsSTTORffieoES = V
CD © LE BA^BAIX tES EXPOS Ao 
Atlasta stadium de; .Atlanta, 
fgcwvga les Espos ae jltartreaL 
® Q PJ£ fKSIHWcSr Featnredr eay- 
«^;ec rf an unasual play is viewed; ^ the 
: the AiDCTieaB Schosa in Japan; aia? the last 
part cd Pike Place Market neighborhood. ';' 
CD @ E3irSRTAINME3«rTCa?HST 
® OUMfHH^WElK 
SS.KSER'SWnD 
® 0 THE FAIL GDY Howie mete up; 
with a man who is being paroled after 
senring time fw the theft of a Navy pay­
roll that was never recorerBtiR) S
C®0MACNE3L/LEHEHtRSyoaT i 
^(SaiGANSBSUJSS 
' H QYAIWOCVES ;; - ■
3^ (3 0 BA^SAIL Mcstreal Expos at 
Atlaista&av« _ .
' ©STHSHUPPETS k 
®@TiCT«:iXH^ ; ;
CD @ YMI ASKED FCm IT £ ;
O S CHH>C0CF1S 
S ® MARY TYLSl i«X®E 
T® (S 0 IKaaOCFTEESEA 
MS® S TEE GRSAISST AMERICAN 
HEK> Ral$di iEkxiv^s that his rncther’s 
ffife is radacgered by her fiat« who is 
smoking tt^ steet materials. <R> ;
® © REAL FBCOTE Featured. Sarah 
PoitsH takes part m a TOife derby, a gar- 
- bolc^bt: 3 crowing coat^ for roosters; 
■- rTOnk^fejd-'tRjr
(S 0 ® © NAS-SOCCER VaocoBVCT 
Wtatecaps at Seattle Sosrsders; i ; 
(D S THE MAKING OF DONAHUE 
® O FREE CLIMB Robert Redford nar-
; rates this docsmentary looking at what 
free cliinfciBg- ihck climbing withwit the 
; sse of .-ariifkiat equipinrat. nieans" to two 
:;;.'tnca'. ■ '. ; .. •
gT ® iRIVlE W * ~The Spirit Is Willing- 
(IS37;OKcedy) S:d Casait Vera Miles A 
OJiqstei^Tt 2^^^ *1
;S hatmted fay ihiw ^H3st£
S © JfilVIE ♦♦ "King Kong Escapis" 
; ;US58.f ScseoteFiciiM!} Rbtxlesy; Reason, 
4 iirda Miller. Ih-. Who crarBtrhcts a g^t 
: ; refeot asd pits it agamst King. Kong in a 
stm^lefor world dbnunatKst.; -
8:38 ® 0 MOVIE * ★‘s “A Piece Of The
Actifffi*’ ii§<», Coniedy) Sidney Pcilier, Eili
;; Osbv. Tiro rBkeabie crcx^ auensp!; to
become saspiciotis when their- French 
: teacher dates Blair’s handicapped cousin, 
--Jerri.(R)';-
® @ J{®N HUSIt^: A WAR REMEM- 
RKR{«51 Three films made by the noted 
director for the UK. Army SigMl Corps 
/ during World War II weave a telling tapes- 
tryof wartime values and atUtudes.
- ©©FROCT OVER CANADA 
9-J8 ® © JAZZi» hKlNTREUX 
© © LOVE. SnHiEY Patti is rejrcted by 
her clasanates ;Wben her illegitimacy 
becomes known to their parents. (R) ; ; '
18:08 @ ©TEE NATHHIAL
© © LE TELEJOURNAL /
fKKJVHLS DU SPeST 
® O ® © DYNASTY Blake awaits the 
results of a blood test to see if Fallon is his 
daughter, and Jeff catdiss Claudia steal­
ing Denver Carrington’s secret oil file. (R)
. ;© © ' QUINCY Quincy works with a 
; retired Nazi hunter to track down the 
i killer of a Holocausl survivor. (R) j 
© 0 RE.AL PEOPLE Featured; Sarah 
;; Purcell takes part in a roller derf^ a gar-
! bdogist a crowing contest for roosters;
“punk’’ food. (R) ;
(u)©NEWS
®®ONTHEBUSS ; ;
; ® © MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE "Fire 
Down Below'.;;
10:25© Q JUDGE Judge Humphries deals 
; with a bigamy case which becomes very
stnmg opinion. □
18:39 @ © REf«»NTRES ^
®©TOMJONES
11:00 ® B ® ® ® © ® © NEWSr 
® © MOI CLAUDS- EMPEBEUR "yng 
ceriaise Justice** Accuse a lorl das^ssi- 
; nau Pjsi>n refuse de se donner la mort 
; seion ’la tradition romaine. ; : ;; f
® 0 ® 0 cry NATIONAL NEWS 
i 03) © STARSKY AND HUTCH ; , ; 
al ® DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
@©SPQRTSPAGS 
1129 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
- ©©NEWS : ; V
1125 ® O BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 @0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE V 
© O TONIGHT Guest host: Joan Rivers; 
Guests: Rock Hudson. Paul Willian^, Mar- 
' - ciaWallacej;- ;.;
■■©©CLOSE-UP; :.:i'
; ; gi O MOVIE *** "The Henderson
Monster’’ U980, ; Drama) Jason ;MiHer, ;; ; 
r Christine Lahti; A;; university ' town ;;;;
; becomes the scene of a heated debate over ;J:;
' the use of recombinant DNA when an arro-;; ;
V gant scientist discovers a laboratory meth­
od of creatinghew life forms. (R)
11:45® © MOVIE * "Parts: The Clonus 
Horror’’ (1979, Horror) Peter Graves, 
Keenan Wynn. Despicable charactere grov? 
clones to be used as sources of replaceable 
human limbs and orgaas. (R)
12:00 ® @ CINEMA;**lY“Le Crepuseulei;;;;!; 
des Dieux’’(1972, Drame) Helmut Berger,
Romy Schneider.'L’idealisme rorhantique 
et rirrealisme de Louis II, roi de Baviere, 
entrainent sa decheance physique ainsiquej;;;;; 
la chute de son royaume.
® © LOVE BOAT A young man goes in 
pursuit of an older woman, and Isaac run^";;;; -;;: 
into a beautiful former iwlioolmate and her yjl: 
macho husband. (R)
®® 700 CLUB
® © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENiK
12.-05® © MOVE *** "Louis Arm- 
; strong: Chicago Style” (1975, Biography)
;; Ben Vereen, Red Buttons.
{® © MOVE;"Encounter With 
- The Unknown" (1975, DocumenUry)
1£S9© 0 LATE NEHT WITH DAVID ;K; ;;
I^TTERMAN Guests- Lily Tomlin, Father 
;; Andrew Greeley. (R)
!S)@ ODD COUPLE 
1:00® ©NEWS 
1:10® ©NEWS
1:30 ® 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
1:S5® © MOVE ** "Night Terror '
; (1976, Suspense) Valerie Harper, Richard
Hcmanus.
1:45® © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE- ; ; f;;; 
:; SENTS
;1:50® O MOVE **■* “The U.s'O Inci­
dent" (1975, Drama) James Earl Jones.
;; Estelle Parsons.
2:05® 0 MOVE * **;“f'rhe Prince Of;;;: g: ; 
r Central Par’s” (1977. Drama) T.J. Har- 
; grave. Lisa Richard.
. 2:30® 0 MOVE **'2 "inside Out"
. ; (1975. Adventure) Telly Savalas, Robert
2:45 © NEWS
3:05 ® Q THE WALTONS
3:50 ®0 NEWS
4:20 ® © CL(KE-UP
4:30 © Q MARSHAL DILLON
By STEVE K. WALZ
‘TaMl’ drives man after the cancella­
tion.” he says. “In a way, I 
was sort ot fired. We never 
knew what was behind the
When ABC decided to ^ 
jettison "Taxi” from its 
prime-time schedule, many 
. industry observers inciud- 
^ ing the show’s: cast mem- 
Ibers;; and; :staff ■■were 
'j'surprised.
Though the show was 
never a runaway, hit,
; ; “Taxi's” ensemble 
vl approach; to humor attract--- 
- ed a core of faithful 
viewers. The writing tvas 
consistently funny, and the 
‘';-;;sh6w won numerous' Emmy 
; Awards. Yet ABC execs 
decided that "Taxi” was 
not the kind of show that 
Y i'could attract new fans.;
As soon as ABC
announced its decision 
regarding ‘Taxi’s” fate, 
two other networks — NBC 
and H BO — started to dis­
cuss terms ; with Para- 
mount-TV, which produces 
the program, ;:to keep the 
show going. NBC eventual­
ly outbid HBO.
“I feel it’s like a rebirth,” 
says Danny DeVito, who 
stars as Louis DePalma on 
the series,^ about the 
show's new home.
;Jim . Brooks, one of 
‘’Taxi’s’’ writer /producers, 
;says that he “burned some 
bridges behind me" when 
,he left ABC. ;;
V ;;’M could not be the same
Danny DeVito
cancellation.”
When asked about his 
stormy relationship with 
ABC, Brooks says, ”1 think 
the cancellation had a lot 
to do vji'th cynicism. For the 
first three years the show 
was on, there was virtually 
no interference from ABC.”
Brooks says that last 
year ABC made the writers 
revise certain scripts 
because they contained 
unacceptable sexual 
innuendos. He says he 
doesn't anticipate that 
problem at NBC.
Brooks said that NBC 
programming head Bran­
don Tartikoff told him that 
he was fond of "Taxi” and 
watched the series every 
_ week.
BRILLIANT PERFORM­
ANCE — Production has 
been completed on ’’The 
Kid vjith the 200 I.Q.,” a 
lighthearted two-hour NBC- 
TV movie starring Gary 
Coleman as a 13-year-old 
genius who goes to college. 
Robert Guillaume 
("Benson”). Dean Sutler 
^’Little House”) and Kari 
Michaelsen (’’Gimme A 
Break”) co-star. Harriet 
Nelson (’’Adventures of 
Ozzie and Harriet”) will 
appear in a cameo, role as 
Prof. Conklin, a creative 
writing instructor.
Gary Coleman
THOHSI^EVIMNS; AUGU^ l9jlS82; im 7:30 8:00 r 8:30 {9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
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m tec-'j vw. : fcidfjal ' Is^sss. PI;'' 1 ftcBsfflRsStss ' 7/7/ ' 7 ;7;/
1 (f> Sbftstea ■; j M-Sbotes j U«8l^ IHStreri as■; m V Pawns 'ibrieiTsASfr'; ; ; j; m Ktipr'sHeaes OSiCmsis- fe«
w Ita^sltees Ifcwr t&eatwK a IS* *S32S* OsTla^B" fe*s/ - -05 tea ms '. -: 1 Sbve: The Camt fefia” ■ r"; ' i
when their daughter goes on a pictureTiak-; 
■;ingsiitee,'
® m MOVE ★ ★^ Crcatures' Of The 
J ; .Amazon" (1977; .Adventure) Documentary.- 
; The behavior of the varied and exotic ani- 
; mals that innabit the Brazilian rain forest 
' ; is examined.
128 ® O THIS OLD HOUSE Bob Vila 
installs a shower in the master b^room
- and Norm Abram shows how to construct 
kitchen cabinets. iR)0 ; A ; ,;
0 © O DIFFTENT STROKES 
Willis assumes a superior attitude.; while 
trving to get into ar. athletic club. (R)
;;v- EVEOJiG:: iV vJ
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© 8 ENTERTAlNHBfTTCEiHar 
® 8 TBS JEFFE^<HS 
- ®©iKHEfcaSWILD ■■ -“Vf-
© © HARraS VAIXEY Stelia airf 
feOow cttv waters ^attetke^(R);^ ;
® OMACKEEL/LESREIHS’CET ^ 
®®®©HOGANSH^^ T 
'/@@VAI*aSJVES.
; 5:» ® 0 SSSK k iUNDY Jeafes Mat : 
tees octrageois Ortaa tna^ to travd : 
bw* m th^ to Mindy's^senfe- prom, oj a 
szBsswn to dispovs- whether 'wooM . 
have kwed fai= iasSead of her high sehocd ; 
sweelifeirt. (RI 
©©TELEJCWRNAL 
® 8 THE MUPfETS 
© 0 TKTiU: DCRKSH 
® O LIVE IT UP Featured; mail-ada- 
br^s: bssiK freezers; fitiKSS devKes; tfe ; 
nnsc^tjep D«4t aad the Sh:^ fR! Q; : 
■ffiSYCKJASKHlFOaiT;; -'! t,;-TT 
® ©.CABLING CarS^ Bass^CCans- 
;da*5 most exsStii^ lessais player, is sees;in ; 
a behrasl-the-sc^s rrofsle as sbe wwti j 
her way is the wxgJd riJircfetsiorut*; 
.' .tejEsss.,' ■
' / ai®<ajoccwaE':
® ©MARY TYLER MXSE 
7:S ® 0 Wf^LD THS SEA 
■ *28 OifiSVEX* *'*H; .“Ues .24V,
in. Jefftey Lytsas. -A vMing b(w finds him- 
-sif ttKTi* brtweai his fasciful grandfa­
ther’s itnagjnatioc and hB father's stricter 
.ways dealing with Me □
© © LSS GRANDS mie ***^ 
“R«dty" «lST6,Dran*) Sylvester Staihrae. 
hTaiia Sihre; Cooisi a par an dianj(Bon
comtnc advasaire. BB bosear de trotsiene 
; ordre tnmve. la. rotcaswo de se surpasser. 
® 0 HOVE “Rooster ■ t Prteiere, Com­
edy) Paul Wiiliams, Pat McCcrmkk. A fin? 
; of saspicioB Grigm teiags tc-getfeer ; an 
;; mslik^; pair of :iavertigators to; track 
;;dowadie-arsotets;;-;;'.;-j;';;;. 5..?'-
® 0 BCEN TO THE WIND (Preniere) 
r.Aii Icman chief mnst fselp decide the fate 
of asnarling wild boy raisaf by a pack of
;;wcltes.’HI'"''•
3: rock; sepristar;;iJ{«1Yavt3lta:);ui San 
a Ke^ leids; to d; scaffidal invteiag OKm- 
Ltefeitcwxsrt tickets. (Hi v.;-" ;> 
i ® a MAGNDIC P-L attonpts
P to sshrea 35-vear-tad ctjuk; (R) ;;
5® © SntESFtlRCS Kiehs pats Cap-
;; thr« nses waaifid ia a serfcs si rspe-mar- 
CdteWL-’-V t; .
8 Sf^K FSEVEWS Rt^ E2>sl 
; and Geisc host an iEfmnsaliyd look
at what's MW at Ute twjvies.
® © HOVE •*** D
: WateiC U365iCbswiy> Jacsfe Glaas^ 
; E^ellc Parscsjs. Aiutecaa tcsdirts bdrind 
;;tae Iroo Cstais are nnsiaken'fteaises
testing a new underwater camera, he 
stumbles upon a wrecked yacht holding a 
cache of stolen gold. (R) □ - ;
® Q CIRCUS OF THE STARS Twenty- 
Utree television, screen and stage stars 
perform a variety of daring and humorous 
circus acts; Linda Ehrans. Elliott Glquid. 
Bob .Newbart and Brooke Shields are ring- 
mastsrs.(R) ?
® ©EVENING AT POPS John Williams 
and the Boston Pops Orchestra are join^ 
by virtuoso violinist Itzhak Perlman for a 
performance of Bruch's Violin Concerto 
'^-■;.No;-,l.(R)
31) 0 MOVE **M! -The Court Jester” 
J (1956, (Comedy) Danny Kaye. Glynis Johns.
) A circus clown meets adventure when he 
joins up -srith outlaws trying to overthrow " 
a tyrant king.'/
9:30© © GEME A BREAK Julfe upset 
over not having a; date for the prom, 
returns from a long walk with the news; 
that she has met the man of ; her dreams. 
;i'YtR) ■ =-?;■ =;
® Q ilVS ITUP Featured:mail-order 
brides: home freezers; fitness devicte, the 
- music group Dougaad the Slags. (R)r~1 
18:00 ® e THE NATIONAL r “ ;
y®Q20/2ii
(D © ® 0 HILL STREEIT BLUES A; 
rookie cop overreacts in a crisis; and nego- 
;; tiations between the police union and the 
lY dtv are suspended. (R); 
i © 0 THE GREATEST AMERICAN 
/ ; H310 While searching; for; a- cache of 
; , stolen;armory weapons, the usually hard;
; ; ntsed Bill fecomes a softy for a Federal; 
;efficiency expert;;
® © 1SJVE ♦★★“It’s A Gift’:(1934,: 
/ / Comedy) W.C. Fields, feby Leroy. A gro-;
;; eery store owner inherits an orange plah-? 
; ;;-tatitm.-
53)©NEWS ' . - Y ;
\ ® © (K« THE BUSES ; /
1025 ® @ YES MINISTER The Minister; is 
; :- puzzled by the evasiveness of Sir Hum- 
; phrey Af^leby on a departmental' con- ; 
; structioa project in the Midlands.
1028 ® © REJK50NTRES
, ‘©©NEWS ■- • . 3
Tl:00 ® O ® O ® 0 ® © NEWS 
® © ANGOISSES *★'2 "McCloud.
; Otage" (1975.: Policier)Dennis Weaver,
Diana Muldaur. Malade. le chef confie Ic; ; ; 
service a son assistant quand surviennent ,;^
;; des difficuUes. <
® 0 ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
(jj) © STARSKY AND HUTCH 
US © IKXTrOR IN THE HOUSE 
(iD© SPORTS PAGE 
11:15 ® © NINE TONIGHT 
11:20 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
©©NEWS
11:25 ® O BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
© 0 TONIGHT Guest host: Joan Rivers 
Guest: Carol Channing.’
®® CLOSE-UP
® @ HARD LUCK IN KELLOGG The 
mining town of Kellogg, Idaho, now exper-; 
ienceing a shut down of it’s nriajor;industry 
; in the wake of an environmental contro- 
versv is examined.
.;; @ © QUINCY Los Angeles is threatened 
; ' ;; with a potential typhoid epidemic after a 
; torrential - rainstorm . washes /diseased 
> out of a hillside cemetery; (R);
Paul Michael Glaser 
HOUSEHUSBAND FUN
— Paul Michael Glaser 
(“Starsky and Hutch”) 
and Dee Wallace co-star in 
an upcoming NBC-TV 
movie. “Wait Till Your 
Mother Gets Home.” The 
drama is based on the true 
story of macho football 
coach Bob Peters, who 
spent an eye-opening sum- 
fner as a househusband. 
Peters' “motherhood 
contract” turned out to be 
no joke.
/fe;;'/11:45 ® @ QUINCY While on a fishing;trip.':
;; Quincy help a young woman
13:55® 0 MINDEK Ten7 and .Arthur are 
assigned to guard a coffin.
12:00 ® 0 VBGA3 Dan learns that the wom­
an he has fallen in love with is Las Vegas’ . 
most expensive call girl. (R)
(D)® 700 CLUB
® ® MOVIE“Man Of Legend” 
v;:; Tina Aumont, Peter
Strauss; After being condemned to death 
for his alleged espionage activities, a Ger- 
; ten soldier escapes where he
/ ' becomes involved with a band of Moroc- .; 
can revolutionaries.
12:95© O;MOVIE *★ "Twin Detectives” 
(1976, Mystery) Jim and John Hager, Lilli-- 
;;;; anGUh.
: © O MOVIE ★•*;,:“Jaws Of Death” 
(1975, Adventure) Richard Jaeckel, Jenifer
12:30©^® LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
Tommy and Dick 
;;i;Smothers,;PresidentReagan’sbarberMil- 
j tori Pitts. TV commerical archivist James 
Han.(R)
12:40® © MCMILLAN AND WIFE The 
; McMillans are trapped m their home by a , 
killer who is terrorizing Sari Francisco. (R) 
12:55 @ 0 MOVE ** ‘The Seventh Vic- 
Drama) Tom Conway, Kim .
; Hunter. _____
® © MCMILL.AN & WIFE Enright 
; announces his retirement from the depart- 
; ; ment and\his engagement
DAYTIMESPORTS ; /
6 00® @SPORTSPAGE(R)/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
. 2:00 ® @ FREEDOM’S DEFENSE;
AMERICA’S; CUP 1980 The color,: drama
and beauty of 12-meter yachts competing 
for the most prestigious trophy in yacht 
; racing off the Newport, Rhode Island coast 
is captured in this documentary narrated 
bv Robert MacNeil.
4;00' ® 0® O CFL FOOTBALL Toronto
Argonauts at Hamilton Tiger Cats
5:30 ® ® BASEBALL Seattle Mariners at 
Minnesota Twins ;
DAYTIME MOVIES
1:00 ® © * * '/s "Friendly Monsters Of 
The Deep” (1975) Documentary. An 
attempt is made to overturn myths v/ith 
^ at three misunderstood
.sea creatures; the giant octopus, the killer 
whale arid the manta ray. 
a /:C2:30 ® ©. ;* * ^ Marcel" (1976,
Drame) Jacques . Spiesser, Isabelle Hup- 
pert. Ayant gagne la confiance d’un jeune 
homme venu de province, un commissaire 
de police rutilise comme source; d'infor-■ 
malion sur les actiyites d’un groupe d’ado- 
D/l;; lescents.;;-; 7'.. ;■■;. ; ■''-7;
Y s! 3:00 ®; 0 ;*W “Man; And Boy”;(1971,
Adventure) Bill Cosby, Leif Erickson. A 
man battles the forces of nature to make a 
home and a life for his family;
EVENING : :
'e oo ® 8 CSC EVENING NEWS
®: © L’INCROYABIE HULK “Vendet-
;;;ta”'■:__■■■■■
KDa'© © ABC NEWS; ‘.
Dv/'t© @ NBC NEWS ^ ; --;;7 ‘;;;
■s/D;© © CBS NEWS - K
® 0 IXXirOR IN THE HOUSE
Da;;S®®M*A*S®H-::..;:;T:;;:;;;'v
; a ;K;>®©'TEATS LIFE 
;;;/a6:so ® il ® 0 NEWS.;;
® ;©;P.M. MAGAZINE A visit to the 
Tower of Lcsidon; a school where singles 
are taught how to meet people. .
® © BUSINEffi REPORT
©©HEKE’SLUCY
® ;;©;,WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
7:00 ® @ bo 'YOU REMEMBERV ^
® 0 TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
•' ® @ HEALTHBEAT; ,
® g^NEFTSHIN’
® 83© ©NEWS 
©@ JOKER’S WILD 
® @ MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
® © HOGAN’S HEROES 
©©VANCOUVER
7:30 ® O THE FACTS OF LIFE Blair
sneaks and reads Natalie's diary. (R)
©©TELEJOURNAL 
® O THE MUPPETS 
® 0 NFL PRE-SEASON FOOTBALL 
Seattle Seahawks vs. St. Louis Cardinals 
© 0 YOU ASKED FOR IT 
@ © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® O WORLD OFTHE SEA 
8 00 ® @ SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK 
© © GENIES EN HERBE EN
; VACANCES
: ® O MOVIE "American Hot
Wax" (1978. Musical) Tim Meintire, 
Laraine Newman. Nineteen-fifties disc 
' jockey Alan Freed tries to bring the first 
; live rock 'n’ roil show to the stage of 
Brooklyn’s Paramount Theatre despite 
; ; many protests.
® 0 ® 0 SIMON AND SIMON A.J. 
and Rick try to find out who is stealing 
confidential files from the office of their 
main rival in the detective business. (R)
® ©THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Uncle 
Jesse is conned into revealing his 
moonshine recipe to Boss Hogg. (R)
WASHINGTON WEEK IN
reiview
® © MOVIE ** "They Ran For Their 
Lives” (1965, Adventure) John Payne, Lua- 
na Patten. When a young woman is victim­
ized by a trio of ruthless crooks after some 
papers belonging to her dead father, a 
stranger intercedes in her behalL
8:30® © HORS SERIE - MAITRES ET 
VALETS "Le the de Lady Prudence” Chez 
les Bellamy, Lady Prudence recoit ses pro- 
;;tegesde guerre.;
;® © WALL 3TREET WEEK “High On 
Drugs’’ Guest: James Tullis of Morgan 
; Stanley & Co.
; ® © MOVIE ** “Panic On The 5:22” 
(1974, Drama) Lynda Day George, Lau­
rence Liickinbill. A passenger-filled com- 
; muter train club car is held at bay by three 
' hoodlums.
9:00 @ © ® @ DALLAS The Ewing fami- 
; ly celebrates the successful adoption of 
Bobby and Pam’s baby. (R)
(3 0 MOVIE ** •). "Backlash” (1979, 
Mystery) Yves Montand, Carol Lane. A 
man sets out to incriminate himself in 
order to clear his mistress of a murder 
’-charge/:;
'
FRIDAY EVENING ^AUGUST 13,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 ! 9:30 10:00 10:30
(2) Remember Facts Of Life SCTV Television Network Dallas National Air Farce
(f) Regional Telejournat Genies Maitres At Valets La Television Des Autres Rencontres
(4) HealthBeat The Muppets ABC Movie; “American Hot Wax"
ABC News Closeu P
C5) Gone Fishin' Football: Seattle Seahawks Vs, SL Louis Cardinals
Entertainment
News Simon And Simon Movie: "Backlash”
m Joker's Wild Asked For It The Dukes 01 Hazzard Dallas
Falcon Crest
(8) News Simon And Simon
The Dukes 01 Hazzard
w MacNeil Wld.QISea Wash. Week Wall Street Biography Neighbors
Masterpiece Theatre
(Ti) Baseball; Seattle At Minnesota Cont'd Movie: "Panic On The 5:22” News
(15) Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "They Ran For Their Lives” On The Buses News
m Vancouver Movie; "Lovey - A Circle Of Children”
© © MOVIE -A-"Twenty-Four 
Hours Of The Rebel" (1977. Drama) Rich­
ard Thomas. Susan Tyrrell. A high school 
senior who admires actor James Dean is 
shocked into drastic actions in his own life 
on the day his idol dies. (R)
®@ BIOGRAPHY
® © MOVIE "Lovey: A Circle Of 
Children" (1978, Drama) Jane Alexander. 
Ronny Cox. A teacher of emotionally dis­
turbed children finds herself torn between 
fulfilling her own needs and those of her 
young charges.
9:30 ® © LA TELEVISION DES AUTRES 
(£)© THE GOOD NEIGHBORS 
10:00 ® © THE NA'HONAL
(3) © ABC NEWS CLOSEUP "The United 
Nations” The roles the United Nations 
plays in peace-keeping, refugee relief and 
human rights are examined.
® © FALCON CREST Chase’s mother 
(Lana Turner) mysteriously returns to Fal­
con Crest against Angie's bitter disapprov­
al. (R)
® © MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Dis­
raeli: Dizzy” Encouraged by his success in 
verbal debates with some of England's 
most prominent politicians. Disraeli 




10:25 ® © ROYAL CANADIAN AIR
FARCE Featured: a meeting between 
Prime Minister Trudeau and President 
Reagan: mayhem in a laundromat: a case 
solved by SgL Renfrew.
10:30 ® © RENCONTRES
(i) 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
®©NEWS
11:00 @ @ ® 0 ® 0 ® ® NEWS 
® ffi CINEMA * ■* ‘4- “La Bonne Annee" 
(1973, Aventure) Lino Ventura, Francoise 
Fabian. Parmi les trois prisonniers liberes 
pour le Nouvel An, se trouve le cam- 
brioleur qui avait commis le plus auda- 
cieux et le plus spectaculaire vol de bijoux 
a Cannes.
® 0 ® © CTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
© e MYSTERY "Rumpole Of The Bai­
ley: Rumpoie And The Case Of Identity" 
Rumpole takes on the case of a man who 
stands accused of attacking the manager 
of a liquor store. (Part 2) (R) □
® © STARSKY AND HUTCH 
® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
®®SPORTSPAGE
11:20 ® 0 VANCXJUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(BONEWS
11:25 @ @ BARNEY MILLER
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
(1) 0 TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson 
Guest; George Burns.
© 0 CLOSE-UP
® B MOVIE * -<r "Crash!" (1977, Hor­
ror) Sue Lyon. Jose Ferrer. A woman 
unwittingly unleashes a terrifying chain of 
events involving a murderous automobile 
and powerful occult force.s. (R;
11:45® @ MOVIE A* "Young Maverick 
(1978. Western) Charles Frank. Susan 
Blanchard, Ben Maverick discovers that 
he is the heir to a hand in a high-stakes 
poker game. (R)
11:55® © MOVIE *** "The Hard Way" 
(1943. Drama) Ida Lupino. Dennis Morgan. 
While pushing her younger sister to star­
dom, a girl wrecks her own life.
12:00 ® 0 FRIDAYS Host; Marilu Henner. 
Guests: Sister Sledge. (R) 
OfflSOUDGOLD
® © MOVIE "Backtrack" (1969. 
Western) Neville Brand. James Drury. A 
cowboy journeys to Mexico to buy a valu­
able bull.
12:05 ® O MOVIE * * “The Severed Arm" 
(1973. Horror) Deborah Walley, Paul Carr. 
(B O MOVIE * * '2 “What Became Of 
Jack And Jill" (1972. Horror) Vanessa 
Howard, Paul Nicholas.
12:30 © 0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
LETTEKMAN Guests: singer Ricky Lee 
Jones, Evel Knievel and his son Bobby 
Knievel.
1:00 (0) © NEWS
1:30 @ O MOVIE **^2 "The Killing 
Game' (1975, Suspense) Edd Byrnes, 
James Berwick.
1:35 ® © ALFRED HITCHCCXIK PRE- 
SENTS
1:50® © CINE-NUTT *★* "Goodbye 
Columbus" (1969. Drame) Richard Benja­
min. Ali MacGraw.
2 00 ® 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
® o NEWS 
® a ODD COUPLE
2:05 ® O MOVIE * * ‘2 "Someone 1 
Touched" (1975. Drama) Cioris Leachman. 
Glynnis O'Connor.
® O MOVIE *** -Sweet Hostage" 
(1975. Drama) Linda Blair. Marlin Sheen.
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Archie Bunker A War Story ________
Cinema Canadian: "L'Enfant Oe La S






m Lawrence VVelk Today's EB! Love Boat
Fantasy Island
CD Entertainment This Week Boomer Harper Valley Nichols And Dymes
NBC Reports
Real PeopleCD .knerer: Edmonton Vs. Vancouver Cont'd Alice Lou Grant
(7) Donahue In Seattle Little Lord Faunlleroy CBS Movie: "No Place To Hide"
JTo Japan”T) knrrer Edmonton Vs. Vancouver Cont’d Alice CTV Movie: “The Bad News Bears G
(9) Soundstage Odyssey
Fawity Towers [ To Manor Born j Austin City Limits
mi Baseball: Seattle At Minnesota Cent■(J j Movie: "Gunga Din” _________ ____ _—---------------
The Avengers Streets Or San Francisco
Movie; “The Manitou”




5:00 (Sffl FILM D’ART 
® O WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Cover­
age of the 10-round heavyweight bout 
between Trevor Berbick (Canada) / Renal- 
do Snipes (U.S.) from Cleveland, Ohio; 
highlights of the Salvador Sanchez / Azu- 
mah Nelson WBC world featherweight 
championship bout from Madison Square 
Garden. N.Y.
(D 0 KLINGER AND COMPANY 
(SO THE WALTONS 
(5) O HARD LUCK IN KELLOGG The 
mining town of Kellogg, Idaho, now exper- 
ienceing a shut down of it s major industry, 
in the wake of an environmental contro­
versy is examined.
O® RAT PATROL 
gi a WESTERN REVIEW 
5-.30 ® 0 NEWS 
(5) O VICTORY GARDEN 
03 ® BASEBALL Seattle Mariners at 
Minnesota Twins 
53 a GLOBAL WEEKEND
EVENING
6:00 S) @ CBC NEWS




(9) Q WHITE TRIBE OF AFRICA
53® WEEK’S END
53 a WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
NEXT! ____
6-30 (2) 0 THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT 
® © L’EQUnJBRE FRAGILE DE LA 
MER
® 0(S® news
® 0 KING 5 MAGAZINE 
® © ® 0 NASL SOCCER Vancouver 
Whitecaps at Edmonton Drillers 
53 © PINK PANTHER 
53 a WORLD ALIVE 
7;00 @ 0 HAPPY DAYS Fonzie takes over 
Roger’s hygiene class. (R) □
(3) gD D’HIER A DEMAIN 
® O LAWRENCE WELK
® © ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
® 0 DONAHUE
® 0 SOUNDSTAGE "Lacy J. Dalton 
With Con Hunley’’(R)n
® 0) movie * “Rendezvous Hotel” 
(1979, Comedy) Bill Daily, Jeff J. Bedford. 
"The owner-of a resort hotel in California 
becomes entangled in a comedy of errors 
as he tries to impress a travel guide 
columnist and keep his other guests happy
at the same time.
7:30(2) ® ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Murray decides he want ouLpf his invest­
ment in the bar, leaving Archie to start a 
search for a new partner. (R)
800(2) ® WILD CANADA “Exploring 
OnUrio” John and Janet Foster lead a tour 
of the wilderness areas surrounding the 
province, including footage of a raging for­
est fire and a dangerous canoe expedition. 
(R)
® © CINEMA CANADDEN *★ “L en­
fant de la solitude” (1974, Drame) Dyan 
Cannon, Donald Pilon. Un enfant nait d'une 
liaison amoureuse entre un peintre et une 
femme mariee.
® O TODAY’S FBI Ben searches for a 
wealthy executive's son who has been kid­
napped. (R) ^
(1) 0 HERE’S BOOMER Boomer leads a 
stranded brother and sister through a 
storm to shelter in an eerie .mansion.
® ® THE ADVENTURES OF LITTLE 
LORD FAUNTLEROY Young Cedric 
breaks through the cantankerous veneer of 
his English grandfather, and is befriended 
by a bov who works on the estate.
(9) O' ODYSSEY “N!ai. The Story Of A
AUGUST 15,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 i 9:30
10:00 1 10:30
CD Beachcombers Hangin' In Heritage Testament 01 Youth ■ Part 2 Music In The Air
(D Chez Denise Les Beaux Diman :hes
Les Beaux Dimanches | Les Beaux Dimanches | Telejournal
Code Red The Big Easy ABC Movie; "Foice 10 From Navaro
ne"
CD The Electric Grandmother CHiPs The 25th Man Hardcase
CD Thrill 1 Littlest Hobo Today's FBI Quincy The Best Of V(5
(7) 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time
Alice 1 Jeffersons Trapper John, M.D.
(81 The Greatest American Hero CHiPs Quincy
TheSestOfWS
CD Odvssey Prerievs Nova: "The Wizard” Masterpiece Theatre Alistair Cooke’s America
mi
—--------------- i---------------------'---------- 1 --------------
Movie: "Han.’min’s Knot" Pfobe Contact 60 M.P.H.
Collage 1 700 Club
(12) Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "Angel And The Badman” 60 Minutes
(!D 60 Minutes Father Murphy Movie: "To Race The Wind”
iKung Woman” Intimate portraits of a 
young !Kung woman living on a govern­
ment settlement and a vanishing way of 
life, that of the IKung bushman, are pre­
sented. (R) o .
® ® STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
8:30® 0 HARPER VALLEY Stella and 
Buster team up to save a once-popular 
Harper Valley eatery from foreclosure by 
the Reillys. (R)
d) © ® © ALICE Mel’s money-wm- 
ning eontest at the diner threatens to put 
him out of business permanently. (R)
53 © MOVIE “Gunga Din”
(1939, Adventure) Cary Grant, Douglas 
Fairbanks Jr. Based on the story by Rud- 
yard Kipling. An Indian waterboy becomes
- involved with British military action in the 
mountains of northern India. -
9:00® 0 STORIES BY NGAIO MARSH 
“Died In The V/ool” Inspector Roderick 
Alleyn investigates the death of a woman 
who vanished three weeks before her body 
turned up in a bale of wool.
® © 53 ® LOVE BOAT A doctor tra­
velling with a female companion runs into 
an old girlfriend, and Gopher falls for his 
former schoolteacher. (R) □
® 0 NICHOLS AND DYMES Two coun­
try boys who become Federal agents try to 
infiltrate a truck hijacking ring. (R)
(5) @ LOU GRANT Rossi becomes 
obsessed with a story on world hunger.
(T) 0 MOVIE ** “No Place-To Hide” 
(1931, Drama) Mariette Hartley, Kathleen 
Beller. A young woman’s sanity and life 
are threatened by a mysterious killer who 
is stalking her for unknown reasons. (R)
® © MOVIE **Vz “The Bad News 
Bears Go To Japan” (1978, Comedy) Tony 
Curtis, Chris Barnes. A greedy agent 
decides to grab all 6f the profits he can 
from a Little League team’s trip to a base­
ball tournament in the Far East. (R)
® 0 FAWLTY TOWERS 
53 © MOVIE ** “The Manitou” (1978, 
Horror) Tony Curtis, Susan Strasberg. A 
young woman discovers, to her horror, 
that the tumor on her back is actually the 
fetus of an ancient Indian medicine man 
seeking rebirth.
9:30 ® 0 TO THE MANOR BORN
10;00 ® © BIZARRE, BIZARRE
® © 5D ® FANTASY ISLAW Mr. 
Roarke’s ownership of the island is chal­
lenged, and a young woman seeking a per­
fect husband gets help from a genie she 
freed from a bottle. (R) [3 
(I) 0 NBC REPORTS^apan Vs. U.S.A.- 
- The High Tech Shoot-Out” Lloyd Dobyns 
examines the Japanese threat to American 
superiority in high technology and the 
effect that Japan’s success would have on
the economies of both countries. h.
(i) 0 REAL, PEOPLE Featured; a 
reunion of POW’s;, a professional roljer- 
skating team; a woman who makes bikinis-
for men and womem (R) “
® © AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Mel Tilhs 
and Gail Davies are the featured perform- ; 
ers.(R)n
10:30 ® O’JIMMY PHAIR
(3) © LE TELE JOURNAL; / ;
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
11-00 @ 0 THE NA’nONAL
® ® ® © d) ®l news
® @ ® © CTV NATTONALNEWS 
® © UP POMPEH
53 ® MOVIE “Man InThe Saddle” ; 
(1951, Western) Randolph /Scott,; Joan • 
; Leslie.; A man seeks revenge upon his;; 
wife's lover. . „
53 © THE FORUM PRESENTS; MAY-;;; 
NARD FERGUSON
11:05® © ONEMA "Sansi lssue ;;
(1978, Drame) Richard Benjamin, Paula > 
Prentis; Un relationniste, gendre du presif / 
dent-directeur d’une multinationale arrive - 
en Australie ou on tente de le tuer et de lui ; 
derober sa mallette remplie de documents. : 
1110 53 ® MOVIE *^^iink; “A Staiv Is;;
Born” (1937, Drama) Fredric March, Janet;;
Gaynor. Feeling his own popularity/slipp-,; /
ing as his young wife’s/career; is: on the f 
rise, a big-name star turns to the bottle for 
comfort. ‘
11:15 @ 0 NEWS 
. ■®®ABCNEWS/,’
11:20 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWB ; ; 
®0NEWS
11:30® © MOVIE *★* “Savages’’:(1974, ;
Suspense) Andy Griffith, Sam Bottoms. 
After murdering ah Old prospector,sa: 
sadistic lawyer sets his sights on his young/ 
• hunting guide who tries to elude him in the 
;-desert. ■- ;.v.
® 0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host: - 
- Bernadette Peters. Guest: Billy Joel. (R) ,: ; ; 
® 0 MOVIE ★**“They Call Me Mr: ; 
Tibbs” (1970. Drama) Sidney Poitier,’ Mar­
tin Landau. After seeing his friend leave ; 
the scene of a crime, a policeman is uncer-g 
tain about what he should do. :
® © VIDEOWEST; BACKSTAGE PASS i 
11:45 @ 0 MOVIE * ** Vi ;::The BestgOf.
Everything” (1959, Drama) Hope ^rige.g 
Stephen Boyd. In their search for the good g 
life, three young career women discover/
the’pitfalls of living in New York City.
12-00 53 © MOVIE -A* Vi ‘‘.a: Man About 
The House” Richard O’Sullivan, Paula ^il- ; 
cox. A college student who, shareS:;.dn.-. 
apartment with two girls aids his landladjg 
-in stopping her husband from selling -the , 
house to a development company. ,
12:05 (1) 0 MOVIE *AVi; “Strange;And g
: Deadly Occurrence” (1974, Prama) g gg ;;g(
MOTJAY EVENING ’ AUGU^
1671982
7:00 7:30 8:0d 8:30
S:00 ^ 9:30 [10:00 10:30
m OurVVay Mr/Merlin /' Pvt Benjamin V VVKRPinCin: MASH’ /-
ChaEtege/ /-.: I Ratisss ; ’’/’.
m Regional Telejournal Tac Au Tac
Teie&iection“7S. Park Avenue" (lede 3 > ’ / / fesassbes
7(41 PM North-west The Muppets Baseball/././'.-/ .v ’ ’ “ -/ - ' ’• - -:::—
Best Of West ’:
(si Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Little House On Prairie NBC ktevie “Loving Via" //-
’ ’7 /’7“
(D Little House On The Prairie Circus " Bizarre CTVl&vie;’Rr.a
lAssifcmasr.’/’'■’-/: ,- -?/-,’ / .////;:./:“":/■
m Joker's 'Wild Asked Far It / Pvt Benjamin / VfKRPInCin- MAS.H
Filthy Rica | Lou Grairt /.
CD One Of Boys Bizarre/ / Circus Thrill
CTV Movk • final Asagnmeaf // / /// “/ ///“:■.;-; /■’-■'/
m MacNeil r WW.0fSea Numero Uno Unexpected
Raaway kurneys (H : “/ i! M^erp^ Doca>#tafy /,/ /
(TH’ Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple : Movie: "The Resurrection Of Zachary Wheeler" /- ' ./'/’ 1 Ke«"“//“— --- -—. . 1 ” ,. —-—








6- 00 ®0 CM EVENING NEWS
® © LE VAGAMND STC “Les Terrpr-
:®©ABCNEWS 
“®® NBC NEWS ./ /: i
g; ®®®®NEWS ;:gg 
@ CBS NEWS ■ ,/
® @ DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
53 ® SANFORD AND SON
; ”:53 ® M*A*s*H/::;:; //:-/V”..:;. '
/;53 ©THAT’S LIFE 
6:30 ® © ANGIE Angie eiabore un p^n 
/ pour retenir Gisnni flui a recu une offre 
i; d’un important salon.;
® 0 ® © news , “ '
© & P.M MAGAZINE A look at how old /
I Barbie dolls are becoming valuable collec- ,
“ tibles: a visit to the Seat)f Galilee, g :/
® © BUSINESS REPORT 
53 ffl BOB NEWHART 
; 53 © HERE’S LUCY, : ^
(13 ©I WH-AT WILLTHEY THINK OF 
//NEXT!
7- 00 @ 0 SEEING IT OUR WAY g 
® © TELEJOURNALREGIONAL
® = © P M. NORTHWEST Featured; 3/
” look betiind-the/scenes of movie magic; a;
// three-part series on Seattle's Pike place
Market; also look at a Japanese version ot 
picbalL -
® @ entertainment TCBHGHT 
® 0 UTTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAI­
RIE Mrs. Oieson's newly adopted daughter 
sets out to tecome the star of the school 
festival. (Part 2) (RV 
©©JOKER’SWHJD 
® © ONE OFT® KITS Adam arA 
Jonathan’s older sistergfall in love vrith 
each other. (R);'
® © JfiACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT
53 ffi 52) © HOGAN’S HEROES 
53 ffi VANCOUVER ;
:3P ® 0 MR. MERLIN A scared Max dis­
appears when he has to go into the hospital 
with totisilitis. (R) / /;
(5 ffi TELEJOLtRN.AL 
®OTHEMUPPSTS 
©©TICTAC DOUGH 
© 0 YOU ASKED FDR IT 
® 0 BIZARRE Featured; a strange rK- 
taurant; " the Bigot Family; oa-lhe-job 
harassment an instant suntan. (R) 
©ffiODDCOUPLE 
53 © MARY TYLER MOORE 
•33 ® © WORLDOFTHESEA 
;;G0 @ 0 © O PRIVATE BENJAMIN 
Captain Lewis becomes averse to taking 
orders after taking a seminar in seif-asier 
tiveness. (R) / /.
»«»i J r»w
® ©; BASEBAGL &iift^aia Angels at 
Oakland A’s or Baluim^- Onstes at Bcs- 
; toeRedSox/”/: ;; : :/
® © LITn£ BWffi Cei THE PHAx- 
BIE Mrs Oleg’s ncwff adt^ed^nghter 
- ;^is out to become: the star of the school 
/ 'festival-(Part2)|R> ,-/ " ; ” /./;
® e d) © ORfXffi M Do<a and Sfeer- 
/ isse LaureKe wekbme aerial script: 
Miss Evelyn, the ccBtortiboist Gtinga &s-g 
ters,/swcri-and-d3gg»/ Q3l2iK«' /MEe. 
Christianne and Dos s Arabian white.- 
stal!ionE!Diahk>EiaKo;m)/ /“ “/ /
® © NUMEKj DNGItalr^ Kiss KN-
; asL three-time Olympic goM niedal diver-;
: -/i3 Eirti{iIed-//''” ■ /:";/v/;:;“-;/-/ /”/-:
53 ffl MOVIE * * ViTbe Rssnrrectiasi
Of Zachary Wheder’fmi/DremayA^I 
KckinsoaT Bradford IHiimam A/psaiica!
: jeune fille Tune r»e pauwe de Ma^uan 
devra se pl^*r sats avoir pa tsnsiJ*r ses
T ® O BEAEEE FeatareA 3 strange res- 
- laurant the ; Fastuy;
Karaggmenr sa BSStagt SBStatt- (R)
@ © THRILL W A Llh/cHME Fea-
tured: a yi^g wMsatt's 5tais!-sp tsE^ly
‘ debat a tnan's try at iriksspt^- a;
/ Boviee karate s^tteut’s ssscdsstff
tlse mat » 
Efrtsfe
”/thrtic organ bank..///: -/,:;: ■■ V-' // / //;./
/ ® © jiOVIE * * * ' £0
KUrt (1975. Drama E tHrs BogardC;,, A va 
Gardner- A Western spy attempts la styiB-
:ie an exiled leader’s plan to return sO-hts 
homeland and raUy his ^g
Mw/dictatiK-;/ “
3:3$ ® 0 @ © WSRP IN CIM3N^TI
A slip of the iwsgae lanife .Ae^ asd yaiffi:-/
IB bi^ troubleWith Mama Carlsrti-(Ri ; : : ; /
® © TELE-aXBCnON "Les
' romas: 79, Park avsnae/ {le de Sr tlSTJ. 
Meiodrame) L«ley /Ata Warren;: hferc;
- Singer: Sa mere, ^venieai malsdc, tis^
EVENING
6:00 @ 0 WALT DISNEY David Balfour 
(James Mac.Arthur) is kidnapped by his 
scheming Uncle Ebonezer (John Laurie) 
and sent to .-\merica to be sold into slavery- 
in an effort to deprive him of his inheri­
tance. (Part 1)
® ffi LA SEMAINE VERTE 
® O TOWN MEETING-Feeling Good 
About Yoursell"
® 3 NBC NEWS 
® O ® Q NEWS 
©0CBSNEWS
@ Q NUMERO UNO Runner Irena 
Szewinska of Poland, competitor in five 
Olympiads and winner of seven medals, is 
profiled.
53 ffl star TREK 
52) © M*A*S*H
53 ffl EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30® O HOW COME?
® O ® 0 FOR THE RECORD 
©©NEWS
® O ODYSSEY “N!ai. The Story Of A 
!Kung Woman” Intimate portraits of a 
young IKung woman living on a govern­
ment settlement and a vanishing way of 
life, that of the !Kung bushman. are pre­
sented. (R) O
53 © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
53 ffi LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest; Mar­
garet Williams.
7:00 ® © THE BEACHCOMBERS Sara’s 
wish for Relic to disappear comes true 
when he scoffs at the magic of Mandrake 
the Magician's coffin. Q 
CS ffi CHEZ DENISE “Seul Christian le 
salt...”
® © CODE RED Danny neglects to 
warn a friend about an unapproved elec­
tronic game and Ted faces a career crisis. 
(R)
(® © THE ELECTRIC GRANDMOTH­
ER Maureen Stapleton and Edward Her­
mann star in the story of a harried father 
who hires an electric grandmother to care 
for his three children after the death of his
wife. (R) ’
(® © THRILL OF A LIFETIME Fea­
tured: a bank-loan officer flies with the 
Snowbirds, the aerobatic team of the 
Canadian Armed Forces; a teenager divM 
60 feet from the Olympic Pool Catwalk in 
Montreal: a food manager prepares a 
gourmet dinner for Canada s cognac con­
noisseurs. (R) Q
©053® W MINUTES _____
® © THE GREATEST AMERICAN
hero Ralph becomes the target of a mys­
terious carload of assailants after he res­
cues a kidnapped little girl and recovers 
the ranson money. ;
(13 ffl MOVIE * >i-Overland Stage Raid­
ers” (1938, V/estern) John Wayne, Ray Cor­
rigan. A cowboy stymies the efforts of 
would-be airplane hijackers who are plott­
ing to seize a gold shipment. „„„„
(13 © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30 ® 0 RANGIN’ IN Kale becomes 
involved in a case involving a young boy s 
relationship wilh his teacher.
@ ffi LES BEAUX DIN^NCHES Les
vingt-cinq ans de I’Olympia" ^ _
(j) © UTTLEST HOBO Hobo helps an 
inept private eye with a yen for old movies
to solve an actual case. (R) □ _
@0 SNEAK PREVIEWS -I A
Teen-Age Movie; Hollywood 1981 Roger 
Ebert and Gene Siskel oxaininc- the rea­
sons why the teen-age audience IS now-
determining Hollywood s biggest hits. ( ) 
8:00® © HERITAGE “Barkerville; Gold 
And Mountain Fever" Scottish poet 
Anderson’s initial optimism gradually 
turns to disillusionment as he witnesses 
the tragic results of his fellow- men s greed 
for gold and his own fruitless search for 
“castles in the air.” (Part 2)
® 0 THE BIG EASY A tough detective 
in New Orleans is duped by a client into 
finding a woman who is targeted for mur-
® ® ® © CHIPS Jon and Ponch are 
baffled by a crook who trains animals to
commit crimes, and Ponch learns that a 
male stripper bears a striking resem­
blance to him. (R)
® © TODAY’S FBI Ben searches fora 
wealthy executive’s son who lias been kid­
napped. (R)
(T) © ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE Mur­
ray decides he wants out of his investment 
in the bar, leaving Archie to start a search 
for a new partner. (R)
® 0 NOVA “The Wizard Who Spat On
The Floor” Barnard Hughes narrates a
film portrait of Thomas Edison featuring 
unique footage of Edison .expiaining his 
inventions and interviews with his family, 
employees and critics. (R) □
53 ffl A CHILD’S CRY ThS documentary 
presents a close-up look at children strug­
gling wilh the daily threat of violence, hun­
ger, oppression and spiritual darkness.
53 © MOVIE *•*■/£ “Angel And The 
Badman” (1947, Western) John Wayne, 
Gail Russell. A Quaker girl saves a notori­
ous gunslinger from his enemies.
53 ffl FATHER MURPHY When a cold­
blooded tyrant named Garrett takes con­
trol of the town and its businesses, Murphy 
and Gage decide to challenge him by start­
ing a freight line.
8:30 ® ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCI^ “Les
Grandes Aventures de I’Himalaya” .
(T) © ON'S DAY AT A TIME Ann and 
company are persuaded to do another 
show at the Park Utopia senior citizens’ 
holel.(R)
9:00 ® 0 TESTAMENT OF YOUTH Vera, 
inspired to become a wartime nurse, sur­
vives the drudgery of her training : and 
looks forward to a Christmas reunion with 
Roland/(Part 2 of 5)
® © MOVIE -A-AVz “Force 10 From 
Navarone” (1978, Adventure) Robert 
Shaw. Barbara Bach. Five Allied soldiers 
and a woman deal with the 11th German 
Army and an unknown traitor as they plot 
to destroy a strategic dam and bridge. (R)
S) 3 THE 25TH MAN The ne-w com­
mander of the Los Angeles Police Acade­
my has his hands full when he gets his first 
class of raw recruits.
(1) © ® © QUINCY Quincy works with 
a retired Nazi hunter to track down the 
killer of a Holocaust survivor. (R) /
(3 @ ALICE Jolene comes up with a plan 
to prevent her former trucking partner 
from having his rig repcssessed. (R)
® © MASTERPIECE THEATRE “Dis­
raeli: Mary Anne” Disraeli, now a member 
of Parliament, proposes to the wealthy 
wdow of his friend and / political ally 
Wyndham Lewis. (Part 2) (R) □ 
5I)®PROBE T “/
53 ffi MOVIE * * * “To Race The Wind” ,
(1980, Drama) Steve Guttenbiirg.-Randy;] 
Quaid. A young blind man,, determined to 
be treated like a normal person, struggles, 
through Harvard law school and life in an 
endless but often funny battle; with the 
sighted world.
9:30 ® ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES /C)n 
est rendu devant le monde”
© © THE JEFFERSONS George is con-,
; vinced that he’s no longer attractive. (R); / ; 
(OfflCONTACT
10:00®, 0 MUSIC IN THE AIR “Village : 
Dance” The Atlantic Symphony under the, 
direction of Victor Yampolsky; is featured 
with soloist Edith Butler/and ;a perform-: 
anceof Mozart’s “Cuckoo”; is presented; 
with guests Dr. Richard Goldbloqm, Mari­
lyn MacDonald, Dr. John Geoffrey/] John 
Neville and Alexa McDonough.
/ ® ® HARDCASE A suspended cop is/ 
; called upon to deal with an escaped con­
vict who is holding/twd 'women/ hdsfage.;
: (H;®d) © THE BEST.OF’;W5-Fea“
tured: Stouffville!residents who challenged; 
the Canadian govemment /ahd : won; /a] 
famer’s/fight to retain his/lahdi/a/yisit; to; 
Berlin; former hockey' player Dav^“The 
Hammer” Shultz. (R)/ ;//,““;“:/
(© © TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. A hospital­
ized old girlfriend of Gonzo’s who is afraid 
that she will leave her baby an ofphan liitx.
him with a paternity suit. (R)
(® 0 ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA ///
53ffl60M.P.H
53©60 MINUTES
10:30 ® © LE TOLEJOURNAL 7 SPORT- 
DIMANCHE
11:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL
(3) ffl CINE7XUB -A *’4/“La chanson de; 
; Roland” (1977, Drame) Klaus Kinski, Dofn-j 
/ inique Sanda. Au Xlle siecle/ des/j^lerins 
sont encourages dans leur entreprise par 
/ I’histoire epique du neveu de;Chart®^®65®. 
raedntee par des contcu.i-s. 
®©©0NEWS
/ ® ® ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS/./“ 
(O ffl 700 CLUB 
53 © ON THE BUSES 
53ffl GLOBAL NEWSWEEK 
11:15 ® 0 NEWS
11:20 ® O VANCOUVER ISl/AND NEWS 
;®ONEWS 
11:30® ©NEWS
® © MOVIE *•*;* “A; Fine/Madness ? 
/; (1966,/ Comedy)/ Sean” Connery,“Joanne:
/Woodward. A poet becomes involved/with: 
/ : domestic problemS'Which result/in tlif loss:
of his creativity.
© © CBS NEWS
; / Z®: ©: MOVIE * * * %“Odd;Man OuC’
; (1947, Drama) James Mason,;Rpbwt New-; 
/' tph;/ A :,wounded/’underground/;leader; 
/ becomes the object of a massiye ntanhuot/K
“,/i |//1” “/'::i
lUHtOUAX “'-7 -'“•7.--“ r-————I
7:00 7:30 8:00 ! 8:30 9:00 9:30 i 10:00 1 10:30
(21 Country Barney Miller Nature Of Things // / / S’sCompariy
Tk Ooi 77 ' 1 Katkna '| Tbs Usf / “
m Regional Teiejourna! Nous Les Coroiques: "L’Homme Ordiestre”
rre-Tuere Pa^/’ / " f festastres, .-i
(T) PM Northwest The Muop^ts / Happy Days j taverne S'sCbmpany
TooCrt'e’ 1 cerfeara Waters -
------- -------J j —----. . ., ... .-
m Entertainment Tic Tac Dough rather Muriky/ / ; Bret Matersi
/////1 tesaYsli*;' ’■; ’’ -“;/ -/i;:;;
m Jetferkns Stars On Ice / : Falcon Crest ’ / Benson;
Jkr «y Tea* ’■ j Trspisrki®. MR /. ■’ ::.:/
m Joker's Wild Asked For It Universe / / Universe: Nurse/, ./i’ .’ ’/'-’’ -- -
7(81: Jeffersons Stars On Ice Falcon Crest , /
Benson' | Horxy'Toa*.. .; HartToH^ ’/ /-:. / ”/ ■- ..;;/’i
CD MacNeil : wid Of Sea 7 Running Blind Mvstery ■ ' /
Hivs- ’rtee SEzrf^//;-’/’:;/"'-//
fm Heroes Odd Couple Movie:’’Starhops" /’ . -—i
“-i/- ■
7(T2) Hngan’s Hero^ Marv T. Moore/: Movie; "King Kong Vs. (jodzilla; ; .—
{h'TlKctess/ istews //:.;’/,
Vancouver ;
j love Boat Tie fersn* Presents .; /
8:00 (2) 0 CBC EVENING NEWS v 
” ® © QUINCY “Le disparu’' ^ ;
' /® @ ABC NEWS ;;/
/-'® @ NBC NEWS : :“ /:;;
/ ”®©®©NEWS “ : “
“'“■©@ CBS NEWS.//’:’ .
:: (21 © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
53 ffl SANFORD AND SON
S/®'© M*A*S‘H /:
“ “7® ffi THAT’S LIFE n 7. “ / :i
6:30®0®®NEWS : / . “;“
. (I) @ P.M. MAGAZINE Take to the air m 
powered gliders called Kasperwing 
Ultralights; people who feel "tail is beauti-
® O BUSINESS REPORT ’ 
fn) ffl BOB N’EWHART ’
® © HERE’S LUCY
®; ffl; WHAT WILLTHEY THINTC OF
NEXT!
7:00 ® 0 COUNTRY IN MY SOUL 
(3) © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® 0 P.M. NORTHWEST Featured: 
Rebecca Kellev reports on Market mer­
chants through the years; review several 
restaurants; visit “Golden Age Collecti­
bles” a nostalgia shop; view the_ durable. 
Ford Mustang and a Renton company.. ;
® ©ENTipiTAINMENT TONIGHT
@ ® TEE JEFFERSONS 
® ® JOKER’S WILD /
CD © TEE JEFFERSONS Georgecon­
vinced that he’s no longer attracti ve: (R) 
(1) © MACNEIL / LEHRE51 REPORT 
® ffl QD (B HOGAN’S HEROES /,
® ffl VANOJUVER /
7:30® 0 BARNEY: MILLER Tensiotffi 
’ mount as Harris, suffering from writers 
/ block and lack‘of sleep, and Dietrich stay 
' locked up in a hotei room with a ksy;^t- 
he« toa gang murder. iParl2}iE‘Q “ / 
/® ffi TELEJOURNAL 
/ ® O THE MUPPEHS 
®©’nCTAC BOUGH 
® O CD O STARS ON ICE Gucstsi Per- 
/ ry; Jewell, Lilliar Heming and Murray 
Carev. Bruno Jen-v-(R)
©©YOU ASKED FOR IT /
® ffl ODD COUPLE 
®© MARY TYLER MOORE y
7J5®OWORLDOFTHESEA ; /
8:00 @ 0 NATURE OF THINGS Featured;
bionic limbs, Hanumaa Langurs, the mom 
// keys of India; the reasons why birik tend 
- toflvinforrnation-(Rjn / r - 
“® '© NOUS LES OTSaQUES 
S “L’hcnime orrtiestre'’ (1970, Comedie) 
Louis de Funes, Noella Adam. Des balle- 
■;/ rihes sont severeraent menees par leiir 
“ directsur qui ne leor permet pas de sorties
; sentunentaies,' ..
: ® 0 H-^FFY DAY^ Fonzie takes ever
; /Risersh^euecIasiiRlO;^^.;: 5^;
® 3 father ^TIPHY John Michael
Merphv an orpeariage-sefepo: to ss
: ,aband«s-d saloon./bst. the
threaten to cteek/t Piit 2} iRi /
® S ® O FAIXSJN CREST qs^/ 
//.-threatens;.;to destroy-Angies:
.’/’over the reservoirs when, te r-ans;;
/’/fdrrtKistvsEpervisor/lR/::;/,’./ i”// “
■7;7® /3UNIVETSE;: /Cnaiale^
/ ' /reports ch ’vari'ws aecxirrcRc“::a.!al pse-
-’“nomeE3/!iiti5ewi)ridofsc!eece/“/“
O RUNNING BUND -/ “./ ;
/ /’gif-©/ MOVES’:**;“Startups/ tlSTa,;,/
:; ..’/Cenjedy) a/rtShv- Rdtrsaan.; Slerfeg.Frt- /’ 
’ .’zier:Three- csrtiacecss.carhop^/lry time a., 
“ ’Drdii; 3i;afaaisgdrive%L.r.:/./’.,:/./,;
’©’-CB'MOVIE "Kisg .Keng/Vs.:/
' ’G<xsiila"rtlS63. Seeece-Firtiflai: Midassi// 
; : Keithi Harrv Kotosiab- Kaag and GodsLa ’ 
///battle it ;«sd/;fof/“3iirenacy::d#rpyEg/
;: ./evervthsngiiithrtrpaths/v/’:'^.;-.:” --.y;
’8:30 ® 0 LAYEBNE & SfliRISY
/audilions {«’the leading nde of in /
”’fa movies Rig . ' ,
‘ /© ’ S fUNIViai® Walter Cronkite .;
7r/reports: on ] variens; oceerrecets ,^3/pfee-V;;
-i/lkimeBaiQtbew<3ldof.scieK:e.',;'“ /?/_//
• (® 13 THRF^S CGSiPANY
; / ’ WTsOe pnsing as a dodtof. Jack an^tp^ed- /: 
// hr encoeoiers a patfeit aisd ^ «^ / 
!aienj-{RlG““:“: ■/', // 
: O MAV^KX Mavateksj
fasU^asgrnap
WO® © ® O 
/ by a :
^^9 A)VIB **'-z “Laving ¥*»“ (1557. 
Missicali Elvis Presky. lizabeth Scett A 
: small tows ssge^ meets a/fearsHwled;
’ ’ pr^s agsit who iracsf^n^ him nsa as... 
ovOT3^seassatK5ii.(R) ’:/ "/“”/|^ /^;
® © CD 0 /SeiVIE Ksal
/ As^sn^" (1588. Saspessse) G^ejeve 
ISktaa Y<^ Aa advestai^ 
televt^is esters a wes
“ /srf poniaal istrigoe mbes 
“Caiiada’s Prime SSsister an oifsear 
“ it to the Sdsiel VmiXL (B) ““ 7//“:
® O CSEAT RAILWAY^JCXJKiEYS
CFTHEWCSaD
^3 ffl MOVIE ** "Bqgs (iSSO, Dramat 
“ feio O CtKcer, Kathryn life
and loves of Hamphr^ are p^-
9:£^© FSSm PAffiCEAllFNfS
// ©O FILTHY Seeks
/trv to iSsproTc: Wild Kils kaship “ith •» 
“ /.bloedtea- - :// ■'’:
IMS® ©THSN^SONAL / , “
: ® © L4HI grant Rossi sis jpu 
7 vs bile woriicg on a stery ccMeming Thmd 
;/"' -:WMiilSi3Ty3tiaB/iR); .“/ ’/; ■
® © MASIHiKBCS DGCUMSfTA-
J:7/’RIES’ 7 :// :./”/
e ffl NEWS /
;/^ e® <«<THSBOaS .; / /;/ ;
/ that tsas fteced Sweetwater tsmiers 
of th«riand£itS3saa2.5p3it2rtRi
“/“5>:© ® ga-v«ts«-s;
/-/party- retosK tosiif^>rt his swniitM^ !«■
’ // a secSEJd term and ffistsad offers him ac 
' ’ ambasadar’s cos ia IcSairf (R| Q 
7^ / © S KUK^ MkhacI L^roed siai^ aa 
/ /recestly widowed tead ssirse at a far^
/ ' ftietroEwStaa SKpisaf who tries to ret-eftf 
: her personal life through a renewed devo­
tion to her career. (R) ’
® © MYSTERY -Roiapofe Of Tia; Bai- 
fcy; Rampcle And the Shut Fidk" Har^ 
Rumpole is railed upon to serve as jeaw 
counsel in defetaiing an actress aensed (d 
= the backstage murder:®! bei hesbarsa. 
'/fE^3){H}a- 7-”“’.//’/“/ “
®@IjOV&BOAT
>.^® 0 © G TOO cusai Ft» CX>M- 
FOiT Muriei is iafaiiated by the attestam
paid Henrv bv a pretty yowsg artist. (H»
® © PAGE
® G CD O momY lom Ptonsp@
R/K!iiieHa«kicsw€kca^|aaTys£».C«J-
cie Cato araiJisis Lewis. <Rf 
i0:SO®0THENA’nONAL w
® O BARBARA WALTERS aJMMER 
/ SOCIAL Barbara Walters aster.-iews 
U_ Katlsarine Hepbnra. Mictor-a and
““Brocie ^elds-iR)
® O MOOJUN^ ITkW McClaia and two 
/ /«hefs‘are held feeslage:® a hespitai by a 
tnetitailvdisturted Vkrtaam vaeraa (Hi
(D © TRAPES JC*HN, MD- Two
I; . patients,. CiK a lonely, senotssty, ill c*Sm- 
’ wetnaa.. and the other a yotesg^ man w!»
:’ believes himseif to befreiB ataSherpiaaec.
’//are; drawn to each other.
7 ® 0 HjlKi TO HART While iifflathaa ts
;:/.. testitie ’ 3_. new.: EruJerwaler;. camera, .S«i-
”:/, f-stusibles a wrecked yacM BsWiSg a 
/■-. - cache of stolen
//’ -®. Q NOVA’"The :WuaTa:W5Ki.-Spat tte
/'f ’ The ’ Floor"’ Barnard :Ha#es/ Barraiei :a 
/. / . aim poftrart of feaita-mg
iirtijse foetage o{. BJjkjb extoamieg 





© ’THISLAND..Tbeftirpat et’acid.^ 
:/”“;raiB: and." polluto^ :«» .Caosisa's ’Bshtag 
/:.’--/Baiustryts-exaniised.G-:;/:./ /::..:; : :..//; 
1938 ® ffi ESNaBtTI^
’■ ’ (12) - : 
ites ® 0 ® O ® ® ti) ©NEWS 
fDFBAlNSlVALAVIE 
/ ®0®©CrVKATK5SALNEWS “ 
f ® © US. fSKBfKLE “Ytar Ife 
F--»gie” Tfeplight of tte 
: inined.- / = .’ ,’ ’/-:/
® fflSEAESSYANDHinCS / 
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Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promotly Handled
6564313






















ABOVE GROUND POOL, ladder, $35; 
round pool cover, 15’ diameter, $35. 
652-3031 evenings. 285-33
GARDINER'S FARMS — Apricots, 
peaches, beans, cauliflower, baby 
carrots, beets, rhubarb, spuds, etc. 
Fuits, vegetables in season— open daily 
9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m., 16975 64th Avenue, 
Surrey, B.C. V3S1Y2.112-574-5980 
n a 3 2
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services tor the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­




CAMPER, 6'/2 FT. Large bod, stove, 
table, tridge. Good condition. 10201 
Resthaven, Sidney, or phone 652-3648. 
$1,600 firm,asis. 281-32
Dutch Landscaping <S^ Co.
Boats
& lySarirB®
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 - 3RD ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER. A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $197. 291-32
Furniture 
For Rent
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.
All phases of gardening— Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
COMPLETE SET maple bunk beds, no 
mattresses. $150 firm. 656-4326 after 6 
p.m. 273-32
C CAMQBUM FURHITURE RENTAL
3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month lo month.
833 Yates 383-3655
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE
MOVED TO 9783 - 3RD ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT. MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE. HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 




6955 West Saanich Rd.
Residential, Commercial, and Brentwood Bay 
GoK Course Construction
Glen Williams 652-3323
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAILING 
SCHOOL, sailing instruction aboard 
classic yachts. Charters by day, week, 
month. 382-1612 . tfn
HAVE LARGE STOCK 2x3 spruce, all 
lengths, No’s.T and 2.13c lin. ft. F.O.B. 




REGISTER NOW for Tiger Claw School ot 
Gung Fu. Gold sash to advanced. Anti- 
Rape Tai-Chi Go Ju. Karate Qualified 
instructor. Phone 656-6693 for in­
formation pamphlets. 0G4-36
MERCRUISER— complete engine and 
outdrive repair depot. Canoe Cove 
Marina. 656-5633 195-32
Green - Scene Landscoping
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planthig’' COMPLETE SERVICE
QUALIFIED MOBILE SHIP WRIGHTS. All 
phases. From $ 16.00 hourly. Trade your 
? for labour. 478-4870 165-32
ALDER FIREWOOD, logging truck load, 
approx. 10 cords $550; 3 cords unsplit, 
$210; individual cords unsplit, $80. 
Immediate delivery. 388-6275, ask for 
pager#2570 260-34
M1ST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY,
English riding lessons. Horses provided. 
All students started individually. 1793 
W. John Rd., Sidney. 656-3167 070-34
® Interlocking Stones.for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
® Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
® Pruning & Spraying '
® Fencing, Cement Work
CANOE COVE HAS experienced 
machinist and complete repair facilities. 
656-5633 196-32
RAINBOW GREENHOUSES, 2070 
Keating Cross Road. 7'xl2'greenhouse, 
$180. Come and see our Hydroponic 
Garden. 652-4522 335-39
FIBREGLASS FINISHING, spray pain­




All phases of landscaping.
S564Q78
evenings
1973 -14 V2 FT. FIBREFORM with 50 HP 
Mercury...Trailer and fuii top, ideal for 
fishing and skiing. Always flushed if used 
insalt water. All in excellent condition. 
$3,500,652-4775 276-31
BUNK BEDS, SALEM MAPLE. Spindle 
head and end boards. New mattresses. 
Makes nice twin bed set. $200. 656- 
3630 329-33
WALNUT COFFEE TABLE, 54 "x21 " wide 
xl5" high. Asking$225.656-6245 310- 
32.,
LOVABLE MALE NEUTERED MUTT, 
collie-type wants home with farm folk. 
Tm affectionate, adore children and 
adults and need to live in the country, 
either on a farm or acreage. My mistress 
thinks the world of me but lives in the 
city and wants what's best for me. Please 
give me a home. Call Charlotte at 384- 
5687 32
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 ; 
Resthaven or call usat656-5537. tf
'Tf' ij
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Ihdustria! Area
For all your Stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies: cement and concrete mixes, etc./ . 
VVewill supply material and information for Do-ll-YoUrselld
■ L ; COMPARE, OURPRICES; .










MARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
, Rebuilding .iexhaust ■ systems. /For^^^^/ 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
' 656-5633
n
SADLER'S interior — Exterior
Paper HangingPainting Bi 
Decnrating Ltd. 656-4487 656-5646
Pain
: GORDON OREN Deec
ting Si FREE estimates
•rating S50.4397
»¥erings
't'/'V':,;:/'/^/; & I “Big or Small 





The Sidney Review of­
fers; FREECLASSSFiED^ 
ADS to; those persons 
w ho are norma I !y 
employed but are cur­
rently out off work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
; own;;; me r c h a n d i s e; t o;
' generateLTunds.These'^ 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of-:: 
;:fipe.;,^NpL:ads‘;;Yor;.:;thiS" 
I classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
SINK UNIT, HEAVILY BUILT. 5'6 " with 
arborite top, cupboards and drawers. 
Also 36" rollaway cot with spring filled 
mattress, as new. 656-4247 315-32
FOR RENT, lovely 5 stall barn, including 
2 large paddocks and use of well-iit 
outdoor riding ring. Located at 1793 
West John Rd., Sidney. Available Sep- 
temberl5.656-3167 286-32
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please calL 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS, bedding, 
dishes, miscellaneous on sale Saturday, 
14th August at 2492 Rothesay, from 
llam-4pm ; 317-32
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY now 
boarding, full' care. Paddocks and box 
stalls, lighted outdoor ridingarena. $150 
per month. 1793 West John Road, 656-
3167''-v:-;', -.',-'311-37''
FIR AND ALDER FIREWOOD. $80 cord 
split; $60 cord unsplit. 478-6285; 478-
"5819^^'-/;;'■v.';"3l'8-34'.:
ALMOST NEW cream colored, lined 
( drapes. 125”; long.;2 pair 40’’ wide; I ;
pair 50” wide; 1 pair 68” wide; 1 pair 
r: 70” wide. 592-6579 - ^ 319-32 ;
NEW MEAT CUTTING BAND SAWS. 
Tra velli ng Sa les Agent. Phone 112-74 8 - 
5893. R Travers, 5721 Menzies Road, 
R:R. #2. Duncan, B:C. y9L 1N9.- na32
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like, barbershop style 
singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7;30 p.m. at the, , 
Legion hall on Mils Road. Information,
656-531)1 or656-7828 Y u
MAN’S JOGGING SUIT;; jolly : jumper; 
baby’s sleeping bag;) and misc; baby) 
Items. 656-1690 evenings , ’;; -324;32
: Foil rid:
SENIORS [60;6r more] New to Sidney? 
Don’t know anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre offers Classes/ activities and; a 
warm welcome.: Drop in tO; 10030 
Resthavenorcal! 656-5537 32
; SANDAK SHOES for al| The^Uamily. ;5 
year, 50% replacement warranty.; For 
Hste pa rties,; or i nd iy id ual: sa les , 6 5 2
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. , 
Adm. 25c adults. Every;25th person 
free. Many bargains:-^ 2 YDpor Prize . 
Draws; Info. 656-5316 evenings.;256-34 ’;
:3038’ 028-36:
LANDSCAPE GARDENING, new lawns, 
general clean-up. Phone Dan John 656-
:pfiid ■ 36::
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store. 
iWholesale; and RetaiL: Free catalogues; 
:pcean Pacific Fan Galle 17 lnc:,46bo:East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby; B.C. V5C 
2K5.Phonell2-299-0666. na-tf
LOST FROM MARYLAND DRIVE ^rea, V
/' Aug. 4 afternoon, 121/4 yr/ old rnale’ with - 
poor eyesight, silver, miniature poodle, MEET NEW FRIENDS- singles and
flea collar and brown couples. Learn to square dance every
r leather/coilarv ’ ' ■ ■ ^
- Answers to 
-whereabouts greatly
FAMILY/ M NEEDS WORK 
:dESPERATELY. Will take anything. No 
job :too small. Salary negotiable. 
Appliance /repair-;:;: painting,:/ 
gardening, etc/ Dave/‘evenings please,: 
656-3202.Thank you. 30
WOOD / WINDOWS /AND -DOORS 
LOWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD.
: V^ncbuver:266-il01; NOrth Vancduver,;/ 
985-9714, Richmond 273-6829, 
Nanaimo 7 58-7 375, Kamlobps/: 374 
13566,: Powell Riyer/485:9744; Lillocet- 
256-7501, Winlaw, 226-7343, 
Whitehorse, 667-7332. • na-tf
{ contact Sidney Veterinary Clinic, 656- MEMBERS OF FRIENDS ot the Library
3955_______________ _________________ ^ are invited to a special preview of the
new library building, August 14 at 11 
.. " ............ ....... a.m,'Coffee will be served. Meet at the
Opp®rty?iiti@s
;:® nev/ library building on Resthaven Rd.
REUNION OF FRIENDS, students and 
staff, S;J^ will be held
& CHIPS Take-out thriving family May 13-15, 1983. Send your name,
/business. All/equipment and stock in- address, tel. number and last year of
FISH
WORK REQUIRED, will:swap for tools, 
etc. Painting/carpentry/gardening, tool 






MAN V;iTH ONE TON TRUCK will do 
work of any type. Power saw: vvork and 
vya rd clea n/ up,; ru bbish remova I 
Reasonable rates. 656-2210; / 30
/HUNTERS FARMERS. Multi purpose/
'meat/band'savvs/Slidihgstainlesssteel: 
/ tables/16” cutting height./$849.00 less/ 
:/ motor/Agriculturai:use, J799.00.; Johri 
Papp;;1255;Queensbury; Victoria, B.C: 
:/V8P2El.Phone384-8119,;^^^
: l|/ i t/a t  :i - 
3n start irrii 
if required. $49,500 j
/ eluded. Gan start immediately. Will train ■ attendance to the/school, 923 Topaz 
firm/656-6722/:39:/: Ave./Victoria, B.C/ V8T2M2 ______  33
CABINETMAKER, Hand crafted, custom 
made, sol id wood furniture, antique 
reproductions. Call 656-9135 / 32
SMALL/MAYTAG PORTABLE automatic 
dryer,-$120; washer spin: dr7er/::$45'j 
OBb: 656-4649 1 / ; 305-32 /
PART TIME/FULL TIME VYe are looking/ SIDNEY & SAANICH PENINSULA 
for someone who: 1) — requires a GARDEN CLUB, August 16, 7:30 pTn.
/: minimum of $50,000.00/yearly; 2) ;-/i::/ M 
company training aiid backup support ; SP®?kers: v Jack Hardingham^ , arid :BiM 
/ prograrn and will assistluture growth; 3) / /^^pfppster.// Annual Surnmer/ ShoV/
— refundable 49,6do.()0 retainer August28; 29th._____________________ ^2
required tor protected area. For more VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL at Sluggetl
/ information and brochure phone 112- Memorial Baptist Church,/ Brenty/pqcl ,,
LOCAL HANDYMAN, painter available.
:'656>i705'/^ ,:'1'.y/;/,/-:''32:
PAIR OF COFFEE TABLES, $10; 39 ” 
canopy bed, complete, $ 140. 656-5682
:29 7.-3'2/::'::::/::;:::-:. :(//::/i'-::
294-2377:orwrite; Franchise Director of Bay. When? Aug. 16-20 from 6:30 p.m. - 
Westland, 385 Boundary Road South, 8 p.m. Stories, contests, songs, crafts. 




’ Now Construction and Repairs 
/ : :^peclalizlng in Ho( Water
10410 All Bay Rd.. Sidney Phone 656-1580
TWO yVILL UNDERTAKE odd jobs, clean 
houses, baserrients; haul small loads, 
mow, or garden, babysit, walk dogs: 
Geriatric care)by qualified orderly. 656-
30"/ BATHROOM YANiTY, white. 










656'’0626 Eevos & Cliimnoy















COUNTRY LIVING ACCESSORIES 
available in our fully illusirated 
catalogue of delightlul gifts and small 
; furnishings: baskets, fabrics, copper, 
and brassware, lamps, mirrors, etc, 
Send ;$1.95, (refundable from first 
purchase) to: Country Furnituro;, 3097 
Granville Street, Vancouver, B.C/ V6H 
3J9/ Phone 112-738-6411:. Visit our 
newest store in Coquitlam Centre. ha32
RENTALS, SPORTING C^ODS OUTLET 
,in : Langley with three: bedroom suite / 
attached. Doing very high volume sales. 
Owner wijl sell/ trade, or lease, Call 
collect, John Loucks Van-Martin Realty, 
584-2477 ha32
iGROW/AND LEARN/with your/child,: / 
Couritryside Preschool, a/pareht/)y/ned /: 
cooperative is accepting fegistration for /
3 and 4 year old chiIdron for September,
: CallGihny,656-2974 :: : :^: /// : Z 33
AUTOMOTIVE WRECKING BUSINESS,
: Kamloops: for sale,/ or: will consider 
partial sale to party with ability to take 
over management. Write A, Savjord, 
R,R.3, Kamloops, B.C, Phono 112-372- 
'/,,3123/■//,:.,:: ::' ///:,;;;, ::;/:na32:
THE VICTORIA Gl-ADIOLUS & Dahli«a 
Sociely's/annual Flower Show, in con- 
iunclipn with the Canadian ;Gladiolus 
Show, Hillside Mall, August 20 and 21, 




9773 ■ 5th si, Sidney
::/'''//:656-554i-/:r':/'.
' {Ml
URINE-ERASE guarantees removal, dog, 
■cat//hijrnan/urine: slairis/:^^d^^^
; 1 carpetsv/Rogardlcss of stain ago, Free 
brdchurer :Reidol|; Qhptnlcols/ Limltod, 
Box 7500, London, Ontario N5’Y4X8 
::'"'na:3 2 ’
BRILLIANT NEW LINE Plastic and Foam ; 
Loftors. Distributors and Independent 
: Salesmen yyantod/r60% off; Royal Mfg/,:
25099/ Dowdriey Trunk Road/ Mapio 
- Ridge, B C/ V2 X 3 N5: Phorto 112 ^46 7 ■ ^'





/ CAN WE FILL your requirements? We 
1 specialize ip wheels and bicyclo rirns for 
::/rion;autpmotivo application,: For further 
/ detalls/ Sun Wheels Limited/ Box 212, 
Hawkestiury, Or)tarloK6A2B7 ha32
14]i:'i'1,:^: ::/:/'::::na32
/ FISH &“ch1ps Take-out thrivingTarnily 
/ business. All :cquipmonl and stock in­
cluded , Cairstart immodiatoly. Will train 
if roquirod, $49,500 firm, 656-6722 17,4’'
;.V'3 5V ■->■■■-
b’RElLLY - In Saanicli Poninsiil.i
Hospital on August 2,1982 , Mr, Thoma'
MIsccllaheous
Wanted
Joseph O'Reilly, aged 7i; years 01:483/ 
— Coward Road, a rosidpnt/in the Saanlct
area for 35 years, He will bo sadly missed;
l<ia 1 ; k.; < t'a .14 . ttHi .akUB-lulau,,..! . Ir. / 'I «« .//'/by; his wifp:' Beatrlco;/son//.)im/:'grnnd/’'' 
Shaniidii: and /Sharlene:/
sisior, Mrs/:Anna Muipliy and broitier,/: 
Fn'rm)«:/; hnUi-: bf'/:0ritari0'l/:al8b;; mahy;;/
Don't:be disappointed!,,/ 













Froo (Jolivory Peninsula only
652-9601
HOCKEY,: BASEBALL and other gum 
cards, cash, Will pick up. 477 0658 233-
'3'2/;-:;::
l3lL TANKr"lO0-260'''"iaT,WANTED:
above ground, In good condition. 656-
■,'6190 ■■:■■,/■■/,■■"'/: ■'/:':„'■'■■■■'■'■■■''■' ■"■341-32'
ATrfeNTidN bSu^'si
CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass 
/at largo/discount prices,/Table topii. 
Repairs, Groonhouso Glass/ ,t8''xlB",
, 7 5 c ■' ®a „;et Cm/' 0 tc -ii Tempo rodGlass::;: 
34"x66" and 76"/ 26"k76", $20 ea. 
9750 -ath SI., Sidney, 656-6e56; If
posts and railB. Solecf trod falling. 656-
47V3'."'"'^ '■ . .... .....-'ml-if:"
buy and sell 
used: (jif clubs, bags, and carts. Export 




Join our priv.Tio chartor buses August 
14lh 01 ibili, $3b includes bu,s litre 
and entrance fee. : :: /:: : !
Buses depart Stralhcona liolol or 
^‘Sidney Travolodge, Call;,Carolyn al 
UhmanTravol; 656-0138.i^ ;; »
ua, both
trionds/in/ tho: Cattle business: across 
/// Canada/':'/:::'/,' '/'/////'' /'"/'':','
Funeral service was hdld/on Wedr:/ 
/ hesdoy. August 4 atlliOO a.m/ln McCall/ - 
Bros,; Chapel, Johnson: a) Vancouver- ; 
/, Strools, with ;th«: Rev,: RonalcL D,, 
Johnstone ottlcitlng. Intorrhont was/at 
Royal Oak Burial Park, (in lieu of flowers,
/ trietids so desiring may contribute to 
1 Tom O'Reilly / Vancouver I stand 4 H
Saanich
-- UPHOLSTeWNO, Ptc. Jerry Hevwl
• Ouaranmtxf Ciisiom Work * Duality Fabric* ,n ,„--/:S7960,'W8|I»c« Dr,/
53^0//
THIS SI»iliCE coy tO' YOIIHS
,:;::-::::'::FOH.ONi:V/*^
:f,- OSMRQ';:- TOURlSr*”We;f orn''--'
-Canada's largest diaplay. Wliolewlo and 
:'/ rota,!l.:', ,Froe j catalogues';: a yal^ble, /'Nor//'' 
bdii'i,,LytU(ig Cunt(U;|iiCM 4600,-Last, 
Hastings St.^ Burnaby, B.C/ V5C 2K5, 
Phoneha-Oeec, tl
;:: 
■'„Mo!J5e.'"A'.'I'rePt, 'sc'Mt(c,h :of' gdOd: -add , 
beautiful, books;tor„tVl! Beside the
/ Royal.B-ankdnfJeacdti/:/'', /'/:':;; 5523'-tfn,;"
Scholarship Fund, 6372 West 
Rd,, R.R,5, Victoria, B.C. V8X 4M8 fA 
I. special thanks to tho doctors and stall ot 
ANNIE/ ASTROLOGER AND ADVISOR. :the Saanich Peninsula Hospital lor their
Taro cards, palm readings, 901 Eri:ipre8s : ; loving comlort and care ol Tom O'Reilly 
:, „Ave,,.'corner Quadra. Opcii 10 am/' *: 10',: duringh'Isstay ItUhehd-ipilal'//::: 300 32"' 
::::'':'p,m'/ No :appointmont'-f necessary.'''
"■■"5':'''priC0l0r''re8dlngS;'--:‘'':' ;*;::://
uindsaY"
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Tfavolodge Sundays 9 a.ml • 3 p.rn
' -'Artm: ■ 75r: nffiilts;'' Fvwry 25th ■' pr«.c«ton 
'■/:''lroe./' Many;-'-bargains,':/ 2-'':' Door 
/Draws. Into,656-531G evenings; 255-34 
(jAkAGE SAli.E» Sistufdlfliv ftnci Sundiiy^ 
August 14 andiS from to a,m; * 4 p.m// 








wilh moans tor life time commitment, 
willing to wdik hand to maintain a happy / 
home life. Please reply to Box lfi8fi/c7o 
















However, far from being the 
conservative investment vehicle
Not too many years ago should one do? The answer
conventional wisdom dictated depends upon what you believe to
that for people who wanted to be the outlook for interest rates,
maintain the security of their If you believe interest rates will
capital plus achieve a steady rise, you would be better to sell
income stream, the only thing to your bonds now and invest the
invest in was a bond. money elsewhere; if you believe
Bonds are debt instruments interest rates will fall, hold onto
issued by governments, crown the bonds and sell them or
corporations and public cor- redeem them later,
porations. Because they are a The best bonds to buy, orhold, 
liability of whoever issues them, are probably those with a low
upon bankrupcy or the winding cohpon rate which Will mature
up of the issuer, the bondholder within five years because if in-
must be paid before terest rates fall, their prices will
shareholders.
Additionally, bonds are 
redeemable at face value (usually 
$1,000) after a set period of time, 
often 20 years. The coupon rate 
— the interest rate—- is set at 
current interest rates at the time 
of issue. Consequently it is not 
uncommon for people to be 
holding bonds yielding anything 
from 3^2 per cent to 15 per cent 
perannum.
interest rates at 
about 14 per cent, a 15 per cent 
bond is attractive and, therefore, 
to procure such bonds you would 
have to pay more than $1,000 par 
value. However, a 3 Vi per cent 
unattractive. The only 
way to make the yield com- 
to present interest rates is 
to reduce the price for which it
Thus, for example, a 3/2 per
bond due in September, 1996, 
currently sells for approximately 
$3 5{).Tf present rat^^ 
price of the bond will rise; if 
present interest rates rise, the 
price of the bond will fall still 
further.
As anyone who holds bonds is 
aware, in recent years bonds have
they once were, bonds must now 
be regarded as speculative in­
vestment instruments . . . which 
is a sad commentary on the state
of our economy.
[Stephen Taylor is an in­
vestment dealer with Pitfield 










Brentwood Hardware & Athletics
Corner Wallace & West Saanich Rd.
Trafalgar Squire 652*2822
FOR SIZZLING SUMMER SAVINGS
I P %
' J S3 —ii
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355 mL 12 oz.LEMONADE
PUREX BATHRQOIW
4 rolis .................










lAPLE LEAF SMOKES HAMS
2 rolls
RISE & SHINE LEMONADE
proven to be a very poor in­
vestment. What, therefore.
3’s.
McCAIN 7” PEPPERONl OR
Charles
0^ • finos orrived





He applied for a Canada 
Council grant so he could take a 
year off from work and produce 
enough art for an exhibition but 
despite a fine presentation and I 
recommendations from 
provincial museum art curator 
Peter Macnair and anthropoligisl 
Janet Pott, he was turned down 
without explanation.
It was a bitter blow for the man 
who saw the grant as an op­
portunity to revive his people’s |
Much time is needed to 
produce enough work for a show 
— over a period of five years 
Elliott has only managed to 
produce seven prints.
“Art has a message and I have 
to put thought into it.^ I vvant it 
to say something -— but it take.s 
lime,” he explains. And there’s 
little time for producingmore 
prints. Ellioli’s next job is a 
commission from Bill Haley to 
produce an eight foot by six foot 
red cedar wall mural depicting a 
ISth century medieval .scene.
Anyone who wants to drive by




CUT FROM CANADA GRADEyA’;BE£F:HiP: 








FRAZER VALLEY FARM STRAWBERRY

























^ 398raL14oz. . . . . . . .
kg
















:a d sec. Elliott’s w 
phont him first at 652-4529,
Continued from Page Bl
laying off the whole stuff, so the 
only alternative i.'i to lay off as 
many as necessary until the end 
of the year,
“Tlic educational system can’t 




He suggested at Thai point
consider
seriously wlicilier to rcsigni but 
•That would just leave people 
who don’t care about education 
making the decisions,”
Kristianson noted the 
’/l"y"''’:'^'"'govcrnmeni’s:.;'4nov«i"i’^'Ttadv'Tn-''' 
creased :''':Tbe'’;jvprbpbrtion::';.^^
' education costs being paid by 
local properly owners, since local 
■' ’ iillbb* r* 1 hxcT‘Ircad
colIccUfd and will not be reduced.





Ik pointed out also, that 11 Ihei 
fcac'liers do not take a'reduced
PRICES 
EFFECTIVE 




CANDAA NO. 1 
LOCAL WHITE ROSE
lb
ij' ■’ r'lY N
— y"' ' '.V’ ■
t* ^ 1; 1 f i- S( U f «i,. .k . ......., I
«a.




9 a.m, to 9 p.rn,
9 a.mi to 8 p.m:
,, TiawyJlwyT'wlll^lbstS;^^^^^^ 
money anyway in the long run, 
since legislation requires that all; 
employee.', go llnough two ycac. 
underTbcguldelincI rcgardSessbl"::: 
■"—ben that'period starts,




lA^, , i\. .f. ..
W kg
■ • COOKED HAi i
$|98
1 nil each
$948
-yy.;'; ■■/-'or-;.;:: ■■"■j^
$124 I
ait pkg. 1
